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ABSTRACT 
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This project entailed the selection, background research and documentation, casting, direction, 
and post-production analysis of Canon City High School 's production of John Guare's The 
House of Blue Leaves by Andrew Fisher. Docwnentation includes research and analysis of the 
play and an evaluation of the play as a production vehicle for Cafion City High School. 
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(PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT YOU /JAVE READ THE PLAY SELECTION CRITERlA SECTION IN YOUR GRADUATE 
HANDBOOK) 
PLAYWRIGIIT(S) [If musical, list lyricist/cornposer] ___ ----r-J~oh=n~G~uar~e~---------
NUMBER OF ACTS 2 APPROXIMATE TOTAL PLAYING 
TME I HOURS_!Q_MIN. 
CAST (fill in wilh the appropriate numbers) 
MEN 5 WOMEN 6 CH ILDREN ___ O...___OVER 40 __ J __ _ 
ROLES REQUlRJNG PEOPLE OF COLOR 0 
·---
ROLES COULD DOUBLE _ __._ _ _ 
TOTAL NUMBER OF CAST ____ l l.._ __ _ 
OTHER CASTING CONCERNS: The role of Artie needs to. be played by an actor who can play piano. 
ARTISTIC STAFF (check those needed for this play or production idea) 
MUSICAL DIRECTOR_! __ DANCE CHOREOGRAPHER __ _ 
FIGHT CHOREOGRAPHER __ DIALECT COACH SPECIALTY HIRE __ (specify what 
kind) ORCHESTRA/BAND (specify what size) ____ _ 
Will you be fulfilling any of the above? NO If so, which? NIA 
Will a guest artist be fulfilling any of the above? Yes 
Artie. 
If so, which? r will have a piano tutor for the part of 
SCENERY /PROPS (check those needed for this play or your concept of lhe play) 
UNIT SET? YES NO (CIRCLE ONE) NUMBER OF SETTINGS 2 
HlSTORICAL PERlOD October 4, 1965 GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION New York 
BRIEF DESCRJPTION OF SET CONCERNS OR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: 
The biggest concern will be the kitchen. I wiU need to find a period refrigerator and stove. Also, a 
period televisioo will need to be created or found. 
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF PROPS__QQ_PERlOD ~10 __ 
DIFFICULT OR UNUSUAL PROPS? YES NO (CIRCLE ONE) DESCRTDE: 
The pop top Coke cans will be tough. The New York Post newspaper wiJI have to be created or 
copied. Box of Corn Flakes will also need to be recreated. 
WEAPONS OR FIREARMS? HOW MANY __ _..2~DESCRTBE: I will need a gun for the Military 
Policeman. I will also need a bomb. 
COSTUMES (CHECK THOSE NEEDED FOR TillS PLA y OR YOUR CONCEPT OP THE PLAY) 
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF COSTUMES PER CHARACTER 2, __ _ 
HISTORICAL PERIOD 1965 SEASON Fall 
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: 
Military Policman, Doctors whites, Choir boy outfit, and Nun outfits 
JUSTIFICATION FOR CHOICE OF SCRIPT 
HA VE YOU SEEN THIS SCRIPT PRODUCED? YES NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
HA VE YOU DONE THIS PLAY BEFORE? BRIEFLY DESCRIBE YOUR INVOLVEMENT IN THE 
PRODUCTION: 
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I have not produced this show before. The only function I performed in this production was adding a 
light to the refrigerator. 
WHY SHOULD YOUR ORGANIZATION PRODUCE THIS SCRIPT? 
This show has several good attributes for Canon City High School and also for me as a director. It 
has comedy which always keeps the crowd engaged. It has historical significance because it is based around 
an actual event io history. The House of Blue Leaves also provides a plot that includes dramatic changes. 
The students will need to discover charaden with multi.pie levels. Students will also need to develop an 
understanding of the period and importance otthe historical event to each character. As a director it is 
challenging because it is not the typical comedy that I usually direct. It has the dramatic piece that will push 
my ability to direct and also allow me to utilize the education I have received from this Graduate Program. 
The community in Canon City is reeeptive to higher caliber performances which is what House of BIJle 
Leaves represents. 
WHAT ARE THE DRAWBACKS (IF ANY) TO DOING THIS PRODUCTION AT YOUR SCHOOL? 
The only drawbacks to this production are the sexual references. One of the major plot elements is 
the affair between Bunny and Artie. Also, there are a few instanC"eS that the sex act is discussed. 
PLEASE GWE A BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF THE SCRIPT ON A SEP ARA TE SHEET OF PAPER AND 
ATTACH. 
SUBMITTED BY: (Printed Name) ____ _;..;A=n=dre==w--=F'"""is=h=e.:..r ______ _ Date 
Submitted: S/17/10 
(Signature) __________________ _ 
Thesis Chair Approval: Christina Barrigan Date Approved:-----
Thesis Committee Members Approval: Scott Robinson Date Approved : -----
Graduate Coordinator Approval: Scott Robinson Date Approved : -----
Please note: 
The signatures have been redacted due to security reasons. 
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Brief Synopsis of the Script 
The House of Blue Leaves by John Guare is a play about the search for fame and 
recognition. It opens with Artie Shaughnessy trying to play his piano at an amateur night. He is 
a struggling musician whose actual job is at a zoo. He wants to become a famous musician or 
composer. Artie is having an affair with Bunny who has worked in every job known to man on 
her way to become "Mrs. Famous''. The only reason she is now with Artie is because she thinks 
he may have a shot at becoming famous. Artie's nemesis is his wife Bananas. Artie feels 
obligated to care for Bananas due to her episodes of mental illness. In reality she too is looking 
for recognition. She has lost Artie and is doing everything she can think of to get him back. 
After a quick look at Arties lack of success the play moves to the interior of his apartment. 
In Act 1 we find out the desires of each of the characters. Bunny wakes Artie and tries to 
convince him to bring his music down to the street so that the Pope can bless the songs. If Artie 
becomes famous then they can move to Hollywood together. As she is trying to convince him, 
Artie tells her how he has found a nice place to send Bananas. Bananas is reluctant to accept that 
Artie would want to place her in a mental health institution so she works towards winning back 
Artie by removing the threat of Bunny. Bunny begins to crack and convinces Artie to call his 
good friend and producer Billy Einhorn. Artie explains to Billy how he has met someone new. 
Artie also explains how he wants to come and visit Billy in Hollywood. Finally, Artie goes 
down with Bunny to see the Pope, which ends Act I. 
In Act Il we meet more characters and the action heats up. Ronnie, Artie and Bananas' 
son, explains how he has left the Anny so that he can blow up the Pope. Then three nuns come 
in to watch the Pope on television since they missed him during the parade. The height of the 
action occurs when the struggle for tickets to the Pope's address at Yankee Stadium erupts. 
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Ronnie has to get the tickets so he can assassinate the Pope. The nuns want the tickets so that 
they can see the Pope in person. As they chase each other the Doctor from the mental hospital 
comes to take Bananas. A Military Policeman (MP) also arrives to arrest Ronnie. Finally, Billy 
has sent his girlfriend Corrinna for a visit to try and subdue Artie. Act II scene 1 ends with a 
bang as the assassination bomb goes off in the elevator killing two of the nuns and Corrinna. 
The fmal scene starts with Billy mourning the loss of Corrinna and ends with the end of 
Artie's torment. Billy explains the reason why he cannot take Artie to Hollywood. Then he falls 
in love with Bunny's cooking and offers to take her to Australia. Artie is disheartened and is left 
in his same pathetic life of taking care of his wife. Bananas. And in the end he uses the only 
strategy he can that will allow him to become a famous musician. 
The House of Blue Leaves reminds its audience how even the simple things in life are still 
important. The show demonstrates that even an occupation as unrewarding as a caregiver can 
still make someone famous in its own way. The House of Blue Leaves demonstrates how 
everyone has their place in the world. Therefore, fame and recognition may not come from 
being a star, they may come from just caring deeply for someone. Unfortunately, that is not 
enough for Artie. 
CANON CITY HIGH SCHOOL 
1313 College Avenue ·Canon City, Colorado 81212 
PEOPLE TO PEOPLE: CREATING EXCELLENCE 
1 June 2010 
To Whom It May Concern: 
Andrew Fisher has administrative approval to continue with his planned production 
of The House of Blue Leaves which wi ll be performed by Canon City High School 
drama students during the fall of 2010. I am aware that this is part of his Master's 
Thesis Project and he has full permission to utilize the facilities at CCHS for this play. 
Since Andrew also teaches Drama classes at CCHS, he has permission to include this 
as a project within the cu rriculum of is Drama classes at Canon City High School. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Bret L. Meuli 
Assistant Principal 
Canon City High School 
Please note: 














The House ~f Blue Leaves will be performed during the week of November 8, 2010 
through November 12, 2010. This is the week that the fall play is traditionally produced. The 
budget for this show will include $700 for supplies and $1200 for rentals. I will be the direct.or 
and I will use the school accompanist for the musical instruction for the character of Artie. 
Auditions will begin the week of September 13, to allow for plenty of time to put the show 
together. There is a lacge Thespian troupe that includes many actors, as well as actors who are 
not a part of lhe troupe which will provide a variety of choices in casting. 
The facility is the Del PiZ7,o Performing Arts Center, which is a 450 seat auditorium 
within the Canon City High School. It has a fuirly deep stage v.ith wing space. It also includes a 
thrust se.:tion that extends 17 feet in front of the main curtain. Lighting the thrust is difficult due 
to the equipment and the position of the thrust in regards to the eleetrics. There currently is no 
way to hang down lighting on the thrust. Lighting must be done from the sides and from the 
front. The thrust also complicates the blooking, by requiring the action to be played to the left 
and right as well as to the front as you lllQve upstage beyond the main curtain. 
The auditorium is used by various groups out..<tlde and within the school. Two weeks 
before the performance it will be used fur the staging of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory by 
the Fremont Civic Theatre (FCI). On November 15, 20 I 0, the vocal music department will be 
presenting a fall concert. This limits the amount of set up time as well as the amount of strike, 
Set construction will have to be started but, will not be completed until the stage is available after 
the FCT has completed their strike. This does create a time crunch but there are plenty of 
student volunteers that will be building this set. Currently there are approximately 15 members 
of the stage crew and 12 members of the technical crew. 
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THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES PRODUCTION SCHEDULE - Director: Andrew Fisher 
Preproduction Week 1 (Sept.13) 
August: Script Auditions, casting, read 
ordering, royalties through. Begin 
and permission Character discussion. 
Performance secured. Audition forms and parent 
infonnation forms 
completed. 
July & August: Outline set with tape 
Design set and on stage. 
create blueprints 
for Stage crew. 
Technical Create property list. Create 






and Publicity Create newsletter advertisement 
May: Make sure 
calendar is clear. 
Fill out Building 
Facilities Use Forms 
Will receive Audition 
Fonn, fill it out and sign 
Parents accepting the terms of participation 
This plan assumes Theatre Director 
15 student workers for props, set, costumes, and stage management 
12 students for sound and lights 
Week 2 (Sept. 20) 
Continue Character 
Discussion. General 
Blocking scene by 
scene. 
Start Constructing of 
platforms and other 
large set pieces. 
Poster Design and 
Contact Newspaper 
and Radio 




Small Cast (11 cast) - (, · ., 1.- ,:· 
Unit set - platforms; flats from s~ock (need securing}; Doors from stock (need Securing); 
Furniture from stock and from summer finds; build platforms, counters, and1 door frame. 
Tech crew will do Tech work; Stage crew will build and manage set changes. 
Parent volunteers to help with some costumes and feeding the actors before performance. 
A budget of $1900 for royalties. supplies, and party goodies 
Daily rehearsal (5 days per week) for 2 hours, and rehearsals for 4 hours during tech week 
History lessons and stylistic acting will be covered during first couple of weeks of rehearsal. 
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Production Schedule Continued: 
Week 3 (Sept. 27) Week 4 (Oct. 4) Week 5 (Oct. 11) Week 6 (Oct. 18) Week 7 (Oct. 25) 
Read and Walk Lines Due Act 1. lines Due Act 2. Run Throughs Run throughs 
through. Scene by Scene by scene Scene by scene entire show with 
Scene breakdown breakdown Act 2 refinement and run solidifying. 
for Act 1 throughs for entire 
show. 
Continue with set Measurements for Make sure all finish all Re...Focus lights. 
build and get all costumes. Get props are ready for construction. paint Finish any odds 
props ready. Start costumes found. stage. Finish any what can be and ends. Do 
putting together large set pieces. painted, Have fittings of 
sound effects. everything ready costumes. Tech 
for load in. Use watch show. 
props in rehearsal. 
Deliver Newspaper Put posters up Follow upon Program Reporter view 
Ad around school and newspaper ad. developed. rehearsal. Print 
town. Invite reporter. Programs. 
FCT FCT Fall Concert 
Remind them about Re-Invite Parents 
the upcoming show 
and get any 
volunteers. 
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Week 8 (Nov.1) Week 9 (Nov. 8) Week 10 (Nov.15) 
Run Throughs and Final Dress Evaluate, Returri 
Dress Rehearsal Rehearsal, any items that 
Performances, were barrowed, 
Cast Party, Strike Return costumes, 
Clean all areas . 
.. 
Tech Rehearsal, Dress Rehearsal, 
include makeup Performances, 
during dress Strike the set. 
rehearsals 
Send out thank 
yous to newspaper 
and Donators 
Send out thank 
yous to Support 
staff. Pops Concert 
Thank you notes to 
parent volunteers. 
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Evaluation of The House of Blue Leaves as a Production Vehicle 
The House of Blue Leaves is an excellent choice for Canon City High School. Canon 
City has a large performing arts community. In the high school there are approximately 250 
students who participate in one of the three show choirs, the band, and the drama club. In the 
community there are several private groups who do theatre, and there is the Fremont Civic 
Theater that produces four shows per year. South of Canon City in Westcliffe, there is another 
theatre group that brings in people from all over the country to perform in up to five productions 
a year. This results in a theatre rich area. What makes this play a good choice is it is a script that 
has not been produced in this area of abundant performing arts. 
It is also a great choice because of its variety. The show contains lower middle class 
characters as well as high class characters. In Canon City the population consists of all classes. 
There are groups of higher class citizens who participate in many of the artistic events in the 
area. Students from the lower middle class bring in family and friends when they perform in 
shows. It also presents a variety of character types including nuns. With the Holy Cross Abby in 
Canon City one more group classification is addressed. The House of Blue Leaves includes 
comedic elements with dramatic elements. Comedy gives the audience a chance to laugh at 
someone else which is usually therapeutic. Drama reminds the audience of the truth in the action 
of the play. The House of Blue Leaves combines them both in a brilliant fashion. In addition 
there is variety in the ages of the characters that are presented. These ages range from eighteen 
to forty five. The older audiences will remember times gone by as the younger audiences will be 
able to relate directly with the characters and their struggles. Variety is required in today's 
technological society, to maintain interest in live theatre. 
Another aspect thai makes The House of Blue Leaves a great production for Canon City is 
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the historical piece that it brings to the students as well as the older members of the audience. 
The play is set specifically on October 4, 1965. This is significant because it is the day the "Pope 
crune to New York to address the United Nations in order to stop the war in Vietnrun. It gives 
the students a piece of history and an understanding of the magnitude of the American dream. It 
gives the older audiences a glimpse back at a time of change and a time of desire. The Cafion 
City audience will be able to relate at some level to this historical perspective. However, the 
historical piece is also where the challenges begin. 
My first concern is the set for this production. Since the setting is specifically in 1965, 
the kitchen appliances and furniture will need to be period pieces. A 1950's refrigerator and 
stove may be difficult to find. I plan to talk to several of the house rental companies in the area 
first. Then I will expand my search to Craigslist and eBay. I will.need to be careful, however, 
because T do not want to spend my entire budget on a SO's refrigerator. As for the furniture, I 
will follow the same path. In researching the furniture of the l 950's, 1 have found several items 
that would not be difficult to reconstruct. As for other set pieces I will be searching antiques 
stores in the area and my in-laws antique store in Durango. Once I have the set pieces, my next 
concern is the acting. 
In John Guare's play there are three characters that are over the age of forty. I will be 
using students in these roles. I will spend several rehearsals specifically building 
characterization. I will trajn the actors on the subtleties, such as movement, style and tempo, to 
get a continuous believable character. It may not be ideal but, I believe that the students will be 
able to create a strong enough character that the audience will be able to relate to without being a 
distraction from the age of the character. Furthermore, I will need to start pre-audition 
preparation with the actor who will play Artie. 
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Artie is the lead character and poses several critical aspects to the production. The 
actor' s size will be very important. If he is too big then the relationship between Artie and 
Bananas becomes one of physical abuse which is not the intent of the author. Additionally, ifhe 
is too small then he would not be able to control Bananas the way that Artie does. Artie is also a 
composer. Therefore the actor who gets the part should be able to play piano as well as be a 
strong actor. To help with the music training I have already acquired the services of the school 
accompanist. What's more, informal notice has been passed on to potential actors of the 
necessity of the musical talent piece. For auditions actors will be required to have a memorized 
monologue as well as a piano piece prepared. With Artie taken care of, Bunny introduces one 
more dilemma. 
Bunny is a character that is not afraid to tell it how it is. In going through the script it has 
become painfully obvious that r will need to make some cuts to the script. To make this 
performance more suitable for a younger audience I will be cutting some of the language and a 
large section from one of Bunny' s monologues. The intent of her not being good at sex will 
remain. However, her willingness to have sex on the spot will become more implied rather than 
presented in an ahrupt fashion. The cut however, will not affect the author's intent it will just 
"sugar coat it" a bit. 
The final concern I have is the lighting. In the Del Pizzo Performing Arts Center there is 
not a way to accomplish down light on the thrust. To overcome this I will be using side light and 
front light to the thrust portion. Another problem is the lack of instruments to light the stage. 
Currently, the auditorium contains just enough fixtures to put one light in each area. The areas 
are multiplied however, because the instruments are the wrong degree for the distance from the 
thrust My solution is to try to repair old fixtures that have a larger pool and also to move 
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everything further forward so that I do not have to light as much of the stage. 
The House ofBlue Leaves is an excellent play. It has many attributes that will make it 
successful in Canon City including its variations and its historical perspective. It will reach an 
audience of all age groups, and the challenges are not unattainable. Most everything that has 
presented itself in this production can be worked around with some patience and perseverance. It 
is an exciting opportunity to me as a director to take on the challenges and find ways to make 
this production the vehicle that Cafion City needs to reach audiences of all ages. 
Concept Statement for The House of Blue Leaves 
The House <~f Blue Leaves is a brilliant play by John Guare. It incorporates great comedic 
situations with the dramatic elements of unobtainable goals. Guare invites the audience to share 
in the expectation of greatness and the realization of failure to achieve that greatness. The House 
of Blue Leaves allows for a cathartic release of both pleasure and sadness in a short period of 
time. To produce a show of this caliber will take a specific setting, the perfect costumes and of 
course lighti;ng that encompasses the changes of both time and mood as the show progresses. 
My goal as director is to give the audience the opportunity to experience desire for fame 
as well as the agony of not reaching that status. I believe that the struggle of the characters for 
their "five minutes of fame" is what makes The House of Blue Leaves such an awe inspiring 
show. Each of the characters represents the desire in all of us to be accepted; the desire to 
acquire fame and fortune. Then the play changes to show how devastating life can become when 
that dream is not fulfilled. Guare has painted a picture that allows the audience to experience 
their own drive to succeed with the ability to understand that the consumption of the dream can 
be taken way too far. 
My concept for the stage encompasses both the idea of comic elements of color and the 
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shabbiness of an apartment in Sunnyside Queens. I plan to ineorporare bright fun colors that will 
create a sense of humor about the apartment, Using the brighter colors in fumiture pieces and in 
the stage props will subtly create the lightheartedness that the play displays. The rest of the color 
scheme on the stage will reflect the age of the apartment. It must represent the wear and tear of a 
decade or two so that it does not seem new and trendy for 1965. The walls should be drab colors 
such as gray or light grayish green. The furniture will be from the 1950's and well worn. I also 
want to (..'I'eate a sense of closeness. I want the apartment to fCel small and constricting. It should 
be very symmetrical and have the feel of being in a simple square hole in the great big world. To 
creak! this environment the hack wall v.ill be fairly short and will be brought down stage to make 
the room appear smaller. The smaller size of 1he bathroom will also be represented because the 
walls will be shovm that encase it. Doors can squeak and may not latch for added ageing effeCL 
Stage props will not be organized but more tossed arowid the stage to continue to demonstrate 
the lack of order. Finally, clothes will be laid in random areas around the stage. 
For the costuming of this pluy 1 must consider both the 1950's and the 1960's styles. The 
costumes of Artie and Bananas will be shabby representation of the times. In Act I Bananas will 
be wearing a worn out nightgown and robe that she has had since the mid 1950' s. Artie y,111 be 
wearing a typical blue collar, drab, work outfit that looks exactly the same as the other 5 outfits 
he wears everyday. Bunny will be wearing early l 960's au.ire, Her out fit should be bright and 
colorful. Bunny is the pathv;ay to what could be the American dream. Bunny's outfit should 
represent an attempt to look rich even though she is not. In the second act Corrinna !Uld Billy 
will be representing the glitz of Hollywood, 1965 style. They are the only two characrers who 
have money in this show. Also in Act JI, w further the theme Bananas will come out in an 
evening gown from the l950's. As we progress from scene to scene and the representation of the 
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progression to fame, we aJso change from early morning to late evening. 
Lighting this production will require consideration of the time of day, the mood and the 
venue in which The House of Blue Leaves is set. In the beginning and the very end of the play 
the time of day is very late evening in a bar. There will be no representation of the bar with any 
scenery. Therefore, I will be using light as my scene change. The piano will be moved down 
center and a pool of dim light will be used to fill the piano area. The remainder of the stage will 
be in complete darkness. For the ending I will add a blue spot light into the mix. Once the 
prologue is over then the stage will be lit to represent early morning before the sun has risen. 
This will be done with some color, blues and purples, as well as a yellow light from the window. 
Then the lights will come up to represent the interior lights of an apartment building. They will 
not be at full intensity but, bright enough to see the actors. More ambers will be used to 
represent the older style of the lights in the lamps. As the scene progresses that light will 
intensify to represent the daylight. In Act II it will be mid day. The intensity will be high. A 
combination of light blues and ambers will create more of a white light from the sun coming into 
the room. In Act II scene 2 it will again be dark so which will bring back the lights from the 
beginning of Act I. At the end of this scene is where the dramatic piece of this show is accented. 
For the final bit of Act II scene 2 a special light cue will be created. The lights need to 
begin to fade as Artie realizes his defeat. Darkness needs to spread onto the stage as it creeps 
into Artie's soul. Also, dark blues should be encompassing the stage as a single pool of white 
light encircles Bananas. This sets up Artie for his darkest moment which will then be 
incorporated by the dimming of the lights as Bananas dies. This will be a critical spot for fades 
and sequencing. It is also the culmination of the agony that is created by not fulfilling the 
American dream. 
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To represent The House of Blue Leaves successfully will take many aspects of specificity. 
The setting will force the sensation of constriction that is caused by the small space and clutter 
that surrounds the actors and the shabby accommodations that the actors are trying to leave 
behind. The costumes will show the redundancy of the blue collar world that most of us live in. 
It will also lead us to the glamour ofHoJJywood that epitomizes the American dream. The use of 
lighting will increase the realization of the devastation that Artie feels when he comes to grips 
with the thoughts of never becoming famous. The creeping darkness that consumes his soul will 
fill the stage and hopefully the audience. With these elements in place the search for fame and 
the agony of not obtaining it will be evident. Furthermore, being able to share the brilliance of 
John Guare' s accurate portrayal of the struggle to accomplish the American dream with my 
students and the Canon City audience will create a priceless moment for all to share. 
Given Circumstances 
A. Geographical Location and Climate 
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The House of Blue Leaves is set in an apartment in Sunnyside Queens, New York. 
According to Guare, Queens is the "bedroom community for people on their way up who 
worked in Manhattan but wanted to pretend they had the better things in life until the 
inevitable break came and they could make the official move to the Scarsdales and the Ryes 
and the Greenwich's of their dreams, ... " (Barnes 311 ). Guare has placed Artie 
Shaughnessy since he desires that one big break. Queens was also along the path that Pope 
Paul VI traveled on his way to Manhattan in 1965 (312). As for the weather on October 4, 
1965, it was a cool autumn day. According to Jeffrey Tongue of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration the high for the day was 5 3, the low was 41, and the winds were 
15 to 20 mph from the Northwest. 
B.Date 
The date for The House of Blue Leaves is very specifically October 4, 1965. The play 
officially starts with the prologue on October 3. After a quick scene change to the apartment 
it is early morning, just before dawn on October 4. Act II scene l is later that afternoon and 
Act I1 scene 2 is late that evening. This date is very significant because it is the day that Pope 
Paul VI arrived in New York, and the first time any Pope had entered the United States. 
Gu.are stated, '"'I wanted to write about these people for a long time, but it wasn't until I got 
that 'envelope' of the Pope coming to New York that everything pulled together"~ 
(McLaughlin 57). 
C. Economical Environment 
The economy of the 1960s was prosperous. The United States had just come out of the 
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1950s in which the economy had been on the rise. In fact, "The longest economic boom to 
date in U.S. history, it increased real per capita income by 41 percent during the '60s" (Brash 
and Britton 24). With the election of John F. Kennedy, the country was looking into a new 
era of young affluent businessmen that would carry the U.S. into a prosperous future. With 
President Kennedy's assassination, President Johnson utilized Kennedy's ideals for 
maintaining a prosperous economy, which helped to continue this rise in wealth. This policy 
for prosperity spread around the country and changed the American dream, to a dream of 
acquiring fame and fortune through entitlement rather than through hard work and thrift 
(Warshauer). This modification of the American dream is demonstrated by the objectives of 
Artie, Bunny, and Ronnie in The House of Blue Leaves. 
Artie, BWlily, and Ronnie are trying to claim their perceived entitlement of fame and 
• fortune. Artie is a lower middle class zoo keeper who doesn't even have a nickel to ride the 
ferryboat (Guare l 0), but he aspires to be a high class musical composer in the movies. All 
Artie needs is some help from his movie director friend, Billy Einhorn. Bunny gets by with 
whatever she can manage from the various odd jobs she has had in the past, "I know aH the 
stars from the time I worked for that astronomer ... "( 10). She also is pushing Artie to call 
Billy so that they can both move to Hollywood and earn their fortune, together. Ronnie is 
planning to gain his fame in a more devious way, by kiJling the Pope. All three characters 
have their plans in place and are just waiting for their given right to be famous or even 
infamous. 
D. Political Environment 
The political environment of the 1960s varied in its high and low points. With the 
assassination of Kennedy the U.S. saw a moment of terror. However, Lyndon Johnson was 
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sworn in and continued to push forward the policies and principles set by President Kennedy. 
At home the U.S. was entrenched in the battle to end segregation. Martin Luther King, Jr. led 
non-violent protests all over the country, including the march on Washington, in 1963, that 
helped create a path for President Johnson to push civil rights legislation through congress in 
1964 (Brash and Britton 26). In addition Betty Friedan published her book The Feminine 
Mystique, in 1963 which re-ignited the feminist movement (28). The goal for national 
equality was becoming a reality. However, a storm of magnificent proportions was beginning 
to brew abroad. 
In 1964 and 1965 the U. S, became more extensively involved in a conflict overseas. In 
1964 President Johnson had sent 23,000 troops to Vietnam. By March of 1965 that number 
grew to 154,000 (Daniel, Kirshon, and Berens 806). The U.S. went into the conflict 
believing that they could withstand any threat. As the years went by the casualty count 
increased, and the U.S. began to see the error in its ways. President Lyndon B. Johnson knew 
the end of his political career was coming, and chose not to run for re-election (Brash and 
Britton 36). In 1965 the Vietnamese war was escalating rapidly, which led the Pope to come 
to America and talk to the President and the United Nations about peace. This historical event 
brings us back to the play. 
The characters in The House of Blue Leaves are more involved in themselves than they 
are in the politics of the nation. Artie is concerned about the cost of the Pope's trip to the U.S. 
not the political implications (Guare 11 ). After some consideration, however, Artie predicts 
that Pope Paul VI will be able to stop the conflict in Vietnam before his son Ronnie ever 
leaves the states. Artie is aware that something is going on and that his son will be shipped to 
Vietnam. His concern is more about his own personal gain. Ultimately, Ronnie's being away 
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at war removes one more obstacle for Artie to overcome on his quest for a one way tdp to 
Hollywood. Yet, Ronnie has gone A.W.O.L. (Absent With Out Leave) so that he can make a 
name for himself by blowing up the Pope (48). The characters are aware of the politics that 
surround them but seem to be self-consumed. The world they strive for is the one without any 
turbulence, the world where the American dream is the ideal. These characters want fame and 
fortune that only America can provide, the America that is not in a war against segregation 
and a conflict overseas. The Mecca of dreams that come true, the America that was created at 
the end of World War IL 
E. Social Environment 
The social environment in this play is all about the desire to be famous. In Queens 
everyone is looking for the big break, that chance to win fame and fortune. Maybe they can 
be the next Jeopardy winner. Maybe they will create great folk music like Bob Dylan, or how 
about going from painter to starlet like Marilyn Monroe (Daniel, Kirshon, and Berens 796). 
In Queens, it was thought, that anything was possible, and that it was your birthright as an 
American (Barnes 311 ). 
Music was still thriving as rock and roll continued to move the nation. Shortly after the 
Assassination of President Kennedy the Beatles arrived in America, which according to their 
manager Brain Epstein, ihe Beatles '"were the medicine man dispensing the balm for a very 
sick society»> (Brash and Britton 157). Bob Dylan was singing folk music that made the 
country think about ihe life and times they live. Television and movies were also taking the 
stage as predominant soCial stimuli. 
In the 1960s the movies and television illustrated espionage, sex appeal, and the poor 
becoming rich. On television Get Smart was introducing the country to ihe evil ways of 
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Maxwell Smart's archenemy, Chaos, while James Bond was fighting off the bad guys with 
amazing gadgets and s~ucing the ladies. Elizabeth Taylor was making a run at the world of 
the glamorous with great success. And those hillbillies moved themselves right into the 
middle of Beverly Hills (Brash and Britton 82-90). So if the Clampetts could become rich and 
famous why not the Shaughnessys? 
Artie, Bunny, and Ronnie all have one thing in common, which is, they want to be 
famous. Artie is struggling with his current identity in society, "I am too old to be a young 
talent'' (Guare 12). Artie sees Hollywood as an opportunity for him. He sees Billy's movies 
and forms a desire to be a part of the business. Artie watches as people who were nobodies go 
to Hollywood to become somebodys. Even people from other countries are filling their 
walleis. Bwmy can relate to Marilyn Monroe in that she has worked hard and now it is her 
turn to walk the red carpet Artie is her ticket to Hollywood. Then there is Ronnie who tried 
to become Huckleberry Finn (35-37). rt didn't work out for him. Now he has an opportunity 
to be bigger than all of them. He has seen James Bond blow things up. Here is his 
opportunity. He could even become bigger than Lee Harvey Oswald. 
F. Religious Environment 
Religion in the 1960s had two sides. First, President Keruiedy was the first Catholic 
president in American History. This led to controversy as American voters became concerned 
whether be would follow the church or the Constitution. Kennedy helped alleviate this 
argument at bis address to the "Grealer Houston Ministerial Association in September 1960" 
when he stated that there are "'real issues which should decide this campaign. And they arc 
not religious issues"' (Herzog 354). According to Herzog this down-playing of religion 
actually helped contribute to the decline of religion in the U.S. from the office of presidency 
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(354). Under Eisenhower and Truman, religion was a means of protection from the 
conununist influence during the Cold War (354). Kennedy removed religion from the oval 
office and religion began to be less important to the average American. Not to mention the 
Civil Rights movement and the conflict in Vietnam had become larger issues in the 1960s. 
I Iowever, during the 1960s Catholicism was actually gaining in popularity. Following the 
Vatican 11 Council, changes in practices, such as changing the official language of Mass from 
Latin to English and promoting more laity involvement, created a more meaningful 
experience (Fineran). Also, Pope Paul VI started to travel the world and preach to the masses 
becoming the first traveling Pope. His first stop along the journey was New York. 
The play is centered around the Pope's visit but, not the Pope's beliefs. It is evident at 
the beginning of the play that Artie is reluctant to see the Pope. "What I want to know is who 
the hell is paying for this wop's trip over here anyway-" (Guare 11). Artie knows how to 
pray and ask for gifts from the heavens while Ronnie was once an altar boy. However, the 
idea that the Shaugnessys practice strong Christian values does not seem to be evident at this 
point in their lives. For example, Artie is conunitting adultery and Ronnie is planning to 
commit murder. The Pope corning to New York only offers Artie another opportunity at 
achieving his desire for fame. Whether or not prayer really works is a mute point to Artie. It 
is the fact that he will try anything to become famous, even prayer because Bunny seems to 
believe in it and so does Readers Digest. "Reader 's Digest has an article this month on how 
prayer answers things. Pray . . . The Pope can cure you. Reader's Digest don' t afford to crap 
around" (32). 
G. Previous Action 
The previous action overall is pretty straight forward. Artie and Bananas live jn an 
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apartment in Queens (Guare 8). Their son has been drafted into the Army to help the fight in 
Vietnam (17). Artie's best friend Billy is making movies in Hollywood (13). Artie has been 
to Long Island to inquire about a care facility for Bananas (22). Furthermore, Pope Paul VI 
has decided to come to the U.S. to talk to President Johnson and the United Nations about 
peace (6). 
Artie Shaughnessy wants to be a famous composer. He plays piano and sings at amateur 
nights in the clubs around town. Artie is having an affair with Bunny, the lady who happens 
to live downstairs (Guare 11 ). He is making plans with Bunny to fly to Hollywood so that he 
can get his good buddy Billy to help him sell his music to the movie studios (12). Artie works 
as a zoo keeper at the Central Park .loo (16). Billy and Artie have been friends ever since 
kindergarten (25). 
Bunny Flingus lives in the apartment directly wider Artie ( Guare 1 I). She met Artie at a 
sauna where she was trying to lose weight (28). She has worked in various jobs which she 
describes throughout the play. She is an amazing cook (14). 
Bananas is Artie's wife. She has had her five minutes of fame when she tried to get Bob 
Hope, Cardinal Spellman, Jackie Kennedy, and President Johnson to get in her car in the 
middle of Times Square (Guare 31-32). Artie takes care of her because he thinks she has 
mental problems based on some of the incidents that have occurred, including her standing in 
the snow on the edge of a roof for over 24 hours (31 ). Also, she received clothes from Billy's 
wife Georgina, before she died, that made Bananas feel rich (54 ). 
Ronnie is the son of Artie and Bananas, who has been drafted into the Anny (Guare 17). 
He tried to audition for Billy's movie Huckleberry Finn, but he was laughed at and regarded 
as mentally retarded (35-37). Ronnie has gone A.W.O.L from the Anny (50), with the 
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intentions of making a bomb to blow up the Pope at Yankee Stadium ( 48). 
Billy Einhorn is a famous movie director who got his start using movie clips that had 
been cut from the military pictures being filmed (Guare 25-26). He has been friends with 
Artie since they were in kindergarten together (25). He was married to Georgina who has 
died (25). 
H. Polar Attitudes 
1. Artie Shaughnessy 
Beginning: Stuck in his humdrum life wanting to get out. "They talked all the 
way through it" (Guare 11). 
End: Desperate and distraught which leads to him becoming destructive. "Bill! 
Bill! I'm too old to be a young talent!!!" (63). 
2. Bunny Flingus 
Beginning: Excited and hopeful of things to come. "There's miracles in the air!" 
(10). 
End: Content and satisfied that her life has turned out the way she wanted it to. 
"Artie, I mean this in the best possible sense: You've been a wonderful neighbor" 
(63). 
3. Bananas Shaughnessy 
Beginning: Bananas is desperate for Artie's attention and does crazy things to get 
it. "You hate me. You hate my looks-my face-my clothes-you hate me. You 
wish I was fatter so there'd be more of me to hate ... Don't say that! You love me" 
(16). 
End: Excited about her new chance to be Artie's wife again. "Artie, it's like we 
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are finally alone for the first time in our life" (63). 
4. Ronnie Shaughnessy 
Beginning: He is radical, unpredictable and also he shows anger towards his 
family. "My father tell you all about me? ... How great I am! That's how he is 
with you. You should hear him with me, you'd sing a different tune pretty quick" 
(35). 
End: There is no change. "Pop, I'm going to blow up the Pope and when Time 
interviews me tonight, I won't even mention you. I'll say I was an orphan" (49). 
5. Billy Einhorn 
Beginning: Sad and distraught over losing his fiance Corrinna. "My future is all 
ashes, Artie'' (54). 
End: Renewed, invigorated by the chance to keep working. "I see future tenses! I 
see I can go on! Health!" (60). 
Analysis of Dialogue 
A. Choice of Words and Phrases 
Artie's words are very literal and chosen with reason. He uses metaphors occasionally to 
help explain his point of view such as," ... two Rin Tin Tins talcing a leak" (18). Artie also 
uses some vulgar terms, for example, "wop'' and "cl.ago". When Artie utilizes the use of such 
terms there is always an underlying effort of manipulating someone into paying attention to 
him. Just as a child might do something wrong to get the parent to notice him or her. 
Whenever Artie starts becoming crdSs, there is a "me" moment about to occur. When Artie 
is speaking to Bananas there are times when the phrasing is short and simple to make sure 
that Bananas understands him. "You need help. We-I found a nice hosp . . . By the sea ... 
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'by the beautiful sea' ... it's an old estate" (22). 
Bunny's words and phrases are a reflection of her varied background, Bunny uses 
the word "got" in place of the grammatically correct "have'' on many occasions. For 
example, "You bend my arm and twist my heart but I gotto be strong" (13). She also 
replaces ""nothing" with the slang tenn "nix". "I didn't work in Macy's Music Department 
for nix" (12). Both of these terms demonstrate her lack of higher education. However, she 
is continuously including references to places she has worked and the vocabulary she uses 
further proves how many jobs that she has held. "You 'II be in Bellevue tonight with enough 
shoek treatments they ean plug Times Square into your ear. I didn't work for Con Edison fur 
nothing!" (34). 
Bananas' uses words and phrases that will strike a chord in some way. 11You hate me. 
Don't say thati You love me" (16). "I'm glad you're making friends, Artie. I'm no good for 
you" (21). In both of these in.stances she says one thing and then fullows it up with an 
opposite coru1otation. Throughout the play Bananas makes comments that contradict what 
she previously said. In some cases here words create comic relief and at other times they 
reinforce the tragedy of her life. 
B. Sentence Structure 
Artie and Ronnie both use a very similar structure. Both of them use fairly good 
grammatically correct sentences that are nor too long but adequate. However, they both have 
a tendency to use more of a run-on sentence ""-hen the)· get passionate about a subject. For 
exanlple, when Artie is telling Billy how he met Bunny: 
It's klnd of funny, a chimpanzee knocked me in the back and kinked my back out 
of \\1lack and I went to this health club to work it out and in the steam section 
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with all the steam I got lost and I went into this steam room and there was 
Bunny-yeah, just towels--1 mean you could make a movie out of this, it was so 
romantic-she couldn't see me and she started talking about the weight she had to 
take off and the food she had t.o give up and she started talking about duckling 
with orange sauce and oysters baked with spinach and shrimps in the . . . (28). 
Another example of the run-on phrasing is in Ronnie's speech, "This room smelled of 
Ammonia and air freshener and these slipcovers were new that day and my parents were 
filling up the icebox in their brand-new cloths, filling up the icebox with food and liquor ... '' 
(36). 
Bunny has a couple of instances where she uses a run-on sentence but primarily she uses 
sentences that are direct, complete, and to the point. When Bwmy is speaking here sentences 
are not complex. "You're not the only one with connections. But she can't save them forever. 
Oh God, Artie, what a morning!" (10) 
Bananas on the other hand, speaks streams of thought. Her sentence structure is more 
related t.o the length of the thought than whether or not she has accomplished a sentence. 
"Did you read in the paper about the bull in Madrid who fought so well they didn't let him 
die? They healed him, let him rest before they put him back in the ring, again and again and 
again" (23). Here she is set on the metaphor explaining her feelings about the shock 
treatments. Later, "I'd like to jump out right in front of the Pope's car" (24), Bananas uses a 
bold statement to try and interrupt Bunny and Artie. In both examples the structure is based 
on the thought at that moment which may be long or short. 
C. Choice of Images 
Artie is a dreamer and most of the imagery he discusses is that of a dream. "A hymn 
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couldn't be played unless it was mine and the whole congregation sang 'Where is the Devil 
in Evelyn,' but they made it sound like monks singing it" (18). Artie is convinced that he 
will be famous and spends most of his time dreaming about it. "I got panthers licking out of 
my hands like goddamn pussycats ... " (24). Although this statement may actually be the 
truth he presents it in a manner that suggests that he is a god amongst the animals, which is 
still using a dream type of image. 
Bananas creates images of struggle. "I can't go out of the house ... my fingernails are all 
different lengths" (17). Everything in her life is a struggle as she tries to win back her 
husband. "Help me, Billy? ... I stand in this corner and I remember laughing so hard. 
Doubled up. At something Ronnie did. Artie said .... Help me?" (56). 
Bunny produces images of happiness and fame. 
BUNNY. Within the next two years, you could be out there in a black tie 
watching for the lady-Greer Garson-to open the envelope and say as the 
world holds its breath-' And the winner of the Oscar for this year's Best 
Song is-' (Rips a travel folder very slowly.) 
ARTIE. (Leaningfonvard.) Who is it? Who won? 
BUNNY. And now Miss Mitzi Gaynor and Mr. Franco Corelli of the 
Metropolitan Opera will sing the winning song for you from the picture of 
the same name made by his good friend and genius, Billy Einhorn. The 
winner is of course Mr. Arthur M. Shaughnessy. (26) 
Analysjs of Dramatic Action With One Act Text Example 
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The House of Blue Leaves 
PROLOGUE 
The stage of tJre El Dora:lo Bar & Grill. 
Whil1: the HOUSE IJGHTS ARE STILL ON, a11d the 
Wldi1:1tCe is still being seakd, A.RTC: S11AOCRNESSY 
conus on stage through the curtai11s, bows, and sits 
al the upright piano m /runt of t.'te CMrtain. Bt 
carries sheet mu.sic and an openc:d /Jotlle of beer. He 
srowls into tJre wints and thm smiles brotu:Uy out 
front. 
Ant:£. (Out front; nervous.>[My n·ami: is Artie Shaugh· 
nessy and I'm going to sing you songs T wrore. I wrote 
~I tl1ese songs. These are my so°l.s. Words and the musi£J 
lfould I have some quiet, please.,U (SinK! britMly: ) 
(jack together again, 
Back together again. 
Since we split up 
The skies we lit up 
Looked all bit up 
Lilt.e Fido chewed them. 
But they're 
Back together again. 
You can say yon knew us when 
We were together. 
Now we're apart 
Thunder and lightning's 
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Anrl that's the weJr.ther to be 
When you're back together With mjl 
(Into lite wings.) . 
Could you please tum the lights down? A apot11gh~ on 
me? You promised me a spotlight. (Out /rtml.) I got a 
ballad I 'm singing and you promis'ed me a blue spotUghLJ 
(The HOUSE UGHTS REMAIN ON. Pr.op,le are still 
finding llteir seats . .AnnE pltmtes on into a 'ballad. Senti-
mentall)>.) 
ffon1 lookillg for Something. 
1'•ve searched everywhc;re. 
I 'm looking for Something 
And just when I'D;l there, 
Whenever l 'm near it, 
I can .5ec it and hear iL 
I'm almost upon it, 
Th~n it's gone. 
It seems I'm 
Looking for Something, 
But what can it be? 
I just need a Someone 
To t.vld close to me. 
I'll tell you a secret. 
Please keep it entre nous: 
That Someone 
I thought it was yo~ 
(Out front.) 
LCould you please take your seats and listea? I'm going to 
sing you a song I WTOle at work today aIJd I hope you 
like it as much as r dQ:T 
(Plays and sings.) 
W ere is the devil in Evelyn? 
What':i it doing in Angela's eyes? 
Evelyn is heavenly. · 
Angela's in a devi!'s disguise. 
I know about the Sin in Cynthia 
And the Hell in Helen of Troy 
But where is the Devil in Evelyn? 
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Wbat's it dQing in Angela's eyes? 
Oh boys! 
What's it doing ~ Angela's ey~ 
(Leaps 1,1.p fror:n tltl}. piano witlt bis ·sheet musif and beer, 
bows to t~e audience. Waits for applause. Bows. 
Waits. Looks. He rum offstage.) 









CURTAIN UP. A shabby apartment in Sunnyside, 
Queens. A living room fiJ.led 'with many lamps and 
pictures of movie stars and jungle anlmals. The 
piano in tire apartment is fiUed witl1 hundreds of 
pieres of sheet mu.sic and manuscript paper and beer 
bottll!S. A.Rnl'.:'S pants are draped over the end of 
the pial1D ni:arest the window. The ont window in 
tlte apartment is u. c. In place o/ curtains, it has tire 
kind of cris~-r.ross barred cage door t!iat jewelers 
draw cu:ross their stores at nigltt. It's late at nighl 
so you might as well have the street light beam some 
light mto this dark place through this ca,ed windoU1. 
We can see Alln£ aslup on the couch, zipped tightly inta 
a sleeping bag, snoring fitfully a.nd mumbling: "Pope 
Ronnie. Pope Ronnie. Pope Ronald the First. Pope 
Ronald." We can see a PuUman kitchen with its 
do0rs open far lt. Three other doors in lire c.partment. 
A front doM with many bolts on it. Two other doors 
that lead to bedrooms. Even thuugh ARTIE and his 
family lw'l1e lived here eighteen years now, there's 
still a transiency to the ro<Jm like they never un-
packed from the time they mo'l1ed in. 
Somebody's at the window, climbing down the fire escape. 
RoNNI.E1 AltTIE1S 18-year-old son, climb.r iti the windo~. He gingerly pulls back the jewele,r's bar 
door. It's locked. He .rtands there for a minute, out 
Qf breath. He's a young 18. All his hair is sha11ed off 
and he Wt!llTS big gla.rses. Be wears a hra1.1y Army 
overcoat and under that a suit of Army fatigue 
clothe.s. He reaches through tire bars ta his father's 
trousers, get.s the keys out of the pockel, unlocks the 
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tock, opens the bar, replaces tlte pants. Tiptoes past 
!tis father, who's still m1imbli11g and snnrin:, "Pope 
Ro11nie. Pope Ronnie. Pope Ron11ie." RoNNlE opens 
the icebox door, careful not to ' let the light spili all 
over the floor. He takes out milk and bread. 
The FRONT DOORBELL BUZZES. Awr1E groans. 
RoNNn: nms in'o his bedroom. S<>m c.body is knock-
ing on thl': front door and buY.iing quickly, qui<.kly 
like little mosqrtilo jabs. ARTIE: stirs. He un.iips him-
self out of his bag, nms to tlie door. A key fits into 
tAe door. Tire front ®or shnku. AllTfE unclJJe~ tlie 
ru bolls i}:at hold the door locked. He opens the 
door and dashes back to his sleeping bag, zip.f liim· 
self back in. He wears ski pajam as and is 45 years 
old. 
BONNY F L1NCU5 t.hro'tlJs opett tlze daor. T iu: haU behind 
Im is brilliantly lit. Siu is a pretty, pink, electric 
womon in her Jorties. She 'tlJe<us a fur-collar coal 11nd 
pl.astir. !iaoties, a11d two Brownie cnt1tert1s on strinrs 
clunking against the bino%. At the mom0tl she is 
f1·uiing, uncomfortab~ a~d furious. She storms t o 
the font of the couch. 
~tJNNY. You kno\v what your trouble is? You got no 
sense of hist :>ry. You know that? Are you aware of that? 
Lock yourself up against history, get drowned by the 
whole tide of human ev~nts. Sleep it away in your berl. 
Yo\lr bag. Zip yourself in, Artie. The greatest tide in the 
11lstory of t l1e world is coming in today, so don't gel your 
feet. wcl. 
A1mE. (Picking up his Rlow-in-the-dark olwm.)[!t•o, 
quarter to fi ve in the morning, Bunn.i}-
B t.: NNY . . Lucky for yC1u I got a sense of hi!\torx-: (Sitt 
on the edge of t/:e co11ch. Picks u.p tlzt. 11ew1paf>tr nn the 
floor.) IYou finished last night 's? Oooo. il's freezing out 
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10 THE HOUSE OF .ULU£ LEAVES ACT 1 
balloon in a carloo§J (Rips the paper imo long ~hrcds 
and Jtuffs il down rnto the plo.stir. booth's s'hc wears.) 
ff'eople have been up for hours. Queens 'Boulevai:d:_lined 
Tor blocks already J Steam coming out of ~verybocly's 
month I Cripples laid out in the streets in stretchers with 
eam)uffs on over their bandages. Nuns·--yon never seen 
!'.O rnany nuns in your life! Ordinary people like you and 
me in £ram New Jersey and Connectirut and there's a 
lady even drove in from Ohio-Ohiol- just for to<iayl 
She drove four of the most crippled people in Toledo. 
They're stretched out in the gutter waitin1t for the sun 
to come out so they can start snapping piclurcs. I h:lven't 
seen so many people, Anie, so e.Jtciled since the premiere 
of Cleopatra. It's that big. Breathe I There's miracles in 
the air! 
laiinE. It's soot, Bunny. Polluted ait) 
BUNNY. 'All these out-of-slaters drivan~ in·with cameras 
and thermos bottles ~nd ou li\'C riRht here and you 're all 
xippeci in like a turl iss Henshaw, th~ old lady who's 
t.he check-out girl at &P who gyps everybody-her 
nephew is a cop and she's saving us two 'divine places 
right by tbe curb. You're not the onlune with connec-
tions. But she can't save them forevi:r:J{Oh God, Artie, 
what a morning! You should see the stars111 I know all 
the starts from the tim·e I worked for that astronomer 
and you should see Orion-O'Ryan: the Irisl1 constella-
tion-I haven't looked up and seen stnrs in ye.us! l held 
my autograph book up an~ let Jupiter shine on jt. Jupi ter 
and Venus and Mars. They're all out! You got t~ come 
see Orion. He's the h11nter and he's pulling his ~rrow b~ck 
so light in the sky like a Connect-the-Dots picture mad~ 
up of all these burniog planets. If he ever lets that arrow 
go, he'll shoot all the other stars out of the sky- What 
a welcome for the Po~! And right now, the Pope Is 
flying through that star-filled sky, bumping planets out 
of the w~ and he's asleep dreaming of the mobs waiting 
for him. ~hen famous people go to sleep at night, it's us 
tbey dream of, Artie. The famous ones-they're the real 
., 
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ACT I THE H OUSE O;F lJLill; LEAVES 11 
pcopll!. We're the creatures of their dreams. You're lhe 
dream l:_m the dream. We have to be there for tlic Pope's 
drea1}.!J(Look at the light on. the Empire State Building 
swirlmg around and around like a burglar's lorcb looking 
all through the sky- Everybody's waiting, Artie-every· 
bodiiJ 
Aw":£, (Arigry.) @lrnl I want to know is who Wm hell 
i3 paying for this wop's trip over here anyway=l 
Il mrnv. (Sh-0cked.} lb'rliel (Reaches thro1'g'Ti1he bars 
lo C•-'St the window.) Ssshhb-they'll hear you+ 
Av 1 I'!.. er don't pul O)Y nickc~ and dimes in Sunday 
c.ollt.,.:;ons to pay for any dago holiday- flying over here 
with liis robes and geegaws and bringing his b~acs O\cr 
1'!h c11 ( can't C\' Cil affQ.rd a trip to Staten Island 
B UNNY (PuZJled.) What's in Staten lslan 
A k-.-1 £ .• f'othlngl But I couldn't even afford a nickel 
fcnyLY>at ride. I known you tw2 months and can't even 
afford a present for you- a rin~ 
ll11?-."NY. I don't need a ring_-,-
Arrra. lft least a. fricndshlp ring-J(Reaches in his 
t!u;-i1.t bag and gets out a citc•ette and matches and 
a., 1t1l:!ray.) 
B .. •"'NY. (Rubbing his head.) I'd only lose i t_. 
A1mE. (Pulling away.) ~nd this guy's Aying over here 
~not tourist-oh no--:J ]\\J~JNY . (Suspicious of his bUtc.rness.) {Fhcre'd you go 
last 'ligh~ 
AI:;u . (Back into his bag.)~ou go sec Ulc Pope. Tell 
him hello fsu:, my 
UU~NY. 'You went to that amateur night didn't you-+ 
AP ms:. (Signaling into the other room.){§but up-she's 
insi1:k~ 
Bumiv. You went to the El Dorado Bar Amateux 
Nigbt, tlidn'ii you ? I spent two months building you up to 
be something and you throw yourself away on that 
drive!-7 






12 THE HOUSE OF DLUE LEAVES ACT l 
BtmNX. {Pid you play them "Where's the Devil in 
Evelyn"~ 
l r "'.) ,.J. 
' 
ARTxrtfhey talked and walked around all through 
it- J -
BUNNY(L wis11 I'd been the.re with you·. You know what 
I would've said to them? (OuJ front .) TI1e first 6me I 
Jieard "Mairzy Doats" I realized I am listening to a 
cJassk I picked off "Old Black Magic" and "I Co11JrJ've 
Danced All Night" as classics the minute I heard them. 
(Recites.) uWhere iS" l11e devil in Evelyn? W hat's it doing 
in Angela's eyes?" I didn't work in Macy's Music JJe-
partment for nix. I know what I'm talkiug about. (To 
A.urn.) That song is a classic. You've written yourself 
a classjg 
ARTJE.[,k_ven had to pay for my own beeij] 
, ,. , .... BUNNY. ~arls before swine. Chalk il up to ex:perie•ic~ 
.A.RTn;. IThe blackboard's getting kind of filled up I 
{ ,. .~ ... 
am too old to be a young talen'g 
BUNNY. (Opens the window tlzro1lgh tl£e bars.) fSmell 
· •· the bread~ ~ 
· Ann:. . ut theaindow-it's freezing and you're 
,,.., t?lf-J..'tr:_ letting all t .c dirt in 
·.) BuNl-!Y. ~iss Hens aw's saving us this divine place 
' " 
:.; ,,, :/ , . (fl 
. j 
right by the cemelery so tbe Pope will have to slow 
down- • 
ARr rn. tfrothiug worse than cold dirt} 
(The other bedroom door opens o.11d a sick W OMAN in a 
nightgown looks at them. They don't see her.) 
B UNNY. (EcstoticaJly.) 1_6.tld when be passes by in his 
limousine, I'll call out, "YOur Holiness, marry us-the 
hell with peace lo the world-bring peace to us." And he 
won't hear me because bands will be playing and the 
whole city yelling, but he'll see me because I been eyed 
by the best of them, and he'll nod and I'll grab your 
hand and say, "Mary us, Popt!," and he'll wave his holy 
hand and all the ,,s!!leralds and rubies on his fingers will 
send Yes beam'[~ a way, tnday's my wedding day. I 
::: . :. , 
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ACT I THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES 13 
sbould have something white at my l.broatl Our whole life 
is beginning-my life--0ur life-and we'll be married 
;md go oul to California and Billy will help you. You'll 
he out there with the big shots--out where you be-
l"ng- not in any amateur nights in bars on Queens 
Boulevard. Billy wlll get your songs in movies. It's not 
too late to start. With me behind you! Oh, Artie, the 
El Dorado Bar will slide up a huge neon sign flashing 
011to Queens Boulevard, in a couple <>f years lfa!.hiog 
"Artie Shaughnessy G:.it Started Here." Aud nobody'll 
hr.lieve iL Oh, Artie, tables lu~ 
(The s1ck WOMAN clotis the door . .Ali'Ill!: gets ovt o/ his 
bag.) 
A;Jtt. (TltouglitfuUy , sings.) 
leridges are for b.!rni~, 
Tables are for luminEt;t 
(He turns on all the lights,J:Je pulls BUNNY ~ tlte pudgy 
cum over to the kitchen. )ll'.Ji go see the Pop.::r 
BUNNY. (Hugging.Jtitn.) Oh, I love yoiil' 
Aurl?. ~H come i!;J- '* 
BUNNY. You !iaid you'll come. That is tantamount to 
. ..._ 
a prom1s~ 
ARTn:. IJ.: will if~ 
BUNNY. l'antamount. Tantamount. You bear that? I 
didn't work in a law office for nix. I could sue you for 
breach. 
AI{TIE. (Seductively.) ~unnyLJ 
BUNNY. (Near tears.) I know what you're going to 
~ay-J 
ARTIE. (Opening a ketchup bottle 1ender her nose.) 
Cook for mln 
BuNNY. (In a pa.s.sionate Jteal.) [ knew it. I knew it. 
ARTIE. !l!Jsl breakfas.!] 
BUNNY. You bend my arm and twist my heart but I 
got to be strong. 
ARTIE. J!m not asking any ten-course dinneiJ 
BUNNY. (Runs over to the piano where his clothes are 
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T~ HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES ACT I 
draped, to get away /rems his plea. Tirey are the green 
clothes, the pants <md suit of a city employee.) ' Jusl put 
your clothes on over I.he ski p .j.'s 1 bought you. ll's 
thirty-eight degrees and r don't want you gelling your 
pneumonia back-' 
AltTlJ'. (llolding up two eggs.)~ggs, baby. Egg~ right 
here. 
JJuNNY. (Holding out his jingling trousers.) Rinse your 
mouth ont to fr-:Shen up ~d come on, let's go? 
ARTtE. (Seductivel1.) L¥ou boil the eggs and pour 
lemon sauce over-3 
BUNNY. (Shaking the trousers at hitn.) 1Hollandaisc. I 
.know HoUandai~.l (Plopf>ing down with the weight o/ the 
temptation, glum.) It's really cold out so dress warm-
look, I stuffed the dew York Post in my booties-plastic 
just ain't as warm as it used to bCJ 
A.RUE. ~nd you pour lhe Hollandaise over the eggs on 
English muffins-and then you put the grilJcd ham on 
lop-I'm making a scrapbook of all the foods you tell 
me you know bow to cook. and then I go through the 
magazjnes and cut out pictures of wbat it must look like. 
(Gets tlte scrapbook.) Look-veal panxiigeena-eggplant 
meringucl 
Dom.rt.fr cooked that for me last night. It was so good 
I almost diedJ 
ARTIE. (Sings as BUNNY takes the book and lookl 
t'/rro~ it with such despair.) 
H you cooked my words 
ike they was veal 
l'd say I love you 
For every meal. 
Take my words, 
Garlic ~nd oil tbem, 
Butter and bi-oil them, 
Sautee and boil them. 
:Bunny, let me eat you I 
(Speaks.) 





Al:T I THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES 15 
BuNNY.INot 'til after we're cnarrie<!, 
ART1e.(Y.9u couldn't give me a little s;imple right no~ 
DuNNY"1l.'m not that kind of girl. I'll sleep with you 
anytime you 'Want. Anywhere, lR twe Rl91"0~s Jlue kAe~ 
~ow, eie l refu99 yow OA~8? Not onee! Yew WIU~t Rl8 lo 
,,1jmh in the bag wila yew liew? Y1u1ifi it SQ OR \UteifJ 
-it: • Giva yewr ~gcri a &Illa~ QQQ I'JR flat ?D "'Y ea~k 
·~ll !!cw th9sc weFa:i j,~ts a 3ftfft~leir far yew ifl our new-. 
· heRle irt Califo~ia We'll haiig it right by lbe froRt door 
Because, A rtiG1 I 'm a i:c.iU&A lay a AS I l1:1uw1 ii a:Ad ymi 
ff:tiow i&. wd everybody knnw5 i1= 
An'ff6. What do )Otl mca11, CIMYB9Q)" IUi9W! it? 
BUNNY. I'm not 'gOQd in bed. It's n o insult. I took that 
sex test in ihe Reali-er' s Digest twv weeks ago and I 
scored twelve. Twelve, Artie! I ran out of that dentist 
office with tears guShing out of my face. But I face up to 
the truth about myself. .Se if I eeel~d fer YH'd ften ftft6-
.6&iEI I a1 o;l 't slee~ wita yQli tin-we're lflBFFied, yeli'f4 leak 
•4erward te 9lee13mg wiM! me so HltiM ~;at ~y Yie tiffle w&-
.a.e set te titat metel 11cH HeU)"Ylese, l'd""t<, s11eh a ~-
•f'lf'>9ietmeRt, yeuld ne·;er fergi110 m&. My cooking is the 
only thing I got to lure you on with and hold you with. 
Artie, we got to keep some magic for the honeymoon. It's 
my first honeymoon and I want it to be so good, I 'm 
aiming for two million calori'es. I want to cook for you 
so bad 4,.:walk Jo.y ~e A&P, I set all bot jabs of ch~ 
pewEier i~ide my thigh'- . . . but I can't till we get tllose 
tickets to California safe in my purse, till Billy knows 
we're coming, till I got tba.t ring right on m1 cooking 
finger .•.. Don't tempt me .... I love you ... 
A.RnE. (Beaten .) ITWo eggs easy one~ 
BUNNI(. (Shakes "irer Jiead No.) A.Dd I'm sorry last 
night went sour 1. •. 
ARnE. (Sits down, depressed.) frbey made me buy my 
own beer~ .•• 
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16 THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES ACT .r 
ls it daytime alreadyEj A.Rnlt and BUNNY wok al 
each o:iier.) ·:: . . 
Bm.imfl'll pour Y,OU comClake~ " Allm~. (7\rr.rvous.) !Yuu better re~ 
BUNNY. (Slunding her ground.)~ nice bowlfuW 
A.RnE.~'on't want her to know yeJ,! 
Il UNNY. I 'II be like a coming attraction] 
ARn'E. ou're a t ease, Bunny, and that's the worst 
thing to bSJ (Pu.rlies her in tM kitchen.) 
(BANANAS romes out of the bedrooni. She1s livod in lier 
nightgo~n for tlu. las{ .rix months. She's in her early 
forties and lta.s bee11 crying /or as long a.s she's had 
he:· niKltlgown on. She walks uncertainly as if hidden 
barriers lay scattered in her path.) 
BANANAS. [fs it morning] 
ART;Y.. (Does1i't know JWw to cope with her.) 1Go barlc 
to becl. _ 
llANANA:.,.Jou're dressed and it's so dark. Did you get 
an emergency call 7 Did the lion have babies yera 
AR'iTI:. ~Checking the bars are locked. ) 'The lioness 
hasn't dropped yet. The jaguar and the chceta both still 
waiting. The.J?.irds still on their eggs. 
BANANAS. J.6,re you leaving to get away from mc7 Tell 
me7 The fruth? You hale me. You hale my looks-my 
facc-·rny dothes-you hate me. You wish I was fatter 
so there'd be more of me to hale. You hate me.}Don't say 
thall You 1ove me. I know you love me. VOu love me. 
Well, I don't Jove you. How docs that grab yo~ (ls 
7haking viulently. ~'OE tlJkts pills from the piano and 
holds her and forces tire pills in her moutll. He's accepted 
this 4S ont. of t/te notu.ral }acts of his life. There i.s n o 
violence in th.e oction. Her body shakes. The spasras stop. 
Site's qttiel Jnr a long time. He walks over to the kitchen. 
BtJNNY ki.rJ·es his hand's palm.) (For once could you let 
my emotions come out? I1 I laugn, you give me a pill. 
.·-
. . ,;.. 
... 
., 
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ACT t THE IlOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES 17 
1f I cry, you give me a pill ... no more pills .... I'm 
quiet now .... (A:RTCE comes out of the kite/ten and 
pours two pills i11to his hand. He doesn't like to do thu. 
Smiles.) Nol No more-look at me-I'm a peaceful 
forest, but I can feel all the animals have 1~one back into 
hiding and now I'm very quiet. All the wild :mim11Js hnve 
gone back into hiding. But once-once let me have an 
emotion? Let the animals come out? I don't li,kc being 
still, Artie. It makes me afra@ ... (.8riglttlJ. )Ulow are 
you this morning? Sleep well? You were out late last 
ni:;ht. l hc~rd you came in and moved O\'tf in the beJU 
Go b:lck to bed and rest. {t's still early ... come back 
to bed •... 
Aimx. (Finishing dres.tin&.J{lne Pope is coming today 
Mel l'm going to go se,e himJ 
BANANAS. The ?ope is coming here? 
A.ltTIE.(Yes, he's coming here.. We're goin~ to Icicle off 
our llhoes and ha\·c ~l few beers and kick the piano 
arountr.)(Genlly, as iJ to a child: ) The Pope is talking to 
the UFr about Vietnam. He's corning over to stop the war 
so Ronnie wop..'.!. have to go lo Vietnam. 
HANA t<AS. (.fbree weeks he's been gone. How c"n 
lwenly ·one days be a hundrcd~eari] 
AnTIF.. (To t!.-e nudience.) e njs woman doesn 't lmder-
stand. My kicl is charmed. He gets greetings lo go to basic 
training for Vietnam and the Pope does something never 
done befvre. He flies out of Italy for the first time e\ler 
to stop the war. Ronnie'JI be home before you can soy 
Jake Rabinowitz. Ronnie- what a kid- a charmed 
lift:. :i . . 
BANANAS. ff can't go ouL of the house ... my finge--
nails are all ~uferent lengths. I couldn'l leave Uie hous . 
. . . Look-I cut this one jt:st yesterdny anc.I look bow 
long it is already ... but this one ... I cut it months 
ago right down to the quick. and it h?.sn't mo•:cd th1t 
mucb. I don't understand that. . . . I couldn't see tbt 
Pope. l 'd embarrass )Um. My nails are all different. I can 









18 TIIE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES ACT J 
anrl heart and pulling my in.sides out my fingcri) (Is 
gelling liysterical.) 
/\uu:. (Forces pills anwn her mouth. She's quiet. She 
m'iles al him. Afrn:'s ~xhausted, upset. He p~es up and 
down i11 front of her, loathing her.) The Pope takes one 
look at you standiug 011 Queens Boulevard, he'll make tJ1e 
biggest U-tum you..ever saw right back to Rome~ (Angry.) 
[[ dreamed last- nighl" F,..)nnie was the Pope and he came 
lonay and all· the sLreels were lined with everybody w.Ut-
ing to meet him-and I felt like Joseph P. Kennedy, only 
bigger, because the Popt is a bigger draw than any Presi-
dent. And it was rainint~ everywhere but on him and when 
he saw you and me on Queens Boulevard, be stopped bis 
gla!ls limo and I steied into 'the bubble, but you didn't. 
Ile wouldn\.tilke you. 
llANANASlJ:.Ic wou tak~el 
/\RTn:. (Triun1pl:ani.) \Xoilr own son denied you. 
Slammed the door in y:>ur face and you had open-toe 
shoes ou and the water rnn in the heels and out the toes like 
two Rin Tin Tins taking a leak-and Ronnie and I dro\'e 
off to the UN and tbr. war in Vietnam stopped and he 
tonk me back to Rome and canonized me--made me a 
saint of the Church and in charge of writing all the hymns 
for the Church. A hyma couldn't be played unless it was 
mine and the whole <"ongrcgation sang "Where is the 
Devil in Evelyn," but they made it sound liltc monies 
singing £9- J'Vou weren't invited, Bananas. Ronnie lo,·ccl 
only me . .,. .. (Finds himself in front of tlte kitchen. He 
smiles at BUNNY.) fi:Yh l\t a dream ... it's awful to have 
to wal:.e up. For my dr~ms, I need a passport and shots. 
J travel the whole worl2J 
DUNNY. (Whi.rperi11g.) I dreamed once I met Abraham 
Lincoln. 
AllTrE.W id you like him?J 
B.UNNY'J!!e was all dg11T} (Opens a jar of pickles 07ld 
begins eal1ng them. BANANAS sees BUNNY•s fur coal by 
RoNNrE:'s room. She opms the front door and throws tlie 
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ACT 1 TIIE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES 19 
BANANAs.{Xou know what I dream? l dre3m I'm just 
waking up and I roam around the house all day crying 
because of the way my life turned out. And then 1 do 
wake up and what do I do? Roam around the house all 
day crying about the way my life tumcd out1 
AR'.ClE. (An idea comes to liini. lie goes 'to tlte piano. 
Sin~ 
fThe day that the Pope came to New York, 
The day that the Pope came to New York 
It really was comical. 
The Pope wore a yarmulke 
The da~at the Pope came ~ New York 
B>.NANAs.lQ_oo't be disrespcctfuC/(Gets up to io to the 
kitchen. AllTCE rushes in front of ca· and blocks her way. 
BUNNY pushes herself against the icebo:c, tryint lo liide. 
She's eat~ a bowl o/ cornfta.kes.) 
A.nu:.fStab out of the k.it.cben. I'll ~l your foo~ 
BANANAs.(£:hop it up in small piec~ ... 
BoNNV. (A loud, fierce whisper.) Miss Henshaw can-
not reserve our places indefinitely. Tantamount to theft 
is holding a pla~ other people could use. Tantamount. 
Her nephew the cop could lock us right up. Make her go 
bac.lt to bed. 
{A.RITE fixes IlANANAS' fo od on a pl(tfe. She sits up on 
hu haunches and puts her h(l.Jtds, palms downwards , 
under her chin.) 
BANANAS. fgello, Artie! ' 
AR'tIE. x.o~e going to- eat like a human being~ 
BANANAS.!Yfoof? Woof? [ 
{, ; 
•\(\ f~ ARTIE. ~ork all day rn a zoo. Come home to a ZOOJ 
(Takes a deep breath. Fie throws her the food. Sne 
ca.tches it inmer mouth. She rolls on lier bock.) 
BANANAS. like being animals. You know why? I never 
heard of a amous animal. Oh, a couple of Lassies-an 
occasional Trigger-but, by and large, animals weren't 
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THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES 
(Anu storms into the kitchen.) 
ACT l 
BUNNY. What a work of art is a dog. How noble in its 
t.bought-bow gentle in its dignity-
(.ARTIE buries his head against the ii:ebox. ) 
·· .
BANANAS. (Smiling oitt front.) ffieno. T ha.\'en't had a 
c.hance to welcome you. This is my home and I'm your 
boslcss and I should welcome you. I wanter! to say Hello 
and I'm glad you could come. I was very sick a few 
months ago. I tried to slash my wrists with spoons. But 
1'm better now and glad to see people. In the bouse. I 
couldn't go out. Not yet. Hell~ (Walks the length of tlte 
stage, nmling al the audience , at us. She liru a beautiful 
smile.) 
DUNNY. (Comes 011}.. of the kitche•i doll)n to the edge 
of the stage. To us. ) l}'ou know what my wish is? The 
:1riest told us last Sunday to make a wish when the Pope 
rides by. Wheo the Pope rides by, tbe wi:;n in my heart 
is gonna knock the Pope'i:- eye ouL It is braided in tall 
letters, all my veins and arteries and aorlas are braided 
into the wish that she dies pretty soo~ (Goes back to tlte 
kite/ten.) 
BANANAS. (Who has put a red mask on Jrer ltead. )U 
bad a vision-a nightmare-I saw you talking to a 
terri.ble fat woman with newspapers for fc.el-and she was 
tltl king about hunters up in the sky and that she was a 
dream and you were a drearu:J. . . (Crosses to the 
kite/ten, puts mask over her eyes atid comes up behind 
BUNNY. ) tUabl l tJ 
BtJNNY. (SC1'tams in terror ond mn.s into tht living 
room.) (!:3m not taking insults from a sick person. A 
healthy person can call me anythine they want. But in-
sults from a sickie-a sickskksickie- I don't like to be 
degrade1) A sick person ht.s fumes in their head-you 
release po:Son fumes and it makes me sick- diizy-like 
riding the back of a bus. ~o wonder Negroes are fighting 
so bard to be freed, ridfng in the back of busses all those 
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ACT X THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES 21 
years. 1 'm amazeq.. Uiey even got enough strength to stand 
up straightf •. ·l.Fhere's my coat? Artie, where's my 
coat? My b inox and my camera? (1'o BANANl\S. ) What 
did you do wilh my coat, Looney 'f.}!11~ (A.RTlE has re-
trieved the coat from the hallway.) C.Xou soiled my coat! 
This coat is soiled! Arlhur, are you dressed warm? Are 
you comh:i1 
ARl'IE. (Embarrasscd.) f"ihnanas, I'd like to present-
1'd like yoti. Lo meet- thisis Bunny FlinguS) 
Bmn.iv.fYou got lhe ski p.j.'s w1derneaEh? You used 
to go aroun"'tl"' freezing till I met you. I'll teach you how to 
dress warll). I didn't work at ski lodges for nothing. I 
worked at Aspen:J 
BANANAS. (1'/rtnks it over a moment.) I'm glad you're 
making friends, Artie. 1'm no good for YO!!.J . 
BUNN\'. (Tak~ng folders 01,t of her purse.){1 might as 
well give the.se to you now. Travel fo.lders to Juarez. It's 
a simple procedure---you fly down to Mexico-wetback 
lawyer meets you-sign a paper- jet back to little old 
N.\f'J 
AltTIE.Wunny's more than a friend , Banana~ 
BUNNY. (PJ:i;y a little mus.ic-"South. of the Border-
Divorce Meheeco Styl&- · 
BANANAS. (Sings: ) i.§outh of the Border. La la la la 
laaaaaa ·1 
Annf:(Over BANl\NAS singi~.&;)[Would you get out of 
here, Bunn~ I 'U take care of tb1~ 
BVN)~IY. Ll didn't work in a travel agency for nix, 
Arthur.J A1nm.~u1myIJ (BANANAS is quiet.) 
BUNNY. I know my way arouocLJ 
ARTIE. aking th.e folders from BUNNY.) llihe can't 
even go . to the incinerator alone. You're talking a bout 
Mexico::J 
B1mNY.[ know these sick wives. I've seen a dozen like 
you in movies. I wasn't an usher for nothing. You Hve in 
wheelchairs just to hold your husband and the minute 
your husband's out of the room, you're hopped out of 
your wheelchair doing the Charleston and making a gen-
.· 
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it THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES AC't 1 
er.al spectacle of yourself. I see right through you. Tell 
her, Artie. Tr.II her whal we're going lo d,g/ 
A1nn:.@t:.c're going to California, Banan.§1 
DUNNl!. lliananas! What a na~J 
DMl1\N11$1A trip would be nice for yo_ill ... 
HliNNv. !W'nat a banona::... 
B11:t-1:,NAS. UQu could see 13illy ...• l: couldn't see 
J3illy1 • ·~ (Alm~st laughing.) I can't see anytbini) . 
ruh <:.1,_Not a trip. 
Bu'NN'l .{fo lh·e. To live forever] 
Il11NAN11S. Remember- the time we rode up in the 
elevator ~ 1lob Hope? He's such a wonderful ma!J.: 
A1n u:. l!_ didn't teU you this, Bunny. Last wttk, I rode 
out to Long Island. (1'o BANANAS, taki11: her hand.) 
You need help. We-/ found a nice hosp ... Dy the sea 
(Sings : ) ... "by the beautiful sea" . : . it's an old estate 
and you can walk Iron. the train station aod it was raining 
and the roads aren't paved so it's muddy, but by Lhe road 
where you turn into the estate, there was a tree with blue 
leaves in the rain-I walked under it to get out of the 
rain and also because I bad never seen a tree with blue 
leaves and I walked under lhe tree and all the leaves flew 
away in one big round bunch-just lifted up leaving a 
bare tree. Whoosh. . .. It was birds. Not blue leaves, 
but birds, waiting to go to F1orida or California . . . and 
all the birds flew to another tree a couple of hundred feet 
off and that bare tree blossomed-snap! like that- wilh 
all these blue very quiet leaveJ .. (Xou'll like the place, 
Bananas. I talked to the doctor. He had a mustache. You 
like mustaches. And the Blue Cross will handle a lot of 
it, so we won'L have to worry about expense ... you'll 
like the place ... . A lot of famous people have had 
crackdowns there, so you'll be running in good company.: 
BANA~.{.Sbock treatmentia 
ARTIE-&o. No shock treatments-, 
BANl\NAs.fXou swea~ 
Bt.TN'.NY.flf she needs tl1ctn, she'll gel t.bem1 
ARTn. ~m handling this my waj} 
\.e a. • : 
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ACT I THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES Z3 
,. •• BuNNY. 'I m sick of you kowtowing to her. Those 
pC>ison rumes that come out of her head make me diz~ 
lsurtering- look at her- what does she know about suf-
ferin).IJ . . ? 
DANANAs.ffiid you read in the paper al.>out the bull in 
Madrid who fought so well they didn't let him dl1:? They 
bealeu him, let him rest before they put him back in lhc 
rin!(, again and again and again. I don't like lhc shock 
treatmt:nts, Artie. At least the concentration camps- I 
was rending about them, Arlie-they put the people in 
the ovens and ncvar took them ont- but the shock treat-
ments-they put you in the oven and then they take you 
out aTI11 then they put you iu and then they take you 
out. , . . BUl-IN~.IDid you read Modern Scret11 two months ago? 
I am u:.ually not a reader of film maga7.incs, bul the 
cover on it reached right up and seduced my eye in the 
health club. It was a picture like this (Clutch~ lier 
head.) and it was called "Sandra Dee's Night of Rel.I} 
Did you read that by any happenstance? Of course you 
'!ouldn' l read it. You can't SP.c anything. You're ignora'!k 
Wot you. He!Jlfhc story told of lbe night hefore Sandra 
Dec was to make her first movie aod her mother said, 
" San'dra, do you have everything you need?" and she said 
- snapped back, real frcsh-like- "Leave me alone, 
Mother. l'm a big girl now and don't need any help from 
you." So her mother said, "All rig.ht, Sandra, but remcn'-
ber I'rn always here." Well, her mother closed the door 
and Sandra could not find her hair curlers anywhere and 
she was loo proud to go to ber mom antl ask. bcr whe1·e 
tbey werP.. 
ARTtE.ID'!!nny, I don't undcrstan<i) 
DuNNYl'Shut up, I'm not finished yct-fud she tore 
through the house having to look her best for lhe set 
tomorrow because it was her first picture and her hair 
curie~ were nowhere I Finally al four in the A.M., her best 
frieod, Annette Funicello, the former Mouse.ketecr, came 
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24 THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES ACT I 
and gave them to Sandra. Thus ended her 11ight of hell, 
but she bad learned ... a lessl2ii}_§uffering- you don't even 
know the meaning of suffering. You're a nobody and you 
suffer like a nobody. I'm taking Artie out of this environ-
ment aud bringing him to California while Billy can still 
do him some good. Get Artie's songs-his music- into the 
movies! ARnElf feel I only got about this much life left in me, 
Bananas. I got to use it. These are my peak years. I got 
Lo take this chance. You stay in your r,oom. You're crying. 
All lhe time. Ronnie's gone now. This is not a creative 
atmosphere .... Ba'hanas, I'm too old to be a young 
taleng 
BANANAS. I never stopped you all these years~ . • . 
BUNNY. [!!e proud to admit it, Artie. You were afraid 
till I came on the scene. Admit it with pric&J 
ARU&. /I was never afraid. What're you talking alx>u!=j 
Bmmi. !No man take:; a job feeding <tnimals in the 
Central P~k Zoo unless he's afraid to deal with human]] 
t\RTIE. IL_walk right into the cage! Whit.l do you mean? 
I g~t panthers licking out of my bands like goddam pussy-
catsj. . . ~ 
JfoNNY.fi'hen why don't you ever call Billy..!! 
AR:rtE. J got family obligatio~ 
BANANAS. (At. the window.) ~ou could take these bars 
down. I'm 1!.Q,l going to jumP.:) 
Dmmv.1You're afraid to call Dilly and tell him we're 
coming ou_4 
BANANAS. (Dreamy_J {f d like to jump out right in 
front of the Pope's ca!:;j 
ARTIE. _?anthers lay right on their backs and I tickle 
their armpits. You call me afraid? Hah] 
BANANAs. lHe'd take me in his arms and bless mi) 
DUNNY~:ffien call Billy now. 
ARTIE. Its the middle of the nig1!i] 
Bum-nr. t's only two in the morning out there no , 
ARTn:. wo in the morning is the middle of the nigfta 
BUNNY. l :Hollywood! Come off it, he's probably not 
.  
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ACT I THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES 25 
even in yet-they're out there frigging nod frugging and 
swinging and eating and dancing. Since Georgina died, 
be'~robably got a brace of nude starlets splashing in the 
poQlJ 
An:uE.[i can't call him. He's probably not even in 
yet".l- _ .:\ lfuNN~Ydon't even tl1ink you know hi!!J.i 
ARTrn. Don't know hini!l 
BUNNY. You've been giving me a line-your l>csl friend 
- big Rol~ood big shot - you don't even know bim;t-
ARTCE. west !dends stay your best friends precisely 
because you don't go calling them in the middle of the 
night'] 
Bt.'NNY. {You been using him-dangling him over my 
head-big Hollywood big shot friend just to take advan-
tage of me-just · to gel in bed wilh me- Casting 
couches! I heard about the~ 
Aun:. (!)at 's not truif -
BUNNY. And you want me to cook for you! I know 
the score, baby. I didn't work. in a theatrical fumiture 
storc for nothing! (Triu to P,tt hu coat on to leave. He 
p1dls it off hu.) Tf you can't call your best friends in thc 
middlc of the night, then who can you call- tal<lng ad-
vanlaite of me in a steam bath ...... 
BANANAS. (Picking up the phone.){jou want me to get 
Billy on the phoni! 
ARnE. [f o~stay out of tbj~~ 
IlAt-JANAS. jtie was always my much better friend than 
A . -. yours, ,.,rl1~ 
ARTTE. LYour friend! Billy and 1 only went lo kinrler-
gal'ten together, grammar school together, high school 
together tm his family moved away- Fnle always kept 
an eye out to keep us friends. (Sings.) "If you're ever 
in a jam, here I am." 
BANANAS. (Sings.) fFriendshlpj 
ARn£. (Sings.) tJf"You're ever up a tree, just phone> 
me." He got stationed making training movies and off 
each reel, there's whal they call leader- undeveloped film 
" 
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26 THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES ACT 1 
- and he started snipping that leader off, so by the time 
we all got discharged, he had enough film spliced up to 
film "Twenty Comman<lmcnl'>." He made his movie right 
here on the streets of New York and Rossellini was mak-
ing his movies in Italy, only BilJy was making them hen~ 
in America and better. He sold everything he had and he 
made "Conduct of Life" and it's still playing in museums ) 
@'s at the Museum of Modem Art next wee~and 
Twentieth Century 1''ox signed Him and M GM signed him 
- they both signed him to full contracts-the first time 
anybody ever gut signed hy two studios at once .... You 
only knew him about. six monlhs' worth, Bananas, when 
he was making the picture. And everybody in that pictu re 
became a star and Billy is s till making great picturaj 
BuNNY.[n his latest one, will you ever forget that mo-
ment when Doris Day comes <lown that Hight of stairs i11 
that bathrobe and thinks Rock Hudson is the plumber 
to fix her bathtub and in real.i.!,Y he's an atomic scientifil 
DANANAs.u didn't sefu.that. '· •. 
A.RTm. (Mocking.) (!ananas doesn't go out of the 
bouseJ. . . 
DUNN'(~.( Stars in her eyes.) (Call him, Artie , 
ARTIE._W"e gets up early to be on the set. f'don't want 
to wake him upf.. 
BUNNY. 1V,1i£°mo the next two years, you could be ou t 
there in a black tie waiting for the lady-Greer Garson-h. eJ O'IW'\ lt\(\U to open the. enve!ope and say as the world bolds i ts 
breath- " And cbe winner of the Oscar for this year's 
1 Best Song is-'J (Rips a trat:el folder very slowly4 
tt> Je7 
"f-o LJ.-\.o.Mp , .>n ARTI E. (Jffiiing /orwnrd.) fiYho is it? Who won 
.BUNNY.~nd now Miss Mitzi Gaynor and Mr. •ranco 
Corelli of the Me~ropo1iti?n Opera will sing tlie winning 
I sonf. for you from the pictl!re of the same name made by 
=- "'" i.ol':u.. Vf (.... his ~on.1 friend and genius, Billy Einhorn. The winner is 
of col!rsc Mr. Arthur M. Shc;n~lmesSy'. 
A ln'l e. (Goes lo the telephone. Dialing once, then:) 
~erator, l..l\'.ant to call in Bel Air, l..os Angel~ 
BUNNY. You got lhe numbe!J 
... ·-
., ~ 
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ACT r THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES 27 
AR1n.{iatooed, baby. Tatooed. Your heart and his 
Lclephone number righl on my chest like a sai!cUJf1i.ot 
you, operator. I want and fasl 1 want in Los Angeles in 
Bel Air GRZ-1129 and I will not dial it because L want 
to speak pcr-;onally to my good friend and genius, Mr. 
Billy Einhorn . ... E-I-N-don'l you know how to spell 
it? The name of only Hollywood's leading director my 
frieuq]~d yot\ better nol give this uumber to any of your 
frienas and call him up and bother him asking for screen 
test SJ 
BUNNY. When I was an operator, they made \IS take 
oaths. I had Marlon Brando's number for years and 
pistols couldn't've dragged it out of my beacl-tbey make 
you raise ~11r right hanai 
ART!E. (M'y number iSRA 1-2276 and don't go giving 
that number away and I want a good connection ..•• 
Hang on, :B\mny- (Size t1·~1:s his extended hand.) you 
can hear the beepbeepbeeps-we're traveling across the 
country- bang on l Ring. H's ringing. Rin&'J 
BUNN'/. (His .Palm._,and lier palm form one praying 
/l(md.){§h God, pleas~ 
A.RTlE. (Pulls away from her.) £Bing. It's up. Hello? 
l3illtl)lf es, operato~gct off- that's Dilly. Will you get 
~!!J- .<'10 B.uN~v.)i;, should've calle? stati?n·to-sta~io~. 
J:ie picked •t nghl up and everything. B11ly! This 1s 
Ramon Navarro ( .. . no, Billy, it's Artie Shaughnessy. 
Artie. No, New York! Diel I wake you up! Can you hear 
me? Billy, hello! I got to tell you something- first or all, 
l got to tell yo11 how bad 1 feel about Georgina dying-
the good die young-what can J say?-and second, since 
you, you old bum, never come back to your old stomping 
grounds-your happy hunting grounds, I'm 1hinking of 
coming out to see yoU.\ . . . I know you czn fix up a 
tour of the studios andt hat'd be great . . . af}Q you can 
get us hotel rcservations-Lhat's just fintj •. . Qlut, Billy, 
I'm thinking I got to get aw~y-not just a vacation-but 
mBJLe a c}!ange, get a break if you know what I'm getting 
aJJ . .. Dtananas is fine. She's right here. We were just 
_,_ ~ ~ : 
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ZB THE ROUSE OF BLUE LEAVES /\CT 1 
thinking about yo~filo, IT'S NOT FINE. Billy, this 
sounds cruel to say, but Bananas is as dend for me as 
Georgina is for you. I'm in love with a remark.able, won-
derful giriefieah, she's here too- who 1 shou ld've married 
years ag no. we didn't know her years ago- I only 
met her wo months ago-yeah, (Secretively, pulling the 
phone off to th~ come/'.) It's kind of funny, a chimpanzee 
knocked me in the back and kinked my bi1c.k out o f whack 
aud l went to this health club to work it out and In tbe 
i;te:im .sectiou with all t)le steam I got lost and [ went 
ioto this steam rocm and there was Bunny- yeah, just 
towels--! mean you could make a movie out of this, it 
was so romantic-she couldn't see me and she started 
tallciug about the weight she had to take off and the food 
she had to give up and she started talking about duckling 
with orange sauce and oysters baited with spinach and 
shrimps baked in the juice of melted sturgeon eyes which 
caviar c;omes frorrr-well, you know me and food and I 
got so excited and the steam's getting thicker and thicker 
ftnd I ripp~ off my towel and. kind of raped her . . . 
and she was quiet for a long time and then she finally 
said one of the greatest lines of all time. . . . She 
said, "There's a man in here .... " And she was in 
her sheet like a toga and I was all toga'd up and I swear, 
Billy, we were gods and goddesses and the steam bubbled 
up and swirled and it was Mount Olympus. Pm a new 
mnn, Billy-a new man-and I got to make a start be-
fore it's too late and I'm calling you, crawling on my 
bands and kneci}-- (DUNNY touches lrim.) lno, not like that, 
I'm standing up straight and talking to mihest buddy and 
saying, 11Can I come see you and bring Bunny and talk 
over old times?" ... I'll pay my own way. I'm not asking 
you for nothing. Just your friendship. I think about you 
so much and I read about yoo in the columns and "Con-
duct of Life" is playing at the Museum of Modem Art 
next week. and I get nervous calling you and that Doris 
Day pk-well, Bunny and l fell out of ·our laxe sea~ 
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ACT r THE HOUSE Of' BLUE LEA VBS 29 
muchJ . . .[f get nervous aboul calling you bcc.ausc, well, 
you -fnow, and I'm uot asking for any Auld Lang Sync 
treatment, but it must be kind of lonely with Georgina 
gune and we seot five dollars in to the Damun Rllnyon 
Cancer Fund like Waller Winchell said to do and we're 
go.,na send more and it must be kind of lonely and the 
three of us-Bunny am!..J.ou and mc--could have s'lme 
laughs. What do you say.Jl~ou write me and lel me know 
yo•1r schedule and we c;in come anytime. Uut soon. Okay, 
' buddy? Okay~, this is my call. I'm paying for this 
call, so you don t have to worry-ta~ iog to you I gel all 
optned upJl[ou still drinking rye?I cit Daniels! Set out 
the glasses-open the bottle- NO, 'II bring the boUle-
Wt" ' ll se~ you soon. Good night, Billi}(The call is ovu.) 
Sr .on, 01lly. Soon. Soon. (/fangs up.) 
BUNNY. (Sings and dances .) 
([he day that the Pope cnme to New '/ork, 
The day that the Pope came to New York 
lt really was comical. 
The Pope wore a yumulke 
The day that the Pope came to New Yorfilj 
Alms. (Stunned.)mid you bear mffi 
l)uNNY. (/.oo m11de me sound likc'ihc M oon Coming 
Cvt!r the Mountain! So fatl 
AltTtt. [!!e s_aid to say hello to you, BananaiJ 
BANANAS. Hello. . . . 
(AnTIE and BUN?>lY flap on t:ie sofa. BANANAS, in the 
kitchen behind tlmn, throws rice at them.) 
BU!iNY.{Let's get <>ul of here. She gives me tJ1e weep-
ing willie'ir 
B ANA NAS. Oh, no, P m all right. I was just thinking how 
lucky we all are. You going off lo California and me going 
off to the loony big.-
Aun:. (Correctmg lrer.)fft•s a rest placei-
BANANAS. With beaulifulhlue trees, hu'V 
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30 THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES ACT l 
IlANANAs.Maybe it was a flock of insane bluebirds tbal 
that got committeo-
A RTLE. (To BUNNY.) [f'm gonna take a shower. My 
,ohirt's alli @amp from the telephone ca'Ij) 
BUNNY. (Pulling her coat on.) Artie, I'll be.: at the 
corner of 46th Street near the cemefory by the rr;_v repair 
sto~ ... [icllo, John the Baptist. Thu es who you are. 
]l.lhn the Baptist. You called Billy and prepared the way 
- the way for yourself.-Oh, Christ, the dinners I'm gonna 
cook for you. (Sing1.) 
I t really was comical 
The Pope wore a yarmulke 
The day that the Pope came to N.°[1 
(BlO'Ws a kiss and e:xitJ.) 
ARTIE. (Yelps triumphantly. He comes o.){!icllo, Dilly. 
l'm here. r got ail my music (:Si.iigs.) 
I'm here with bells on, 
Ringing out how I feel. 




I'm: here with bells on. 
Rin~l Ring! Rini'f1 
:BANANAS.. (Very aepressed.) ff.he people downstairs 
.. they'll be pumpin_g broomsticks on the ceili~ ... 
AR'Tl£. (htbilant.) tfor 011ce the people downstairs is 
Bunny I (Sings.) "For once the people downstairs is 
:Bunny !" (He speaks now, jumping up and down on the 
ftonr.) Whenever the conversation gets around to some· 
th:ng you don't like, you start ringing bells of concern 
for the people downstairs. Ror once in my life, the peo· 
ple downstairs is Bunuy and' I am a free man! (Bangs 
all over the keys of tire. piano.) And that's a symphony 
for the people upstai'Tsl, 
1JANl\NI\!;_ trhere's just the roof upstairs"':l ... 
ARTIE. OCeaI, and you know roofs wetr I give up six 
months of my life taking care of you and one mornlng I 
,.._ 
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ACT I THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES 31 
wake up and you're gone and alJ you got on is a night-
gown and your bare feet-the corns of your bare feet for 
slippers. And it's snowing out, snowing a blizi.ard, and 
you're out in it. Twf!nty-four hours you're gone and the 
police arc up here and long since gone and you're being 
broadcasted for in thi:'teen states all covel'ed with snow-
and I look out that window and I see a gray smudge in 
a nightgown standing on the edge of the: roof over there 
- in a snowbank and I'm praying to God and I run out 
of this place, across the street. And I grab you down and 
you're so cold, your nightgown cuts inlo me like glass 
breaking and I carried you back here and you dion't even 
catch a cold-no( even a sniffle. If you bad jusl a sniffle, 
I coitld've forgiven you. . . . You just look at me witll 
that dead look you got right now .... You stay out 
t~enty-four hours in a bU~zard, hopping from roof to 
roof without even a pair of drawers on- and I get the 
pneumonii} 
BANANAS. f an I have my son~ · 
A.llnE. 'Xou1re tone-deaf. (Hits two bad notes on the 
piano. ) Like tbaL 
BANANAs . §2 I won't sing ii} ... My troubles all be-
gan a year ago--two years ago today- two days ago to-
day? Today. (AP..Tu: plays the "Anniversary Walls.") _We 
used to have a beautiful old green Buick. The Green 
Latrine ! ... I'm not allowed lo drive it anymore . . .. 
But when I could drive it . . . the last time I drove it, 
I drove into Manhattan. (ARTlE playJ "Jn My Merry 
Oldmwl>ile.") And I drive down Broadway- tCI Lhe Cross-
roads of the World. {A:llTn: plays "Fnrty-Sewnd Street." 
BANANAS sits on the edge of the stage and talks to the 
audience.) I. see a scene that you wouldn't see in your 
wildest dre.ams. Forty-Second Street . Broadway. Four cor-
ners. Four people. One i'n eacb corner. All waving for taxis. 
Cardinal Spellman. Jackie Kennedy. Bob Hope. Pre.'li· 
dent Johnson. All Clrrying suitcases. Taxi I Taxi I I stop 
in the middle of the street-the middle of Broadway and 
I get out of my Green Latrine and yell, " Get in. I'ul :: 
{ r pr ovr J ... C: 
• •. n '\ ,: J 
,. I i It,;. 
' 
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gypsy. A Gypsy Cab. Get in. I'll take you where you 
want to go. Don't you all know each other? Gel inl Get 
in I" They keep waving for cabs. I mo over to President 
Johnson and grab rum by the l\J'm. "Get in I" And pull 
Jackie Kennedy into my car and JohnJohn who I didn't 
~ starts crying and Jackie hits me and I hit her and 
I grab Dob Hope and push Cardinal Spellman into tl1e 
back seat, crying and laughing, " I'll take you where you 
want to. Get in! Give me your suitcases- " and the suit-
cases spill open and Jackie Kennedy's wigs blow down 
Porty-Second Street and °Cardioal Spellman hits me and 
Johnson screams and I hit him. I hit them all. And then 
the Grttn Lntrine blew four Rat tires and sinks nnd I run 
to protect the car and four cabs appear and all my friends 
run into four different cabs. And cars are honking at me 
to move. I push the car 011er the bridge back to Queens. 
You're asleep. I tum on Johnny Carsv11 to get my mind 
off and there's Cardinal Spellman and Bob Hope whose 
n0$C is still bleeding and they tell the story of what hap-
pened to them and everybody laughs. Thirty million 
people watch Johnny Carson and they all laugh. At me. 
Al me. I'm nobody. I knew all those people better than 
me. You. Ronnie. I know everything about them. Why 
can't they love me? And then it began to snow and I 
'went up on the rooT! . . 
ARTIE. (After a long t)au.se.)/fome see the Pope. Pray. 
Miracles happen. He'li bless you. Reader's Digest has an 
article this month on bow prayer answers things. Pray? 
Kneel down in the street ? The Pope can cure you. The 
Reader's Dig¥} don't afford to crap around:'\ 
BANANAS. LMY fingernails are all ditlCrcnt lenglhs. 
Everybod.Y..'.d laugh.- . . . · 
Aun:.(2/e useo to have fun. Sometimes I miss you so 
mucfil . . . 
BANANAS. (Smiling neroously.) {fr J had gloves to put 
on my ha~ ... 
ARTIE. (!lie Pope must be landing now. I'm going to 
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turns on the television.) Here he is. He's getting off the 
plane. Bananas, look.. Look at the screen. (Pulls her to 
the screen. He m akes her kneel in front o J it .) Oh God, 
help Bananas. Please.i..,. God? Say a prayer, Bananas. Say, 
"Make me better, Goal ... " 
llANANAs.IMake mebetter, God . . . 
ARnE.{§si. Artie can go away in peace . . .. Here's the 
Pope. (ARTLE speaks to the screen.) Get. out of tltc way! 
Let a sick woman see! There be is! Ki~s himl Kiss his 
hem, Bananas. He'll cure you l Kjss hir!i) 
.BANANAS. (Leans jorward to kiss the .rr;reen. Site looks 
1,p and laughs ot h_er husband,) [he screen is so col~ .. 
AR·ru:. (Leaping.} {Get out of the way, ran eesldaqa 
newsrnafill (Pushes nANANAS a.side and he kisser the 
screen.)[llelp rne-hclp me- Yoiir Holin.e.~ ... 
(While he hugs the set, BANANAS leaves the room to go 
into her bedroom. The front door flies open. BUNNY 
bunts in, fl.ushed, bubbling. She has an enormous " I 
Love Paul" butt.on on her coat.) 
BuNm.\!fe's landed! He's landed! It's on everybody's 
transistors and you're still here"nlAnd the school kidsl-
The Pope drives by, be sees a1it1lose school kids, he's 
gonna come out for Birth Control today! I Churches will 
be selling Holy Diaphragms with pictures of St. Chris-
topher and saints on th~. You mark my wordi] (To us, 
indicating her button.) Q;hey ra:n out of Welcome Pope 
buttons so I ran downstairs and got my leftover from 
when the Beatles were here! I am famished! What a 
day] (Goes to the icebox. BANANAS comes out of the bed-
room, a coat over Iler nightgown, a hat cocked on her 
head, two different shoes, one higher tlzon the other. Siu: 
is smiling. She is f>ulli11g on gloves. BUNNY gapes. BAND 
MUS IC plays joyously in tlte distance. ARTIE goes to 
BANANAS and takes her arm.)fB.pw wait pne minute. Miss 
Henshaw is going to be mighty pissed off. 
ARTIE. {[Es~or tooa._iJ 
BANANAS.@old me tighy .• . 
_, : 
.. 
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ARTIE. (Grabbing his coat.~er the threshot§}. . 
(They go out.) 
BUNNY\ Arlie, are you dressed warm? Are you dressed 
warm? Your music! You forgot your music! You gotta 
get it blessed by the PoiilJ 
(BANANAS appears in the doorway and grabs t/te music 
from BUNUY.) 
BANANA~. (.'>ings.) 
rn really was comical. 
""the Pope wore a yarmulke 
The d~.'(_ Lhat the Pope came to New Yo~ 
BUNl'l'V. (You witch I You'll be in Bellevue tonight with 
enough shock tn:atments they can plug Times Square into 
your car. I didn't work for Con Edison for notbin']) 
(Storms out after them. Slams the door behind !ter.) 
(The bedroom door RONN!:£ went into at the beginning 
of the act opens. RoNNrE comes out carrying a wge 






Desire: Artie wants to become famous. His best friend Billy became a famous director 
and so now he wants to become a famous musician/composer. He desires the 
great American Dream. 
Will: At the beginning of the play we see a man who has desires, but he is nervous about 
going after them completely. He needs to be persuaded. At the end he has the 
ability to try just about anything to become famous. 
Moral Stance: Artie is all for the betterment of himself. He seems to be doing an 
honorable thing in watching over Bananas, but at the same time he is committing 
adultery. Bananas has become so burdensome that he is willing to just pass her 
off. He attempts to show her he cares by finding her a home where she will be 
given good care. But, the reality is that he has moved past his vows and has 
created a morality that is centered around himself. 
Decorum: Artie is the average blue collar worker. He does not wear fancy suits or carry 
a briefcase. He wears work clothes that probably have stains. He does not walk 
around with his head held high and pride beaming from his every pore. Artie is 
just another guy with a name on his shirt trying to get by. He does not hang his 
head in despair but, he is unhappy with his life, with Bananas, and in general. 
Summary List of Adjectives: depressed, desperate, hungry, excited, lustful, tired, 
competitive, threatened, blessed, in awe, and angry. 
Bunny Flingus 
Desire: Bunny wants to be famous through someone else. Her only real talent is 
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cooking. She knows that cooking will not make her famous, but she also knows 
that if she is calculating and manipulative enough she can convince a man who is 
famous to take her away to the world of her dreams. 
Will: Bunny is driven to make her mark on society and, she is willing to try just about 
anything to reach her goals. This is evident in the numerous jobs that she has had. 
Moral Stance: Bunny is another character that does not need morality in her life. 
Morality will hinder her ability to become famous. Bunny is the woman that 
would sleep with the boss for a promotion, but in her case it may be more than 
just the boss. 
Deoorum: Bunny carries herself very well. She promotes herself as a strong, Jiberated 
woman who also has a sensitive side if it will make her more desirable. She 
stands up straight with her head held high. Her clothing is not overly expensive 
but it does contribute to her looking like she could have money. Bunny is not 
opposed to showing off her finer features either. Her one downfall in this is that 
she is a bit overweight. 
Summary List of Adjectives: Spunky, manipulative, controlling, excited, disappointed, 
blessed, and vindictive. 
Bananas Shaughnessy 
Desire: Bananas wants Artie to love her again and to take care of her. 
Will: Bananas knows what she wants and is not afraid to go after what she wants. 
Bananas tries several strategies to win back Artie. In some instances she even 
tries to push him away so that he will be forceful with her. Although it seems 
unorthodox, the result is still the same; Artie is paying attention to her. 
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Moral Stance: Bananas comes across as the most moral person in the play. She tries to 
be helpful and caring. Bananas has to be "good" so that the audience will fall in 
love with her, or else the ending will lose some of its power as a tragic new 
balance. However, morality in The House of Blue Leaves is something that is 
hard to find. Even at her most helpful moment at Times Square, Bananas is still 
forcing people against their will into her car. 
Decorum: Bananas should be frail and petite. She should look shabby with a tattered 
nightgown. Bananas should be slouched and at times completely oblivious to her 
surroundings. At certain points, however, she has to evoke childlike qualities. 
Summary List of Adjectives: shabby, lighthearted, vindictive, pleasant, caring, spaced 
out, concerned, desperate, scared, frustrated, and happy. 
Ronnie Shaughnessy 
Desire: Ronnie has to be more famous than anyone in his family. He desires to put his 
name in the history books and beyond for years and years to come. 
Will: There is no doubt that Ronnie is willing to do whatever it takes to accomplish his 
goal. He will stop at nothing to be successful. 
Moral Stance: Morality was missed v,ith Ronnie. He has no sense of right or wrong. He 
knows just what he wants to accomplish and how to accomplish it no matter what 
the consequences. 
Decorum: Ronnie is thin and athletic. He is a soldier which includes the upright stance 
and crew cut. He will be wearing military gear as well as an altar boy outfit. 
Ronnie is very energetic and motivated to accomplish his goal. 




Desire: When Billy first appears on stage, he just wants to mourn. As the scene 
progresses he begins searching for a reason to go on in life. 
Will: Billy starts off so upset that he doesn't believe he can go on with his life, but when 
he gets a new lease on life he returns to the strong man who was able to influence 
audiences and producers worldwide. 
Moral Stance: Billy is very sensitive to the importance of a husband and wife and the 
marriage commitment. He has lost one wife and is ready to marry again to love 
and care for someone. With a second loss he idealizes Artie and Bananas for 
being together for so long. He takes Bunny with him to save Artie from breaking 
up his marriage with Bananas. 
Decorum: When Billy first appears we see a man in great despair, slouched over and 
whimpering about his tragic life. However, Billy is a well dressed Hollywood big 
shot full of pride at the end. His posture is that of a prominent figure in society 
with the air of money surrounding him. 
Summary List of Adjectives: Smart, distraught, renewed, successful, driven, and happy 
Ideas of the Play 
John Guare states that the main idea of The House of Blue Leaves is that ofhwniliation 
caused by the characters' dreams, loves, wants, and their best parts (Barnes 311 ). This theme is 
carried throughout the play. At the beginning Artie is struggling to fulfi}] his dream of making it 
in show business. As he tries to gain recognition~ the audiences talk through his perfonnance 
and he is forced to buy his own beers (Guare 11). Bunny describes her humiliation as she failed 
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the Readers Digest sex test, only to prove that she is terrible in bed (1 5). The humiliation 
continues with Bananas as she explains how she could not get her gypsy cab to go because it 
blew all four tires at the same time (31-32). Humiliation is represented in some way or other for 
every character as they dream of greatness, share their love, or try to reveal what makes each of 
them great in their own way. But, as the play reaches its conclusion the humiliation begins to 
fade for everyone except Artie. 
Gu.are accentuates the humiliation factor in the final scene. Artie has the chance to 
realize his dreams while Billy is sitting right in front of him. Artie is trying to be a good friend 
and support Billy in his loss. However, Artie is also trying to get his ticket to Hollywood (Guare 
53-54). Then Bunny comes in offering food, and Billy sees his future (60). This is the moment 
of conflict that brings Artie's desires to a screeching halt. Artie's ticket to fame and fortune, 
Billy, tells Artie that Artie is the reason that he creates the movies. "If I ever thought you and 
Bananas weren't here in Sunnyside, seeing my work, loving my work, I could never work again" 
(62). This confirms Bunny's line from Act I when she says, "When famous people go to sleep at 
night, it's us they dream of, Artie" (10). 'This is the moment when Artie sees everyone around 
him fulfilling their dreams as his dreams are destroyed. For example, the Little Nun is given 
Bunny's apartment and the job of taking care of Bananas ( 60 ). Ronnie is given a new 
assignment and released from the brig (58). Furthermore, Bunny is offered the ticket to 
Hollywood to cook for Billy (60). Artie' s ultimate humiliation has happened and there is no way 
out. He is trapped in mediocrity, and left with his wife who promises to change and doesn't. 
The title The House of Blue Leaves relates directly to the feeling of being trapped. The 
house is the trap, Artie's apartment in Queens is the trap. As mentioned before, Queens is the 
bedroom community where everyone stops on his or her way to Manhattan (Barnes 311). It is 
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also the place where everyone stays. Artie is stuck here. The blue leaves refer to the blue birds 
at the asylum that Artie wants to take Bananas too. Arties says "It was birds. Not blue leaves, 
but birds, waiting to go to Florida or California" (Guare 22). The birds represent Artie's dreams 
of going somewhere else. But, like Artie, they are trapped also because when he gets to them 
they only go a couple hundred feet to another tree as they wait out the storm (22). Artie sees the 
birds as opportunities, but in reality the birds are just creatures looking for a change. So the title 
also continues the through line of humiliation by representing the trap that builds upon Artie's 
misery. 
Moods of the Play 






Adjectives: rough, tart, stinky, piercing, big 
Im.age: The mood is like a short kid in a crowd of tall kids trying to get their attention. 
Adjectives: chilly, acidic, musty, raspy, dark 
Image: The mood is like a spy movie. 
Adjectives: stonny, bumpy, rumble, bitter, tangy 
Image: The mood is like almost getting caught while trying to steal a cookie. 
Adjectives: swooping, breezy, loud, fragrant, spicy 





Adjectives: crowded, gritty, snapping, sour, bitter 
Image: The mood is like an old man grumbling. 
Adjectives; contoured, tender, hushed, sweet, savory 
Image: The mood is like kissing up to someone. 
Adjectives: colorful, fluffy, melodious, fragrant, juicy 
Image: The mood is like if someone had won the lottery, then ... 
Adjectives: graceful, cuddly, purring, fragrant, creamy 
Image: The mood is like a bad porn film set up. 
Adjectives: brilliant, uneven, sloshing, medicinal, peppery 
Image: The mood is like a biography. 
Unit 10 
Unit 11 
Adjectives: swooping, slippery, rustle, spicy, sticky 
Image: The mood is like the mouse teasing the cat. 
Adjectives: crooked, prickly, whine, stale, salty 
Image: The mood is like a confession. 
Unit 12 
Adjectives: forked, stinging, harsh, bitter, sour 
Image: The mood is like a cartoon that al ways has a happy ending. 
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Unit 13 
Adjectives: stormy, sticky, raspy, burning, tart 
lmage: The mood is like a student who lost his homework. 
Unit 14 
Unit 15 
Adjectives: grotesque, sharp, screech, chocking, bitter 
Image: The mood is like Garfield belittling Ode. 
Adjectives: motionless, tender, coo, fragrant, delicious 
Image: The mood is like an Attention Deficit Disorder moment. 
Unit 16 
Adjectives: foggy, shaggy, groan, musty, gooey 
Image: The mood is like the class clown that isn't that funny. 
Unit 17 
Unit 18 
Adjectives: flickering, prickly, rustle, dusty, tart 
Image: The mood is like watching a race, repetitive. 
Adjectives: glowing, warm, murmur, sweet, savory 
Image: The mood is like the opening of the Carol Burnett show. 
Unit 19 
Adjectives: contoured, share, hiss, burning, sour 
Image: The mood is like a serial killer making a plan. 
Unit 20 
Adjectives: stormy, gritty, snapping, pungent, peppery 
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Unit21 
Image: The mood is like a Jerry Springer Show. 
Adjectives: crystalline, chilly, crackling, smoky, tart 
Image: The mood is like taking a date home to meet Dad. 
Unit 22 
Adjectives: distinct, stinging, growly, pungent, hot 
Image: The mood is like a cat stalking a mouse. 
Unit23 
Adjectives: forked, prickly, squea4 choking, bitter 
Image: The mood is like a children's story. 
Unit 24 
Adjectives: billowy, cold, harsh, antiseptic, acidic 
Image: The mood is like sitting in a lecture. 
Unit25 
Adjectives: swooping, searing, groan, burning, sour 
Image: The mood is like a dog begging for a bone. 
Unit 26 
Adjectives: big, icy, shrill, stinky, bitter 
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Image: The mood is like a teenager bartering for use of the car on Saturday night. 
Unit 27 
Adjectives: jagged, stinging, harsh, rotten, peppery 
Image: The mood is like "I told you so". 
Unit 28 
Adjectives: glamorous, solid, booming, fragrant, sweet 
Image: The mood is like a Mom giving a lecture. 
Unit 29 
Adjectives: fancy. wann, buzzing, fragrant, sweet 
Image: The mood is like an encyclopedia salesman at the front door. 
Unit 30 
Adjectives: gigantic, tender, mumble, rich, juicy 
Image: The mood is like a kid getting what he wanted for Christmas. 
Unit 31 
Adjectives: elegant, silky, melodious, sweet, delicious 
Image: The mood is Like giving your girl chocolate on Valentines Day. 
Unit 32 
Adjectives: flickering, smooth, crackling, clean 
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Image: The mood is like telling a scared child kindergarten will be fun on the first day. 
Unit 33 
Adjectives: colossal, solid, echoing, pungent. tangy 
Image: The mood is like a party after getting a substantial mise. 
Unit 34 
Adjectives: dark, uneven, raspy, stale, bitter 
Image: The mood is like loosing your best friend. 
Unit 35 
Adjectives: crowded, sticky, booming, fresh, tangy 
Image: The mood is like doing something fabulous but not getting the credit for it. 
Unit 14: Andantino 
Unit 15: Andante 
Unit 16: Andante 
Unit 17: Andante 
Unit 18: Andante 
Unit 19: Andante 
Unit 20: Allegretto 
Unit 21: Andante 
Unit 22: Andantino 
Unit 23: Allegretto 
Unit 24: Andantino 
Unit 25: Andante 
Unit 26: Allegro 
Unit 27: Allegro 
Unit 28: Allegretto .- :?\&.A~ +-1-1.~ cJ lt'..-Jr-o 
Unit 29: Allegretto 
Unit 30: Allegretto 
Unit 31: Allegro 
Unit 32: Allegretto to Andantino 
Unit 33: Vivace 
Unit 34: Andantino 
Unit 35: Andantino to Allegro to Adante 
Unit 36: Allegretto 
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Unit 37: Allegro 
Unit 38: Presto v-u ') h sl--· +e-v1~ 
Tone 
The tone of The House of Blue Leaves is desire. 
Previous Reviews 
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When The House of Blue Leaves first opened Off-Broadway in 1971 it had a good run. It 
opened in February and ended in December. It must be noted that the show was not stopped by 
poor reviews, it actually came to an end due to a fire that damaged the theatre where it was being 
performed (Cuny 50). According to Cuny, "The House of Blue Leaves was honored as the best 
American pJay of the season with a Village Voice Obie (Off-Broadway) award, New York 
Drama Critics Circle award, and Outer Critics Circle Award" (50) . However, even though it was 
winning awards, it did not receive the best reviews. 
When it first came out many critics had some issues with The House of Blue Leaves. 
Harris Green of the New Leader said that he "Would like Ouare to demonstrate more discipline 
in his writing and avoid direct audience address, ... " (Curry 126). Catherine Hughes of Plays 
and Players remarked, "Ouare sees ' the humour in tragedy' but does not show enough concern 
for the victims" (127). And Edward Hip stated in the evening news, "The House of Blue Leaves 
is a one-joke play without enough material for a full-length play. Good cast makes the most of 
what Ouare has provided" (127). The most notabJe attack on the play came from Julius Novick 
in the article, "'Very Funny-Or a Long Sick Joke?"' in the New York Times. "In The House of 
Blue Leaves Ouare attempts the 'treacherous genre' of black comedy, but unfortunately seems to 
ask the audience to abandon their humanity in order to laugh at the suffering characters'' (129). 
In 1986 The House of Blue Leaves was revived to a better critical response. "The 'dark 
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farce pllllctuated by random mayhem1 does not seem dated in this energetic revival" (Curry 170). 
''Residents of Queens will enjoy the local color in the latest successful production of Guare' s 
play, which provides many laughs and a 'sad commentary on people's unfulfilled dreams"' 
(171 ). As the show gained in popularity it moved from Off-Broadway theatres and onto the 
Broadway stage. Because of its success, it was nominated for a Tony Award as Best New Play, 
which caused a controversy due to it being a revival (50). In the end, it was determined that 
since it never made it to a Broadway stage in the original run, it would still be eligible for the 
award (232). It did not win, but, " .. . The House of Blue Leaves won Tony awards for director 
Jerry Zaks, designer Tony Walton, actor John Mahoney, and actress Swoosie Kurtz" (51). 
The Playwright 
John Guare came into this world on February 5, 1938 as the only child to Edward and 
Helen Guare of Jackson Heights, Queens, New York (Curry 6). He attended mass daily with his 
mother, as his father worked as a clerk on Wall Street. As a child he did a lot of entertaining in 
his family circle that included his parents, his parent's friends, and his great aunt. John also 
attended Broadway shows quite often. According to Guare, "At seven, when I entered the 
theatre, I just felt at home" (Plunka 24). In 1949, Guare decided it was time to become a 
playwright. 
After seeing many great Broadway plays John decided he needed something to do during 
his swnmer vacation. "That summer, when yollllg John and his best friend, Bobby Shlomm, 
were on vacation in Atlantic Beach, Long Island, they read a story in Life about ten-year-olds 
who made an 8-mm film of Tom Sawyer during their hiatus from school" (Plunka 25). John 
decided to write three plays that would be perfonned in Bobby' s garage. Because John was 
already learning the skill of marketing, he made a few calls to help promote his plays. 
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The week before the performances of his plays, Guare disguised his voice and 
telephoned Time-Life informing the operator that an eleven-year-old had written a 
drama that was soon to be staged in Atlantic Beach. The operator hung up. After 
Time-Life showed no interest, Guare calledNewsday and told them that the 
proceeds of the plays were going to be donated to the orphans of Atlantic Beach. 
The trilogy, titled Universe, was performed in Bobby's garage for a week; ... On 
the last day of the performances, a black car drove up and out stepped reporters 
from Newsday. They published a story on the garage performances giving John 
his first theatrical review complete with photographs (25). 
After seeing his name in the paper Guare knew that he had t;o be a playwright. His parents, who 
wanted to be supportive, went out and bought him a "Royal portable typewriter to pursue his 
newly chosen career" (25). 
Guare continued to write and research plays. On special occasions he would attend the 
theatre with his parents. Every Saturday he would also attend the matinee performances. Guare 
was learning all about dramatic structure. After viewing many musicals and reading the album 
covers for them he determined, "that usually the second production number was a 'want' song, 
providing impetus for a character's motivation" (Plunka 25-26). John Guare said: 
And then I realized that, in a sense, that was no different from page one of The 
Three Sisters: 'I want to get to Moscow' .... There is always this searching at the 
beginning. And this operates much more powerfully in a play than any other 
form. I think there's a connection between The Three Sisters and even a play like 
Waiting/or Godot: 'I want to get to Moscow' and 'I want the man with the 
answers to arrive.' In both cases the wants are not fulfilled. And the failure of 
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that expectation creates the dramatic energy and is extraordinary (McLaughlin 
23). 
At 14, Guare had realized the structure of a good play. He had learned the importance of the 
Aristotelian model. Guare continued his research on structure and development throughout his 
school years. 
Guare attended a private school until his family moved from Jackson Heights. This 
move created a problem for his father as far as his son's schooling was concerned. The school 
John was to attend did not recite the Pledge of Allegiance every morning. So he stayed enrolled 
in the St Joan of Arc school in Queens, but he was home schooled and only sent his work to the 
nuns at the school (Curry 6). lbis gave him more time to read and study plays. Guare spent 
hours upon hours watching, reading, and studying plays. John also received his first job at one 
of the movie theatres, and attended many movie performances before he moved on to 
Georgetown University in 1956 (6). 
At Georgetown, John kept himself busy with playwriting and other ventures. John wrote 
a play a year to compete in a playwriting contest for students. His second play, She Conqs to 
Stooper, earned him a second place (Plunka 26). His third play: 
Thirties Girl, set in Hollywood when the first ' 'talkies', were making silent films 
obsolete, was performed at Georgetown in 1959. The play whose songs were later 
incorporated into The House of Blue Leaves, owed a lot to the musicals Guare enjoyed, 
particularly Singing in the Rain (26). 
During John's senior year, he also found himself a job as the assistant to the manager for the 
National Theatre. John did jobs such as mailings, selling juice, and checking coats, but he was 
thrilled to be a part of a theatre even if it was only a small part. After receiving a B.A. in 
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English., John Guare moved on to an M.F.A. in playwriting at Yale University. 
Guare did get his degree, but he did not get much from the playwriting side of theatre. 
John spent more time in the technical aspects of theatre. He learned to appreciate the design 
process. This was mostly due to his opposition to the head of the playwriting department, John 
Gassner. Gassner was more interested in the traditional dramatic structure (Curry 7). Gus.re was 
looking at writing from another prospective. He was more interested in straying from that 
traditional structure. Although he continued to write, he spent more time reading and working as 
an usher for the Shubert Theatre in New Haven (7). John's desire to break from tradition led him 
to a new type of theatre; Off-Off Broadway. 
In the 1960s Off-Off Broadway writers started a new theatre movement, and John Guare 
was among these writers. "In 1958, a new coffeehouse, Caffe Cino, opened at 31 Cornelia 
Street, in Greenwich Village" (Crespy 33). Cino thought that it would be nice to have a place 
where plays could be written and performed while people ate sandwiches and had cake. He did 
not know at the time that this would start an entire movement. Gus.re would sit around the cafe 
and write with the other prolific writers and then they would perform their pieces right there in 
the Cafe. It gave Guare an opportunity to work alongside great playwrights like Edward Albee, 
William Inge, and Eugene O'Neill. Having coffee and sharing ideas at the Caffe Chio, helped 
give him the connections and insight he needed to move his shows into the Off Broadway 
venues. 
One of the most prolific playwrights that frequented Caffe Cino was Edward Albee. 
Albee was making a name for himself downtown and he spent a lot of time at the cafe and at the 
venues that were producing the Off-Off Broadway playwrights (Crespy 31). Albee's first big 
one-act was The Zoo Story, which set the tone for many of the playwrights. The Zoo Story was a 
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simple play only using two characters. However the depth of the characters and the awe 
inspiring climax. made its audiences take notice of the struggles of life. Guare was greatly 
influenced by the play, "When he went home to Queens and excitedly recounted the plot to his 
parents, they found him so totally absorbed by the story that they initially thought he had killed 
someone himself' (30). Guare utilized the concept of true to life, terrifying realism in several of 
his plays, including The House of Blue Leaves. 
Guare was successful in the Off Broadway venues, however his aunt had given him 
$10,000 so he used that money to began a tour of Europe and Egypt (Curry 7). His first Off-Off 
Broadway productio~ "To Wally Pantoni We Leave a Credenza, was produced by the Albee-
Barr-Wilder Playwrights Unit in February of 1965" (7). Guare then took his tour. John actually 
arrived in Rome on October 4, 1965. Since he had been raised in the Saint Joan of Arc Grammar 
School, Guare thought he should see the Pope while he was in Rome. Unfortunately, that was 
the same day the Pope was in New York. Guare had come all the way to Rome with plans to at 
least stop by and see the Pope and he was in John's hometown of Queens. His parents wrote to 
him and explained just how thrilled they were about the event. The letter finally caught up with 
him once he reached Cairo. "And I started thinking about my parents and me and why was I in 
Egypt and what was I doing with my life and what were they doing with theirs, and that's how 
plays get started" (Barnes 312). That was the day John Ouare began writing The House of Blue 
Leaves. 
The play is autobiographical and took several attempts before Guare was satisfied with 
the second act. First, Guare admits in the author's forward for The House of Blue Leaves that 
Artie is a zoo keeper because John's father, "worked for the New York Stock Exchange but he 
called it a zoo" (Barnes 312). He also proclaims that the speech that Ronnie gives in Act II scene 
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1 is, "an exact word-for-word reportage of what happened between Billy and me at our first 
meeting" (312). This Billy is of course the Hollywood director friend of Artie and also John's 
real Uncle Billy Grady. With Act I conceived overseas, John began work on Act II in 1966. 
After several readings and several rewrites, a frustrated Guare attended two perfonnances in 
London in 1969. Upon seeing Strindberg' s Dance of Death, followed directly the next night by 
Feydeau's A Flea in Her Ear, Guare came up with a solution. ''I think the only playwriting rule 
is that you have to learn your craft so that you can put on stage plays you would like to see. So I 
threw away all the second acts of the play, started in again, and, for the first time, understood 
what I wanted" (312). With that The House of Blue Leaves was finished and produced. Guare 
then continued his writing with several Broadway and Off-Broadway productions. 
John Guare's history since 1971 has included success in both theatre and in the movie 
industry. His first Broadway production was Cop Out. The play inspired by events that occurred 
during a Vietnam protest did not receive good reviews and was stopped after just 4 performances 
(Plunka 31). John was then asked to help Mel Shapiro with an adaptation of Shakespeare's Two 
Gentlemen of Verona, which was a huge hit and gave John high acclaim (33). Between 1973 and 
1979 Guare wrote the plays, Marco Polo Sings a Solo, Landscape of the Body, and Bosoms and 
Neglect (34). 1978 saw John as an adjunct professor at Yale University teaching playwriting, 
and in 1979 John wrote the screenplay for Louis Malle' s movie A ti antic City (35). The 1980s 
marked a change in John's writing. After moving to Nantucket and meeting his wife Adele 
Chatfield-Taylor, John took a new direction creating a tetralogy. 
John Guare made a change from the black comedy that was typically his forte and began 
a string of plays about realism and melodrama. According to Guare, "I wanted to make sense out 
of family myths, overheards and recriminations and family legends and half-llllderstood events 
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that happened before 1 was born in 1938" (Plunka 36). John stepped away from his New York 
influences and wrote the tetralogy Lydie Breeze, Gardenia, Women and Water, and Bulfinch's 
Mythology (37). Although he wrote them out of order, they are all about the events that occurred 
from 1861to1875. He dedicated these plays to his wife (36). Following the success of these 
plays, The House of Blue Leaves returned to the stage creating a stir that lead Guare to write Six 
Degrees of Seperation. 
Six Degrees of Seperation was the beginning of an intense time for John Guare. The play 
opened in 1990 to rave reviews, earning it the HNew York Drama Critics' Circle Award for Best 
Play, an Obie Award, and a Hull Warriner Award" (Plunka 39) The film version was released in 
1993 starring Donald Sutherland, Stockard Channing, and Will Smith. Unfortunately, it led to 
death threats from David Hampton. David Hampton claimed that the plot was based on his life. 
After several threats David Hampton took John to court for civil damages ( 40). In the end, 
Guare won because the courts determined that the play was a tale of fiction. Guare came out of 
the whole scenario very well receiving an honorary doctorate from Georgetown University. 
Guare continued teaching and helping to create new and promising playwrights. 
John Guare has some strong beliefs about the art of playwriting. Early in life he was 
inspired by a scene from Tamburlaine the Great by Marlowe, 
Tamburlaine stood on the stage of the Winter Garden Theater, unrolled an 
enormous map of the world, and strode across it. That one image so overwhelmed 
me that I could no longer watch TV miniatures like the original Marty set in 
living rooms like mine. I despised plays with people sitting at kitchen tables 
pouring their hearts out and the people in the audience oohing when the people in 
the play turned on the faucet and the real water came out The kitchen sink. That 
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was what I hated the most ( Guare vii). 
Guare also saw something else wben he watched John Osborne's The Entertainer, "the shock 
was Olivier played up front to me as ifl was not in New York . . . . It was the first time I 
realized that the audience could play a role in the play" (viii). Both of these events influenced 
his writing tremendously. In examining his earlier plays such as 'The House of Blue Leaves, a 
viewer can see the lack of the working kitchen sink because it is not instrumental to the story. 
Gu.are also has most of his characters talk to the audience during his plays. Every character in 
The House of Blue Leaves talks to the audience at some point. Guare took a chance with 
combining absurdity with the ideas of farce and black comedy, and he turned them into a career 
in theatre and the movies. 
John Guare has had a great career, and The House of Blue Leaves is just one of the many 
accomplishments he has achieved. Ouare had to work his way up from the depths of being an 
usher, to prize winning student playwright, to awe inspiring Off Broadway master, to 
screenwriter, and finally to the halls of professorship as a playwriting teacher. He took a chance 
by continuing a genre that was not overly popular at first, and watched as his popularity grew. 
John Guare continues to be an inspiration to playwrights everywhere. 
Learning Goals or Student Outcomes 
As an educator I need to consider the State Standards of Colorado as well as my personal 
outcomes for my students. Below are the State Standards followed by my desired outcomes for 
the students at Cation City High School. 
Standard. 1. Students develop interpersonal skills and problem-solving capabilities 
through group interaction and artistic collaboration. 
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Standard 2. Students understand and apply the creative process to fundamental skills of 
acting, playwriting, and directing. 
Standard 3. Students understand and apply the creative process to skills of design and 
technical production. 
Standard 4. Students understand and relate the role of theatre arts to culture and history. 
Standard 5. Students analyze and assess the characteristics, merits, and meanings of 
traditional and modern forms of dramatic expression. 
Standard 6. Students know and apply connections between theatre and other disciplines. 
Outcome 1: Students will have an understanding of history and its effect on 
characterization, plot, and the theme of a play. 
Outcome 2: Students will be able to create realistic characters through movement, 
emotion, and action. 
Outcome 3: Students will be able to apply construction skills with set design and 
function. 
Outcome 4: Students will understand the function of the Aristotle model within the 
structure of the play and how it affects the outcome of the play. 
Outcome 5: Students will be able to apply lighting to create an emotional response. 
Outcome 6: Students will understand the collaborative process through acting, directing, 
and technical application to the production as a whole. 
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September 13, 2010 
Today I held auditions. I was fairly disappointed because I thought that I would have 
more students audition. However, since I offered two days for the audition process the majority 
of the students chose to sign up for the second day. This could be a precursor to the amount of 
dedication the students may put forth if they are cast in the show. The auditions were announced 
two weeks in advance through posters and announcements. I also had preview copies of the 
script for anyone interested in auditioning. By offering these incentives, I believed that I would 
have a good tum out. Hopefully tomorrow will be better. 
September 14, 2010 
Second day of auditions has come and gone. Today was much better. I was surprised at 
the talent among the freshman this year. There are some real bright spots in the ranks. The part 
of Artie may be difficult with only three students actually preparing a musical piece for the 
audition. I have decided to call back all 30 students who auditioned. I will use a monologue for 
Bananas and Ronnie, and scenes that include the characters, Artie and Bunny, Artie and Billy, 
and Artie and Corrinna, to see ifl can narrow down my options. 
September 15, 2010 
The first day of call backs went relatively well. I may have created a more difficult 
selection process; several students stepped up and gave excellent readings. I have two 
candidates for the part of Artie. One was great in the Artie and Bunny scene, but terrible in the 
Artie and Corrinna scene. The other student is exactly the opposite. The real hang up is that one 
of the students has had some reliability issues, which makes the fact that he is the better piano 
player even more of a challenge in the decision making process. As for the girls, I have 
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narrowed down the actresses to about 3 for each character. l will hold one more call back day to 
verify my choices. Maybe with one more day I will see the correct matches. 
September 16, 2010 
Today helped and confused me more. I found some chemistry that l had not expected. I 
also found a two students that looked enough alike that they could be related. First, I had the 
student I had pegged as Bananas read Bunny, the chemistry between her and the actor that 
played Artie was great. Second, I had two students that resembled each other enough that upon 
seeing Ronnie the audience may wonder about the true nature of relationship between Billy and 
Bananas. Again there was some great talent from the underclassman. Two other students that I 
had hoped would step up and deliver did exactly that. They are both students who don't get 
much notice, but are moldable. With each opportunity their performances greatly improved. 
After some discussion with my confidant (my wife), I have narrowed down the cast. I 
will offer two understudy roles to two seniors, who will probably be fairly upset. However, they 
deserve the opportunity if an opening should occur. Besides 1 cannot over look the chemistry 
between the other choices. I also have decided to add a Military Policeman (MP). He will not 
have lines but will have some action in Act II Scene 1. I Lhin.k this will be a strong cast. Plus, I 
have more trust in this group than I do for some of the other options. It will be hard to post 
tomorrow. But, the auditions reaffirmed my desire to get another show on stage during the year 
to showcase the talent that exists at Canon City High School. 
September 20, 2010 
The first rehearsal was today. T started off by congratulating the cast I lost one member 
who declined the understudy part which I had predicted would happen. We went over the 
expectations for the show as far as the rehearsal process, and any requirements Lhat would need 
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to be met. I went over some of the Given Circumstances of the play with the cast. Then we 
read through the Act I stopping occasionally for discussion of the dialogue and character 
implications that coincide with the theme of the play. I also made it clear to the actors that we 
will need to be very careful when using the innuendos within the show. Furthennore, I infonned 
the actors that we will need to be very careful when presenting the abusive nature of the 
characters. I stressed that I did not want it to be a play about an abusive husband. Artie needs to 
be toned down so that he is not too overpowering. 
I was able to get a stage manager today as well. I ran into a girl who I had wanted to 
stage manage last year. With all of her other commitments she was unable to devote the amount 
of time required. This year she has more time. When I offered her the position she was very 
excited and began reviewing the script almost immediately. She will he a great asset to this 
production. 
September 21, 2010 
Today's rehearsal was all about the second Act. We discussed some more of the given 
circumstances and the set design. Then we read the second Act, again stopping at various times 
to discuss any implications that the dialogue presented. The cast agrees that the ending is a 
powerful moment. I discussed with them the vision I have for the final scene and we agreed that 
it will have a grand effect. 
September 22, 2010 
Today we worked with character analysis and met with the school accompanist. I gave 
the cast a character analysis worksheet that I created several years ago. I went over the list 
explaining the importance of the questions and how they affect the character. On the worksheet 
the actor must answer questions about walking, standing and sitting which brings in the specific 
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movement of the character to help the students understand the character. It also includes 
socioeconomic status for the character and how that may affect the attitude and the actions of the 
character. I then explained the idea of polar attitudes and dramatic action. We went over several 
specific lines to help them grasp the idea. Towards the end of rehearsal we went to the choir 
room to meet with Mrs. Watson the school accompanist. Mrs. Watson played through all of the 
songs for us so that the actor playing Artie could get a grasp of the songs~ and so that the other 
actors could hear the melodies that they would be working with throughout the play 
September 23, 2010 
Today we began blocking Act I. I went through the first 20 pages with the actors giving 
them the general locations I want them to he in at specific times. They struggled somewhat 
because the stage was not marked out. We looked at the sketch to give them an idea, but I found 
that the sketch doesn't translate as well as I had hoped. The walls on the sketch will never line 
up the same once it is scaled to the actual stage. I will have to make some minor changes to the 
scaled ground plan. Once I finished the general overview I had the students run through the 
blocking to get them started with the muscle memory. I need to get the ground plan completed 
so that we can mark the stage temporarily. Unfortunately, with everything else that is going on 
in the auditorium I can not leave the stage marked out. 
I also had a meeting with my stage crew today. It seems we will have between 8 and 12 
students helping out. They are excited to get to work. After seeing the sketch they were even 
more excited. Things are starting to come together. 
Septem.ber27,2010 
Blocking Act II was scheduled for today. I worked primarily on Scene 1 because it has 
the big chase scene and more characters. As the rehearsal started I double checked that I had 
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everyone's permission slip. Then we worked through the blocking for the first scene. Once I 
gave them all of my notes, they ran through the scene. The actress playing the second nun is 
having some trouble with her attitude toward others but, it is not a major problem yet. I will 
need to keep an eye on her. The other actors are trying hard. We mocked up the chase scene, 
but I ran into a problem when I started transferring the sketch to the actual scaled ground plan. 
So we worked with a tentative arrangement until I can get a better grasp on the actual set design. 
September 28, 2010 
Blocking of Act II Scene 2 was on the menu today. I handed out the schedule for the run 
of the show. We worked our way through the blocking. The actor playing Artie is having a 
rough time with the final moment in the play. He is finding it very hard to kill his friend 
especially since she creates a very cute dog impersonation. The good news is I can probably 
utilize this later in the rehearsal process. We spent some time discussing the usage of "blue" 
within the play. I had not given it much thought so I put it down as something to look for when I 
had a chance. 
September 29, 2010 
Not a lot going on today. We ran through Act I giving the actors a chance to feel their 
way around the set. I did remind them to consider the actions that the characters would use. The 
actors stumbled through the process and are finding interesting additions to the subtext. Not all 
of them are appropriate, but I will let them explore for now. If they come across something I 
think adds to the action without being distracting I will allow it to stay in the play. At this time it 
is still just experimentation. 
September 30, 2010 
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A quick nm through of Act II was scheduled for today. The actor playing Ronnie is taking 
himself too seriously. He needs to tone down the anger. The Second Nun is having too much 
fun. I played with the concept that Corrinna is yelling out her lines more after she looses her 
transistors. I think that it will be a usable addition to the character. The actress playing the little 
nun is doing a great job. I will need to work more with the actress playing Bananas because she 
is not quite understanding the intentions of her lines. 
October 4, 2010 
Some scheduling mishaps created an interesting scenario. A meeting had been planned in 
the auditorium today which was cancelled at the last minute. I had scheduled a read through for 
the rehearsal since we were going to be unable to use the stage. Then 1 found out that it was not 
going to be a problem after all. So I changed the schedule to a run through for Act II. We were 
successful, and after doing some research on the term "blue" I informed the cast of my findings. 
Blue is a color of soothing or comfort. If that is related to the monologue in which Artie explains 
the hospital to Bananas it makes perfect sense that the blue leaves were blue birds and that they 
didn't fly away they just moved to the next tree. Artie is trying to soothe Bananas so that she 
will be more willing to accept the hospital. It makes works, however I don't feel that that is the 
reason that the title has blue in it. I still believe that the feeling of entrapment is the leading idea 
of the play. Consequently, the meaning of "blue" does make sense within the monologue. 
October 5, 20 l 0 
An Act I run-through was off and running today. We worked our way through it. The 
actors are beginning to memorize some of their lines which is good. I need to modify some of 
the blocking to see if 1 can clean up a couple of problem areas. Over all it is looking good. It 
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will be much better once we see the real stage. It is very hard to utilize the set design when 
others will be using the stage and when the ground plan is still a bit shaky. 
October 6, 2010 
The choir teacher takes over again. At Caiion City one of the big draws is the show 
choir. Although a partner in the musical, the instructor is a bit greedy with his students and their 
time. Since I have 5 of his choir students in my show I lost most of them to his rehearsal today. 
It is a bit frustrating, but I am fairly flexible. We did manage to work our way through Act II 
again. I also was able to get the ground plan worked out so that we could place stand-in furniture 
in place until the real items are available. It helped to have the items in place so that the students 
who were there were able to better visualize the actual stage for this production. It is a little 
smaller than they thought. 
October 7, 2010 
Today we worked on Act I. While the students rehearsed the scene with the official set 
dimensions, I found some answers to some word questions. I had been asked about the term 
"Loew' s". I found in a Google search that it is the name of a movie theatre in Brooklyn. It was 
opened in 1929 and closed down in 1977. I also fowid out the official pwictuation of 
"kowtowing" which is kou tou ing. I also caught a connection between some lines that r had 
overlooked somehow. Bunny says "chalk it up to experience" and Artie replies, "The 
blackboard is getting pretty full". 
October 8, 2010 
The actors have started to get a handle on the characters. This group is doing a great job 
of understanding the script and the mt.derlying subtext. We are struggling with getting everyone 
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to rehearsal. I have one student who has been out this whole week. I may need to replace him. 
Hopefully it is not something major. Overall, I am still positive about the process. 
October 11, 2010 
Today was the first day off book. Act I was to be memorized by today. It seems that the 
extra week to read and work out some of the characteriz.ation was helpful. For the first day off 
book it was probably one of the best line rehearsals that I have been a part of. The students did a 
really good job even in the lengthy monologues. I was pleasantly surprised. 
October 12, 2010 
Act 11 was up once more. As I watched the first time I was noticing some 
characterization problems. After scene 1 I stopped the cast and had them try again, with some 
coaching of course. The most important note I gave was to visualize what was being said. The 
second time there was a definite improvement. The actor playing Ronnie finally started to get 
what he was saying and the implications of what is being said. Tomorrow we will see how the 
cast does the second day off book. 
October 13, 2010 
The cast and stage manager are doing well with the lines. Artie is still working on the 
music. I am not sure if be will be able to learn the music in time. I chose this student because of 
the chemistry that he and the actress playing Bunny had during call backs. I am not sure how we 
will work the music piece but, I still have faith in my actor. Also my stage manager is doing an 
amazing job giving line cues. Many times a stage manager will try to predict what the actors 
know or try to give them too much which causes tension among the actors. This stage manager 
is giving just enough and being patient with the actors as they work through the lines. 
October 14, 2010 
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Today we added the television, phone table, and piano to the set. It created some sight 
line issues from the front rows of the theatre. As long as I don't sell out we can block off the 
front rows to avoid most of the issues. Also it gave the actors some new obstacles to contend 
with. I will have to change the chase scene to accommodate the set and to make it more 
interesting, but I will do that once I get more set pieces in place. The platforms are going to be 
very important to this process. 
October 15, 2010 
Some great moments are beginning to come together. There were several instances 
where the blocking had been changed by the actors. One in particular changed the meaning of 
Bunny's character. I made sure that it was changed back, and explained how it would 
completely change the relationship of Artie and Bunny. It will always amaze me how something 
as subtle as a cross can completely alter a meaning. 
Something else that has been bothering me for the past couple of weeks is the idea of 
whether Bananas' speech is a dream or a reality. Originally I felt that it was very probable. In 
my research I read that it was a dream. Depending on which way I take it changes several 
details. If Bananas has actually lived the event at times square, then she has one up on Artie, if 
she hasn't then it takes away one of the reasons for him killing her at the end. I initially believed 
that it really did happen. Today the actor recited the part and I began to wonder about it again. 
If a person starts the monologue two lines into the speech it comes across as more of a dream. If 
you start at the beginning it still seems that it is probable. 
In the end I believe it is entirely possible for Artie to kill her either way. I feel that there 
is enough evidence from the dialogue that proves his capability and desire to be rid of her as a 
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burden. I will definitely make a decision on the truth in the writing, and whether it is a dream or 
reality. I am just not entirely sure which angle to take at this moment. 
October 18, 2010 
Today was the first off book rehearsal for the second Act, but I have other concerns 
today. I have to share students this week with the All State Choir Rehearsals. It is hard when the 
talented students are overly involved. We will plug away this week, however. Rehearsal went 
pretty smooth other than the chase scene. It is still not producing the proper effect. Plus, with 
loose platforms it is too dangerous to get too earned away yet. The platforms are ninety percent 
finished. My stage crew is going to come in again tomorrow to continue work. I am concerned 
about my time frame for completing the set. I am unable to put pieces together because of the 
annual fall concert on Monday the 25th and Tuesday the 261.h. Once that is finished I can, 
hopefully, get caught up. The poster is looking good with just a few minor edits to make. I just 
have to remember to stay calm. 
October 19, 2010 
Today we ran Act I. I began stopping the scene today to work on specific details. The 
actors have begun to just flow and are missing the details. After frequent starts and stops I 
believe that the show is beginning to come back to the author• s intent. We spent time on several 
specific areas that needed attention. One was a cross from downstage center to center stage that 
was very awkward for the actor. After several attempts I modeled how it should look and the 
actor finally gained an widerstanding of how it should feel. I also found that we are going to 
have to make some more blocking changes once the platforms are complete and in place. The 
actors are liable to stumble if we don't work it out soon. 
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Another concern has come up in regards to the publicity. Several years ago I rated a 
show so that young audiences would not attend mostly because I didn't want my show to be their 
babysitter. I received numerous calls from concerned parents and community members about the 
content of the show being too mature for high school students which were completely based only 
on the poster saying PG 13. The concerned citizens did not believe that it could be appropriate if 
it was being rated. These concerns were irrelevant once the production opened and the 
community was able to see the reasoning for the rating. I am trying to avoid that dilemma with 
this show. However, some of the content is definitely more mature. So in an effort to come up 
with the best way to warn the general public I consulted several administrators. Hopefully, by 
tomorrow I will be able to narrow down the proper way to address the community on this issue, 
and avoid the calls from concerned citizens. 
October 20, 2010 
Act II was rough without scripts, but it could have been much worse. There are a couple 
of actors who still need to work on their lines. I changed the delivery of a few lines for flow. I 
modified the blocking a bit in a couple of places. The biggest change today was the dying swan 
routine. I did a little research and found a Y ouTube clip of an actual perfonnance of the "Dying 
Swan" from Swan Lake as perfonned on Ed Sullivan in 1970. It then came to me that it could be 
a nice sight gag if the actor actually attempted a ballet type bow to imitate the dying swan that 
Ronnie had seen, but did it rather poorly. I attempted to model it and told the actor to take a look 
at it on YouTube. I then want him to do something creative with it. I am really looking forward 
to seeing what develops. 
October 21, 2010 
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This was the first rehearsal I was able to really concentrate on Act I. I stopped them several 
times to fix some things. The actor playing Artie was dropping the emotion in a couple of places 
where it was crucial that he be in the moment. Also, the blocking in a couple of areas became 
more jumbled with the addition of spike tape outlining the walls and appliances. The good news 
is that some of my original blocking looks much better now that the set pieces are more 
pronounced. It took the actors some time to get a handle on the actual locations of these 
obstac)es. The show is becoming more about the detail which is always good. Costwnes were 
one of these details. 
I had my Head of Wardrobe (HOW) and my costumer in today to start pulling costwnes. 
Since our wardrobe is well equipped we found several costumes. Unfortunately, it was difficult 
to work with my HOW. She is a student that is still coping with the loss of her favorite teacher 
and the change of me taking that teacher's place. We have not found common ground yet, 
however it was a great opportunity for me to teach. The student believed that she would just 
grab clothes and we would put the actors into them. After several attempts at explaining what I 
needed for the characters she finally began to realiz.c that time period and climate really do 
matter. One particular discussion concerned a p·air of contemporary camouflage pants. She 
thought that if it was green it would work as Army fatigues. After going over the finer points of 
the historical significance, she realized what was needed and went to wardrobe and found a 
perfect costume. It is always a great day when a student learns something. 
October 22, 2010 
What a chaotic mess! Today we were missing four actors, so the rehearsal was not as 
efficient as it could have been. We did get through the rehearsal with some more changes due to 
added set definition. The actors have been cheating a little without the walls being marked 
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properly. When they realized where the walls were really supposed to be they stopped in their 
tracks. We did get it worked out, which also makes the blocking look better. For the actors it 
was a great opportunity to work through some details to make the play clearer. We also took 
measurements on some of the actors we had missed on Thursday and found a couple more 
costumes. But, I am looking forward to next week so that I can really breakdown the scenes. I 
should have all of my actors for most of the rehearsals even though we are only rehearsing 3 
days due to the fall concert, and the end of the quarter. But, I will get a great set day next Friday. 
October 26, 2010 
Read through was a success. Today I had the cast bring in their scripts for a read 
through. We read through the script to get an idea of lines that were commonly being missed 
during the rehearsals. It also helps the students get one more reading in case they are not doing 
their homework. 
October 27, 2010 
We had a set back today. I had planned to tear apart Act I and give it a complete once 
over, but unfortunately I was unable to do that with my actress playing Bunny out sick. I was 
able to go through some scenes with Artie and Bananas, and do some character work, but it was 
not as successful as I had hoped. 
October 28, 2010 
We are getting down to it. I was able to work with Billy today. There are several 
instances where Billy needs to really react to Artie's treatment of Bananas. I had the opportunity 
to start and stop the actor several times to get a few looks at the specific angle to approach each 
scene; very productive for the actor. 
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Also, we narrowed down the costumes. We have taken care of the Nuns, Corrinna, 
Ronnie, the White man, MP I, and Bananas, I still have a few items to finalize Bunny and Artie. 
MP 2 is going to be a tough one to finish. Fatigues for a larger young man will be difficult to get 
a hold of. I should have thought this through better. I will have to come up with a new plan on 
this one. Maybe our ROTC program might have something. 
November 1, 2010 
The first half hour was dedicated to setting up props. Once the actual rehearsal started 
the T.V. placement became a major issue. Its location is blocking the action on the couch. After 
several attempts at changing its position I decided to move it to downstage center. After some 
deliberation it was moved back to its original location. The television is still a sight line issue. I 
will probably move it down a step to see if that will help with the sight line problems. 
Another question arose about the line '~hat else am I going to call a little Italian girl." 
After some research I was unable to find a solution. It has to have some kind of significance. I 
will continue to research this item. 
The set is still not complete. We had a great set day Friday, but Saturday was not as 
successful. Too many tired and cranky students made it difficult to get things accomplished. 
Also, the lingering effects of a non~technical theatre teacher are still creating a problem. The 
student Master Carpenter is falling into the old mentality that since he is the lead he can dictate, 
and he doesn't have to do the jobs which he considers below him. This is another instance where 
taking over for a 27 year veteran who allowed students to run everything with little to sometimes 
no supervision, remains a struggle. I will continue to try to show by example the necessity of 
teamwork and try to remove the cancer of manipulation and dictatorship in the department. The 
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lack of energy from working so hard on Friday was also a large contributing factor. Hopefully 
things will change after we have aH received some sleep and stepped away from the situation. 
November 2, 2010 
Fine tuning a show is always preferable in advance of the opening of the show. The 
actors are doing well. Just minor issues are popping up that are easily remedied. The lead actor 
is struggling with the piano. I am beginning to second guess my choice in actor. However, 
looking back at the choices I feel th.at based on character I have picked the most talented actor. 
Although he is still not where he needs to be on the piano, he is working diligently and is by far 
the best fit for every other part of the character. The actress playing Bunny is a bit of a let down 
at this point. I expected more out of her. She is having health issues, but I still need to see more. 
Her phrasing is off and so are her lines. She has a general understanding of lines; however she 
needs to spend more time on truly understanding what she is saying. 
November 3~ 2010 
The show still needs fine tuning. There are some light bulbs coming on and characters 
are growing. The actors are getting very close to needing an audience. Tech on the other hand 
is still incomplete. Tomorrow we bring in the Tech crew so that they can get an idea of what 
will be happening in the show. Hopefully tomorrow I will be able to get the remainder of the set 
finalized and built. But, I have been introduced to a semi-major issue. 
It seems that the community band is scheduled to hold a concert on our stage this Sunday. 
No one seems to know anything about this concert except that they will need the stage that 
currently is loaded in with the set of The House of Blue Leaves. Tiris will change both the 
lighting and the set construction if this concert is to be held in the auditorium. This could put my 
·crew into a major time crunch. I am hopeful that this may be resolved with grace and 
understanding. 
November 4, 2010 
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With the need for costumes, publicity, and the removal of the set, it has been another one 
of those days. The costume parade revealed that some of the costumes needed repairs, as well as 
some costwne pieces are still missing. It will be necessary to make the MP arm bands, and the 
name tag for Artie's uniform. I currently have two seamstresses that can take care of this for me. 
But overall the costwnes are looking very much like the 1960s era clothing. Today was also a 
photo call. The local paper sent over a photographer to take pictures for the article coming out 
on Saturday. The interviews will be tomorrow. Also, 6 actors and the stage manager attended a 
booster's luncheon today to help sell tickets for the show. However, as everything was moving 
the play forward, it took a major hit in the set building process. At some point an administration 
glitch occurred and the auditorium was over booked. It seems that the Canon City Community 
Band is supposed to bring their 50 to 60 piece band in for a concert on Sunday. They are asking 
that we move the set out of the way. This will be quite an undertaking since it is mostly just one 
large unit. The real dilemma is that I will have to wait and focus lights on Monday rather than 
tomorrow. It is loo.king more and more like a personal day may be in order. The best news is 
that the Metal Shop class is cleaning up the refrigerator and making the bars for the windows. 
The final dress rehearsal may be quite an experience. 
November 5, 2010 
Today was the first technical rehearsal. There is a need for several modifications to the 
light hang that is currently in place. However, with the impending concert I am unable to 
actually make the changes. The set will continue to be worked on this weekend. The sound 
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effects seem to be working well except for the voice of the Pope from the T.V. I have been 
unable to find the Pope's mass at Yankee stadium in audio form. It has come time to try plan B. 
Costumes are looking good all the way around. The Stage Manager, HOW, and myself 
set down after rehearsal to determine what props and costumes we still needed. The HOW lost 
the ability to use her sewing machine so we shifted the responsibility to the acting Assistant 
Director and myself to :finish any alterations. We should have everything for the official final 
dress on Monday. 
As for the acting, we still need some fine tuning. There are just a few areas that are not 
completely solid. Some lines are still foggy, so the students are modifying lines. After a brief 
explanation of the importance of the text and that it is not ok to change a line because they will 
change the meaning of the play, the students assured me that they would definitely be tal<lng a 
look at their scripts over the weekend. 
November 8, 2010 
The final dress rehearsal was a success. We had a few minor issues with costumes. Plus 
our makeup is still not in. As for the acting it is coming along well. Tonight we decided to not 
actually wet the tea bags in Act II scene 2. The actor playing Billy really struggled with them 
creating an irritation in his eyes. Furthermore, they would completely ruin his makeup had we 
been able to try it out. The actor was not reacting accurately as well. When Bananas enters he is 
supposed to see her and then react by calling her Georgina. The actor was not looking at the 
actress when she entered. After some directorial discussion he made the change to watch her 
cross down to center stage. Beyond th.at I feel the actors are ready for an audience. They are 
ready for the reactions only an audience can give. 
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As for the Technical issues of the show, we were able to finish the majority of the set on 
Saturday. The doors were put into place and the windows were set The paint was applied and 
then came the real fun. After a full day of work the stage crew and a few tech crew students 
moved the entire set to the back of the stage for the concert. It took all 15 of us but the set did 
move. Then came further stress related infonnation. I had stayed later to finish up some odds 
and ends that I needed for Monday when the Principal found me and informed me of a pending 
playoff football game that may be played on Friday. This would interfere with my audience so 
he offered to move the date to Saturday. With my Thesis Chair arriving on Friday and the 
scheduling of a close friend's wedding on Saturday I was unable to make the change. The 
Principal said that we would just have to make it _work. It is good to have support from the 
administration. 
November 9, 2010 
Tonight we did a quick run through because of a conflict with the counseling department 
who had a college night scheduled in the auditorium. I had considered canceling but, decided it 
would be better to do a run through than to not rehearse at all. It worked very well since we were 
able to practice the technical pieces once more. Plus, it helped the actors fine tune some of their 
reactions and liming. 
November 10, 2010 
Opening night went well. We had a fairly small crowd, but the actors picked up the pace 
of the show because of the audience's energy. A sound cue was just a bit late, but it did happen 
eventually. The actor that is playing Bunny has really started to shine. Her acting is back lo 
what it was in the audition. She has really struggled with life and has not really been putting in a 
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100 percent. I did not worty too much because she has a lot of talent. She is turning it on just in 
time. 
With an audience we realized that the ending was too rushed. We had a lot of people 
laughing while they should be realizing that Bananas is dying. I wanted it to be a sweet moment 
that led to a tragic end. Unfortunately, it went far too fast. I made some changes that would 
slow it down. Hopefully that will create a more favorable response. 
The former Director of Dramatics approached me after the show and thought that I 
should change my curtain call. I had put some thought into the curtain call and after a couple of 
attempts I had put Corrinna coming out just before Ronnie, Bunny, and Billy coming out 
together. The former director thought that I should have given the actress playing BUIUly her 
own curtain call. Even though I am struggling to get out the former director's shadow, I did 
agree with her. So during the notes I made the change. Corrinna and Billy will come in together 
followed by Bunny, Bananas and finally Artie. 
The lighting cues were also finalized today or so we thought. My light technician and I 
set the final cues for the show and added in the backlight for the curtain behind the windows. 
After trying a couple of ideas to light the curtain we determined that the best location was going 
to be directly above and behind the curtain. What we also determined was that just two lights 
will not produce the effect that we were going for. Tomorrow we will add in a third light for the 
final two shows. 
November 11, 2010 
The night started out interesting. The actress playing Bunny arrived in tears. She was 
very upset about several things including the past relationship with the actor playing Billy. After 
working on her makeup she was better. Her performance was the best so far. I attempted to 
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congratulate her during the intermission; however she was talking to the ex-boyfriend. After 
some consideration I decided not to interrupt. 
The new ending was accepted better by the audience. It took longer to build to the 
strangulation, which in turn gave the audience an opportunity to keep tip with the scene. We still 
had a few laughs but I was able to explain to the actors that it was more of an awkward laugh 
because the audience did not know how else to react from the shock of the moment. 
The lighting change made a difference. Having three lights on the back curtain allowed 
for more color saturation. The light tech also added in a few changes that also heightened the 
t ime of day throughout the play. Overal I, T had no complaints on the lights. In fact, I am excited 
that he took the initiative. 
Finally, the curtain call change was also a good choice. It was good to see the actress 
playing Bunny get the added recognition for a job well done. It also worked out better because 
of the relationship issues between she and the actor playing Billy. Hopefully, that piece will 
become less of an issue by tomorrow. 
November 12, 2010 
The final show showed me the flaws that I had missed. As I watched the show I noticed 
some more details that I should have considered earlier in lhe run. In the beginning BUIUly takes 
off her coat and then opens the window to let in some fresh, cold air. That doesn't make much 
sense. Artie was still having some issues with deciding when to talk to the audience and when to 
talk to Bananas. I noticed loo that Artie was struggling a little here and there with lines. 
However, overall, I was very impressed with the show and thought that it was successful. 
It was also reassuring to have my Thesis Chair talk to the actors after the performance. 
First, she was a hit because the students really appreciated the praise and constructive criticism. 
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She also alluded to items that students had put time and effort into so that the work did not go 
unnoticed as is the case with uninfonned audiences. For me she helped to solidify, in the eyes of 
my Asst. Director and the students, that I do know what I am talking about and that the research 
paid off in the end. 
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DESCRIPTION OF PERFORMANCE VENUE: 
The Del Pizzo Performing Arts Center in Ca.ffon City High School is a 450 seat auditorium that is 
proscenium st.age with an exaggerated apron or smalJ thrust. The stage is quite wide and deep with 
adequate wing space. The audience seating is slightly raked so the st.age floor can be a viable scenic 
element. The stage is lit by two cove positions, two front-of-house positions and three over stage 
electrics. The sound system is adequate for playback of music. 
DESCRJPTJON OF CONCEPT: 
Andrew expresses a desire to have the audience feel the desperat.e need for fame and then the agony of 
not being able to achieve it. His ideas regarding the environment are meant to underline the characters' 
economic and emotional state. This would be achieved by a careful balance of bright colors selectively in 
the settings, properties and clothing with more drab colors for most everything else. This combination of 
brightness and shabby drab is intended to illustrate the balance of hilarious comedy with the ultimate 
tragedy of Artie's life. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTUAL PRODUCTION DIRECTION AND/OR REALIZED DESIGN 
OF SETS, PROPS, COSTUMES, LIGJITING, SOUND: 
Sets -The setting is Artie's apartment. A box set showing us the living room, dining area and kitchen. 
Also visible were doors to the bathroom, Ronnie's room, Bananas' room and the front door. There was a 
working double-hung window upstage center with a small cyclorama behind it. The walls were a drab 
green with brown doors, the dining area and kitchen were up a level from the living area. The walls and 
kitchen floor (platfonn area) were textured to reflect patterns of the material, in this case, wood grain and 
linoleum. The kitchen was furnished with delightful appliances: the refrigerator and stove were the 
appropriate period and all the conveniences of a kitchen were present. The sink in the island with dishes 
drying next to it was panicuJarly appealing. 
Props - Delightfully careful attention was paid to props! The :furniture was all believably from the 1950s 
or 1960s including the chairs around the dining table. Hand props such as Bunny's camera, binoculars, 
and even the telephone and TV were carefully selected to support the time period. There was wonderful 
food-stuff in the refrigerator when it was opened! Usually with shows like this, there is some singuJar 
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prop that is noticeably from Target or Wal-mart (and thus 2010) because it was difficult to find. but there 
was nothing on stage that appeared j arringly contemporary. 
Costumes - Were likewise carefully selected to support the time period and enhance each character's 
personality. Bunny's pink dress (sleeveless in the cold, bnr!) and plastic boots and Bananas' blue 
bathrobe, helped contrast their vivid personalities with Artie's tiredness and defeat that was reflected in 
his zoo-keeper's khakis. Corrinna and Billy were both suitably, beautifully dressed although Billy's 
bright red turtleneck: under a blazer was the most contemporary looking costume on stage. The nun 
costumes seemed very synthetic and perhaps a bit ill-fitting. I was also impressed that the Jr. ROTC 
helped with the MP costumes. 
Lighting - For the most part was adequate. There were some unfortunate dark spaces on stage, causing 
uneven effects, but Andrew was able to convey a sense of interior, morning, day, and night with the light. 
The small cyclorama that was upstage of the window was a help to this sense of time of day too. The 
only pity was that it was not pulled tight and so there were obvious drape wrinkles, changing the effect of 
"sky". I particularly enjoyed the drastic shift in light from a realistic to a highly psychological space 
when Artie kills Bananas. 
Sound- It was lovely to have a live piano throughout the play and having the actual recording of the 
Pope' s address from his 1965 visit to New York City was a wonderful touch. Preshow music was soft and 
romantic from the time period, intermission was peppier, TV show themes and music from the period. 
HOW DID THE PRODUCTION DIRECTION OR DESIGN IMPLEMENT THE IDEAS 
EXPRESSED IN THE CONCEPT STATEMENT? 
The overall effect of the setting was that of shabbiness, and tiredness with pops of color. The setting may 
not have felt constrictive or small, but it did feel oppressive. Artie's perfonnance communicated a world 
weariness that only lifted when he was talked into Bunny's vision of the American Dream. The settings 
and clothes very ably communicated the economic status of the characters as well as their various 
professions and psychological states. 
APPROPRIATENESS OF CHOICE OF SCRIPT FOR ABILITIES OF PERFORMERS, 
AUDIENCE, VENUE, AND/OR ACADEMIC SETTING? 
While this script may not have the immediate impression of appropriateness for a high school, it offered 
Canyon City High Schoof s drama department the opportunity to craft some very unique and specific 
characters. Most of the characters in The House of Blue Leaves struggle with issues of wanting something 
they cannot quite achieve, loss, and frustration that is probably fairly accessible to teenagers. Andrew' s 
students created successfulJy human characters and a well-considered and complete environment for them 
to live in. 
ADDRESS THE FOLLOWING IF APPLICABLE: CLEAR DELINEATION OF UNITS OF 
ACTION, MOTIVATED BLOCKING, VISUALLY INTERESTING COMPOSIDON, VISUAL 
EXPRESSION OF METAPHOR, USE OF PICTURIZATION IN STORYTELLING, CLEAR 
AND BELfEV ABLE CHARACTERIZATION, ADEQUATE USE OF BODY AND VOICE, 
UNITY OF PRODUCTION ELEMENTS, CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING. 
The st.aging, overall, was solid. Actors allowed their characters' interest in the space lead them around it 
while being careful not to upstage or block each other. This script has an interesting challenge in that the 
characters have lines that alternately interact with the other characters and then address the audience with 
expository information. It was clear this was a challenge for the students to make a strong differentiation 
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between these two styles oflines as then were not always successful in making it clear that they were 
addressing the audience. Blocking, while largely motivated, was a bit static, the actors needed to use 
more of the stage and deliver more of their lines to each other. The constant "cheating out" is what 
muddied the differentiation of lines delivered to the audience. 
It was clear that Andrew has students of varying skill levels in his cast, and he corresJ>ondingly cast the 
larger parts with the more skilled actors. The Nwis, and the MPs were less experienced students and they 
did a good job with remembering their lines and blocking while attempting the emotions of their 
characters. The MPs are blocked in a crazy Benny Hill-type chase where they successfully remember 
their blocking, but seem to forget their objective of catching Ronnie. Artie plays the piano several times 
throughout the show, and Joshua McBride who played Artie, can. His diction suffered frequently, but 
highlights of his performance were the piano playing, his portrayal or tiredness and his intensity when he 
kills Bananas. There were many wonderful moments on stage: Bunny Flingus' (acted by Katie Garcia) 
accent was delightful, funny and consistent. Clearly, the actress committed fully to that choice and it 
helped define her character. Bananas and her mental illness was a challenge met by Shannon Angelo-
Serber, who took us through her confusion and had a wonderful discovery moment about her fmgernails 
which lead into her potentially non-sequitur line about them. Corrinna, played by Anna Carochi, is hard 
of hearing and part of the ection of the play is reliant on her difficulty in hearing. The actress resisted the 
urge to over-play this aspect of her character and seemed to work the difficulty on a smaller, more 
personal level. I really appreciated her efforts to hear the other people in the room without seeming too 
obvious. She also found wonderful business for herself in~between her few lines. 
Andrew's young actors tackled this play with a lot of sensitivity to the humanity of the characters which 
allowed them to create a wonderful night of theatre. The range of skill in his cast Hlustrates the students 
have opportunities to grow within his program. As they are young, they stilJ need to work on diction, 
maintaining their objective in the scene and perfecting realistic acting techniques. Andrew, as a director, 
needs to continue to help his students find ways to speak and listen to each other and help them find ways 
to use the set for motivation to use more of the st.age. He should consider what the distance between 
actors does in a scene and how it can change the intensity of a scene. 
WITillN THE CONFINES OF TIDS PARTICULAR PERFORMANCE VENUE, WAS THIS 
PRODUCTION SATISFACTORY OR UNSATISFACTORY? 
This production was extremely satisfactory within the confines of this performance venue, community 
and school. Andrew has taken a relatively difficult play and guided his students through the expression of 
the humanity of these characters and their struggles. 
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Self-Evaluation 
The Canon City High School production of The House of Blue Leaves by John Guare was 
very successful. The set was functional even though it did not turn out exactly as it was 
envisioned. The lighting worked to create the changes of both day and night and changes in 
mood. The costumes fit the period well and helped to discern between the various characters in 
the play. The props and set pieces also did their part to create the world of the Schaughnassy's in 
1965. Finally, the actors did an amazing job of bringing the highs and lows of this tragic-
comedy to the stage. Overall, I feel that my expectations were reached and in some cases 
exceeded. However, as in every production, evaluating it from the beginning through post 
production is the only way to get a clear picture of its success. 
The set for The House of Blue Leaves was one of the major strengths of this production. 
It started out as a struggle as I tried to create a sense of the interior of a high rise apartment 
complex that would fit onto the Del Pizzo Performing Arts stage. The challenge to create a box 
on a triangular stage took some creative thinking. Also, trying to pin comers and add obstacles 
was very thought provoking. As I began working with my crew I realized that my assumptions, 
that the crew was ready and had the necessary skills for the building process, were inaccurate. 
The students were not as well versed in the ways of construction as I had assumed, and they were 
amazed by the accurate set pieces that I had acquired. Building the set became an important 
educational tool due to the construction and historical nature of its design. It gave the crew an 
insight on how to create objects and designs that would give the audience a true since of 1965. It 
also allowed me to use the set as a model for my Drama I class who was engaged in a unit on 
technical theatre. The set became an influential, educational piece for the crew, the Drama 
class, and the actors. 
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The actors found the set to be influential in their character development and movement. 
In the beginning, the actors had a general idea of where walls were and where they would be 
stepping onto platfonns eventually. They struggled with the real sense of the set for the first two 
or three weeks because spiking the stage was out of the question with the Fremont Civic Theatre 
play and the Fall concert both being performed on the stage during the early part of rehearsal. 
When the platfonns were added a new sense of closeness began to overcome them. 
Furthennore, when the walls were added the level of tension grew even more. The actors 
themselves felt confined by their surroundings which aided in their character development. The 
set was very instrumental in helping to create the sense of entrapment that I believed Artie felt 
throughout the play and especially at the end. 
A second strength to the production was the lighting at the end of the show. I had 
originally wanted to engulf the stage with blue light. As I worked with my lighting technician in 
setting up the cues for the show he began to realize how powerfuJ lighting can be. We worked 
through the show scene by scene and he noticed the variations that a subtle change could make 
on the emotion of the show. We had not changed out the red gels from the Fall concert, which 
gave the light tech a great idea. As we reached the strangulation scene he began experimenting 
with the reds to see what it would look like. When he showed and explained his theory on using 
red in the background and having the blue wash the front of the stage, he created a new 
dimension to the play. This change in the color helped to create an even more awe inspiring 
ending tor the audience and for the actor playing Artie. 
Even though it was a struggle I felt that I picked the best actors for this production. I had 
two options for the roles of Artie and Bunny. Option one were two seniors who had professed 
animosity towards me and also expected to be given roles because of who they were. Option two 
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was two actors that were trustworthy but would take some work. During the audition process I 
realized that trustworthy would be my best option. During the rehearsal process I began to 
question this choice. The actress playing Bunny has been a top notch performer in every 
instance that I have witnessed her. But, during the rehearsal she was struggling with personal 
issues including family and her health. There were times I had felt that she may not be able to 
play the part of Bunny successfully. The actor playing Artie was also worrying me with his lack 
of piano playing ability. As the show grew closer, however, 1 realized they were the perfect 
choices. The actress playing Bunny began to demonstrate all of the qualities that I bad obseived, 
and the actor playing Artie began plunking out chords and notes on the piano. In the end they 
received the recognition they deserved for a job well done. 
The other strengths to the play were the costumes and props. Thankfully, most of the 
costumes were found in our wardrobe room. The Assistant Director and Head of Ward.robe 
completed any work that was needed to repair those costumes. We were also able to borrow two 
ROTC unifonns for the MP outfits. In the props department I was able to acquire a 1949 
refrigerator, a 1950 television, and a 1951 electric stove. Each of these items dressed the set 
perfectly for the time period. A last minute idea, using a white dish pan for the sink, solidified 
the kitchen. As the show moved into tech rehearsal the students on the stage crew took on the 
job of prop's masters. They stepped into this role and found more props and even created a few 
for an added realism. These students did an amazing job of cluttering the stage enough to create 
a mess but not oveJWhelming the stage. They also made sure that the food for Act II scene 2 was 
prepared each night and that all the props were put away for the next night. 
The final strength to this production, that I must address. was the Stage Manager and 
Assistant Director. The Stage Manager for this show was a student I had found last year who 
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seemed to be a student in need of a purpose. When I approached her about the position she was 
very excited. She worked very hard and diligently throughout the production. The Assistant 
Director is the Art teacher here at the school. She had always been the Assistant to the former 
director so she became my Assistant as well. I have found that our definitions of assistant 
director are not the same. Even though she did not attend rehearsals_ and did very little directing 
at all, she was a valuable asset to the costwnes and props. She made SW"e everything was 
mended and helped locate many of the hard to find props that we needed for the show. The 
Stage Manger and Assistant Director did a great job of moving the concept of this show forward. 
Even though this show had some great attributes, it like many other shows had some areas that 
created stress. 
The blocking at certain points and Artie's piano playing were two problematic areas 
within the production. At Canon City High School there has been a large show choir and 
musical push for many years. Stepping into the role as Director of Dramatics at Canon City has 
been a complicated venture. It is the practice of directors in this community to have their actors 
move down stage as often as possible and to speak or sing full front to the audience. The use of 
angles is not a practiced part of the acting and performing in Canon City. However, the stage 
being angled and brought out into the audience allows for more realistic blocking so that students 
can interact with each other and also perform to the audience. Th.ere were several instances 
where the habits overrode the direction which caused awkward movement from the actors. Artie 
had trouble with this awkwardness on several occasions. He did improve as the rehearsals 
moved forward, but he never was completely comfortable. I also felt that the actor playing Artie 
could have worked harder on the piano playing. There were obvious moments where he was 
uncomfortable as the actor singing and playing at the same time. However, I had a choice 
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between acting ability coupled with desire in one actor and strong piano skills and not very 
reliable in another. Ifl had the choice to make again I would still pick the desire over the piano 
skills. 
Another weakness brings me to the venue's limitations in lighting. I knew from the 
beginning that it would be a struggle to light the stage the way I would have liked. I was able to 
create a light plot that utilized the changes in time of day and gave a great ending moment for the 
production, however there were still darks spots in important areas on stage, and we started out 
with no lighting behind the window. I readjusted several fixtures in an effort to rid the stage of 
the dark areas without success. The more I adjusted, the more I found that with the difference in 
instruments I was also getting a wide variety of brightness. After discussion witb a professional, 
I should have used the cove lighting to help with the dark areas. As for the window, my light 
technician and I played with several ideas until we finally came up with a solution to the 
problem. We tried a group of flood lights followed by two ellipsoidal fixtures, which finally led 
us to using three ellipsoidal fixtures and a white sheet directly behind the windows. It still did 
not provide the desired effect completely, but it did give the illusion of night changing to day. 
The other major venue limitation is involved with the scheduling of the auditorium. It is 
a well used school and community auditorium. During the rehearsal process of The House of 
Blue Leaves there was a Fremont Civic Theatre (FCl) production, a fall choir concert, and a 
community band concert. Working around FCT was not very difficult because they were using 
the auditorium during the beginning of the rehearsal process. The Fall concert was scheduled for 
the Monday and Tuesday two weeks before tech week. This complicated the set construction 
because we had to take down the platforms that we had previously placed. We also could not 
adjust the lighting until after the concert which put us behind in that department. Then I was 
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notified that the Sunday before tech week the administration office had scheduled a band concert 
and had not informed the school. 1bis scheduling created a very interesting situation. The 
majority of the set had to be finished on Saturday. Ifl put the set up, there would not be room to 
accommodate the band. The final solution; build the set and push it back as far as we could in 
the space. It took fifteen strong teenagers but the entire set was pushed back far enough to 
accommodate the band. It was a stressful situation but we did overcome it. The lighting was 
again postponed but the tech crew put in some extra hours and we were able to get the lighting 
and the cues finished before the opening show. 
The students involved in the production process did meet the outcomes based on the final 
product that the production provided. During the first week of production the actors were asked 
to do a character analysis and to read through the play in an effort to determine the plans and 
complications that lead to the culminating final moment of the play. In doing this table work the 
actors were able to put together the plot structure and grasp the meanings of the play sooner in 
the rehearsal process. This understanding of the storyline outlines the coverage of State Standard 
5 and Outcome 4. The actors were also able to gain an understanding of the historical nature of 
the play and differences that the given circumstance created in the development of each 
character. This understanding demonstrates the use of State Standards 2, 4, and 5; and Outcomes 
1 and 2. The actors proved that they could work together, play together, and create an artistic 
work that was professional and complete. This accomplishment meets Standard 1 and Outcome 
6. The students who worked on the set, props, costumes, and lighting, were able to understand 
the historical and emotional aspects of the play to develop a specific moment in time, which 
coincides with Standards 1 and 3 and encompasses a bit of Standard 6. It also includes 
Outcomes 3, 5, and 6. Students were able to meet all of the Standards and Outcomes that were 
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set forth. However, it is important to note that not all Standards and Outcomes were addressed 
as well as they probably could have been, but they were met at some level. 
Overall the Canon City High Schoo)' s Tiger Theatre production of The House of Blue 
Leaves by John Guare was successful. The actors worked diligently to create a complete 
depiction of John Guare's work. The set crew worked many hours and to create a set and props 
that fulfilled the research and historical time period of the play. The process involved in the 
lighting was very educational to both students in the CCHS tech crew as well as the students who 
helped out because they had a free block. The costumes were a joint effort of teachers, students, 
and my wife, who were able to find, mend, and create a great visualization of the characters and 
their personalities. Everyone that had a hand in this production gave a 100 percent effort. 
Furthermore, based on the reaction of the audience, colleagues, and professionals, The House of 
Blue Leaves was able to create a thought provoking, discussion starting, and emotion producing 
review just as it did in 1971 and again in 1986; a tribute to a job very well done by the writer, 
actors, and the production staff that brought it together for this run in Canon City, Colorado. 
This has been an educational, exhausting, and exhilarating experience. My teaching and 
directing are incalculably better. This production met my expectations across the board. As in 
any situation I believe we are never perfect. There were instances in the production that needed 
to be handled differently or could have been changed to make them clearer. Some details failed 
to be realized, some were realized too late, and some were never realized. That is the nature of 
the process. We try to incorporate everything but none of us are perfect. This was by far my 
best production in many aspects, but it is also just a step in the process of creating theatre at a 
professional level every time a director takes on a script. I look forward to seeing what the next 
production will bring. 
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Appendix A~ Units Act I 
·rhe House of Blue .Leaves 
PROLOGUE 
The stage of the El D orado Bar & Grili. 
Whik the HOUSE LIGHTS A RE STILL ON, and the 
!ludience i..r stilt being seated, ARTIE SMAUCMN~SSY 
~omes on stage through the curtains, bows, tmd sits 
.Jt the upright piano i11 frot1t of tltt. curtain. He 
carries s/ieet music and an opened bottle oj beer. He 
srowls nllo the wings and then smiles broadly out 
front. 
A~nz. (Out front; nuvous.) My name is Artie Shaugh· 
Dt!$~Y and I'm going to sing you songs I wrote. I wrote 
all these songs. These are my songs. Words and the music. 
C1.:uld I have some quiet, please 7 (Sings brightly: ) 
Back together again, 
Back together again. 
Since we split up 
The skies we lit up 
Looked all bit up 
Like Fido chewed them. 
:But they're 
Back together again. 
You can say you knew us when 
We were together. 
Now we're apart 
Thunder and lightning's 








6 THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES notooVJ' 
Anti that's the weather to be 
When you 're back together with me. 
(lrtlo t~ \Clings.) 
Could you please tum the Ughts do'19'D? A IJ>OlHght ~ 
me? You promised me • spotlight. (Out fronl.) I got a 
ballad I'm singing and you promised me a blue spotlight. 
(The HOUSE UGHTS REMAIN ON. Peoplt are still 
findint their seats. ARnx plunges on into a ball.ad. Senti-
mentally. ) 
1'111 looking for Something. 
I 've search'!d e\lerywbere. 
Pm looking for Something 
And just when l'qi there, 
Whenevct I'm near lt, 
I can see it and hear it. 
I'm almost upon It, 
Then it's gone. 
It seems I'm 
Looking for Something, 
But what can it be? 
I just need a. Someone 
To l:..J\d close to me. 
I'll tell you a secret. 
Please keep it e:ntre nous: 
That Someone 
I thought it was you. 
(Out front.) 
<;ould you please ta.Ice your seats and lj.sten? I'm going to 
sing you a song I wrote al work today and I hope you 
like it as much as I do. 
(Plays and sinp.) 
Where is the dcvd in Evelyn? 
Wbat'i; it doing in Angela's eytf3? 
Evelyn is heavenly. 
Angela's in a devil's disguise. 
I know about the Sin in Cynthia 
And the Hell in Helen of Troy 
But wberc is the Devil in Evelyn? 
... 
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What's it doing in Angela's eyes? 
Oh boysl 
What's it doing in Angela>s eyes? 
(Leaps up jram th~ piano with ltis-shee~ musi(: and beer, 
b<>ws to the at-idience. Waits jar applause. Bows. 
Waits. Loo.ks. He runs offstage.} 
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CURTAIN UP. A shabby aptvtment in Sunnyside, 
Queens. A living room filled ·with many lamps and 
pictures of movie stars and jungle animals. The 
piano in the apartment is filled with hundreds o/ 
pieres of sheet music and manuscript paper and be.er 
bottles. A.RnE's pants are draped over the end of 
the piano netvest the window. The one window in 
the apartment i.s u. c. Jn place of curtains, it has the 
kind of cri.rs-cross oarred cage door that jewelers 
draw acros.s their stores at night. It's late at night 
so you might as weU have the street light beam some 
light into thJs dark place thro11gh this caged windota. 
We can see A.RT!E a.sleep on the couch, zipped tightly into 
a sleeping bag, snoring fitfully and mumbling : "Pope 
R onnie. Pope Ronnie. Pope Ronald tire First. Pope 
Ronal.d." We can see a Pullman kitchen with its 
doors open far ll.. Three other doors in the apartment. 
A front door with many bolts on it. Two other doors 
that lead to bedrooms. Even though ARTIE and his 
family have lived here eighteen years now, there's 
stilt a transiency to the room like they never un· 
packed from the time they moved in. 
Somebody's at the window, climbing down the fire escape. 
Ro~NIE, As.TIE'S 18-year-old son, climbs in the 
windo~u. He gingerly ftulls bar.k the jeweler'.f bar 
door. It's locked. He stands there for a minute, out 
of breath. Be.ls a young 18. AU his hair is shaved oD 
and he wears big glasses. He wears a h~avy Arm)' 
overcoot and under that a suit of Anny fatigue 
clothes. He reaches thro1'gh the bars to his father's 
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ACT 1 THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES 9 
lock, o·pens t.he bat, replaces the pants. Tiptoes past 
his father, who's still m1mibling ari:d snoring, "Pope 
Ronnie. Pope Ronnie. Pope Ronnie!' RON NIE opens 
t/1e icebox door, careful not to 'let tire tight spill all 
over the floor. He takes out m.uk and bread. 
The FRONT DOORBELL BUZZES. ARTIE groans. 
RONNIE runs into his bedroom. Somebody is knock-
ing on the front door and buzzing quickly, quickly 
like little mosquito jabs. A.RTTE stirs. He unzips him-
self 01tt of his bag, runs to tlte door. A key fits into 
the door. Tlte front door sltrzkes. A.RlTE wtdocs the 
six bolts that hold the door focked. He opens the 
door a.nd dashes back to his sleeping bag, zips him-
self back in. He wears ski pajamas and is 45 years 
old. 
:SUNNY FLINCUS throws open the door. The hall behind 
Jrer is brilliantly lit. Slr.e is a pretty, pink, electric 
woman in her f 01·ties. Site wears. a fur-collar coat and 
plastic booties, and two Brownie cameras on strings 
clunking against the binox. At the moment she is 
freezing, uncomfortable and furious. She storms to 
the foot of the couch. 
Bumnr. You know what your trouble is? You got no 
sense of history. You know that? Are you aware of that? 
Lock yourself up against history, get drowned by the 
whole tide of human events. Sleep it away in your bed. 
Your bag. Zip yourself in, Artie. The greatest tide in the 
history of the world is coming in today, so don't get your 
feet wet. 
ARTIE. (Picking up his glow-in-the-dark alarm.) It's 
quarter to five in the morning, Bunny·-
BuNNY. Lucky for yo'.l. I got a sense of history. (Sits 
on the edge of the couch. Picks up the newspaper Ms the 
floor.) You finished last night>s? Oooo. it's freezing out 
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balloon in a cartoon. (Rips the paper into long shreds 
o.tid stuffs ·u down into the plastir: booties s~e wears.) 
People have been up for hours. Queens Boulevard:_lined 
for blocks already! Steam coming out of everybody's 
mouth! Cripples laid out in the streets in stretchers with 
eannuffs on over their bandages. Nuns--yo\l never seen 
so many nuns in your lifel Ordinary people like you and 
me in from New Jersey and Connecticut and there's a 
)ally even drove in from Ohicr-Ohio l-just for torlayl 
She drove four of the most crippled people in Toledo. 
They're stretched out in the gutter waitin~ for the sun 
to come out so they can start snapping pictures. I haven't 
seen so many people, Artie, so excited since the premiere 
of Cleopatra. It's that big. Breathe! There's miracles in 
the air! 
ARTIE. It's soot. Bunny. Polluted air. 
BUNNY. All these out--0f-staters driving in·with cameras 
and thermos bottles and you live right here and you're all 
zipped in like a turtle. Miss Henshaw, the old lady who's 
the check-out girl at A&P who gyps everybody- her 
nephew is a cop and she's saving us two "qivine places 
right by the curb. You're not the only one with connec-
tions. But she can't save them forever . . Oh God, Artie, 
what a morning! You should see the stars!!! I know all 
the starts from the time I worked for that astronomer 
and you should see Orion-O'Ryan: the Irish constella-
tion- I haven't looked up and seen stars in years! I held 
my autograph book up and let Jupiter shine on ~t. Jupiter 
and Venus and Mars. They're all out! You got to come 
see Orion. He's the h11nter anrl he's pulling his arrow back 
so ti~ht in the sky like a Connect-the-Dots picture made 
up of all these burning planets. Ii he ever lets that arrow 
go, he'll shoot all the other stars out of the sky- What 
a welcome for the Pope! And right now, the Pope is 
fty!n~ through that star-filled sky, bumpin,g planets out 
of the way, and he's asleep dreaming of the mobs waiting 
for him. When famous people go to sleep at night, it's us 
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people. We're the creatures of their dreams. You're t11e 
dream. I'm the dream. We have to be there for the Pope's 
dream. Look at the light on. the Empire State Building 
swirling around and around like a burglar's torch looking 
all through the sky- Everybody's waiting, Artie-every-
body ! 
ARTIE. (Angry.) What I want to know is who the bell 
is paying for this wop's trip over here anyway-
BuNNY. (Slzocked.) Artie! (Reaches througlt the bars 
to close lite window.) Ssshhh-they'll hear you-
A1t rn:. I don't pt1t ll!Y nickels and dimes in Sunday 
collections to pay for any dago holiday- flying over here 
with his robes and geegaws and bringing his buddies o\·er 
wh1!n I can't even afford a trip to Staten Island-
BuNN\'. (Puzzled.) What's in Staten Island? 
ARTIE. Nothing! But I couldn't even afford a nickel 
ferryboat ride. I known you two months and can't even 
afford a present for you-a ring-
B uNNY. I don't need a ring-
An12. At least a friendship ring- (Reaches in his 
sleeping bag and gets out a cigarette and match.es and 
an ashtray.) 
BUNNY. (J?.ubbing his head.) I'd only lose it-
ARTIE. (Pulling away.) And this guy's flying over here 
-not tourist-oh no-
BUNNY. (Suspicious of his bitterness.) Where'd you go 
last night? 
ARTIE. (Back into his bag.) You go see the Pope. Tell 
_________ him hcl1oJ_o_r_m~.-
t·tl r ., y [At': Cr·· IJI' ( r 
I !· r D·'s pC\'• r-
BuNNY. You went to that amateur night, didn't you-
ARnE. (Signaling into the other room.} Shut up--she's 
inside-
BUNNY. You went to the El Dorado Bar Amateu.r 
Night, didn't you? I spent two months building you up to 
be something and you throw yourself away on that 
dcivel-
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12 THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES ACT l 
BUNNY. Did you play them "Where's the Devil in 
Evelyn"? 
Aun:. They talked and walked around all through 
it- . 
B UNNY. I wish I'd been there with you. You know wl1at 
r would've said to them? (Out front .) The first time I 
heard "Mairzy Doats" l realized l am listening to a 
classic. r picked off "Old .Black M:igic" and "1 Coulc.J've 
Danced All Nighl" as classk.s the minute I heard them. 
(Recites.) " Where is- the devil in Evelyn? What's it doing 
in Angela's eyes?" I didn't work in Macy's Music De-
partment for ni?;. I know wl1al I'm t.alking about. (To 
ARTIE.) That song is a classic. You've writlen yourseli 
A classic. 
ARTn:. l even bad to pay for my own beers. 
BUNNY. Pearls before swine. Chalk it up to experience. 
ARTIE. The blackboard's getting kind of filled up. I 
am to°-.Q!d to be a young ,talenh_ • 
Ilmmv. (Opens tk UJ1ndOUJ through t he bars.) Smell 
the bread-
A:RTIE. Shut the window-it's freezing and you're 
letting all the dirt in-
B UNNY. M iss Henshaw's saving us this divine p1ace 
right by the cemetery so the Pope will have to slow 
down-
ARnE. N othing worse than cold clirt-
(Th.e other bedroom door opens and a sick WOMAN in a 
nightgown looks at them. They don't see lter.) 
Bt1NNY. (Ecstatically.) And when be passes by in his 
limousine, I'll call out, "Your Holines!l, marry us-the 
hell with peace to the world-bring peace lo us." And he 
won't hear me because bands will be playing and the 
wl1ole city yelling, but he'll see me because T been eyed 
by the best of them, nnd he'll nod and T'JJ grab your 
hand and Say, "Mary us, Pope," and he'll wave his holy 
haod and all tbe emeralds and rubies on his fi ngers will 
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should have something white at my throat! Our whole life 
is beginning- my life-our life~and we'll be married 
and go out to California and Dilly will help you. You'll 
be out there with the big shots- out where you be· 
long- not in any amateur nights in bars on Queens 
Boulevard. Billy will get your songs in m~vies. It's not 
too late to start. Wilh me behind you I Oh, Artie, the 
Et Dorado Bar will stick up a huge l'leon sign flashing 
onto Queens Boulevard, in a couple of years flashing 
"Artie Shaughnessy Got Started Here." t\nd nobody'll 
believe it. Oh, Artie, tables turn. 
(The sick WoMAN doses the door. Annz gets out of his 
bag.) 
A~TIE. (Thoughtfully, sings.) 
Bridges are for burning, 
Tables are for turning-
(He turns on all the lights. He pul.I.s BONNY by the pudgy 
arm o'IJer to the kitchen.) I'll go see the Pope-
BuNNY. (Hugging him.) Oh, I love youl 
Ann. I'll come if-
BoNNY. You said you'll come. That is tantamount to 
a promise. 
ARTIE. I will if-
BUNNY. T antamount. Tantamount. You hear that? I 
didn't work in a law office for nix. I could sue you for 
breach. 
ARTIE. (Seductively.) Bunny? 
:BUNNY. (Near tears.) I !mow what you're going to 
say-
AllTIE. (Oper.ing a ketchup bottle under her nose.) 
Cook for me? 
BUNNY. (In a passionate heat.) I !mew it. I knew it. 
ARTIE. Just breakfast. 
B U NNY. You bend my arm and twist my heart but I 
got to be strong. 
Al!Tn:. I'm not asking any ten-course dinner. 
BUNNY. ( !Um.s over to the piano where Iris clothes are 
.-
... : 
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draped, to get away from his plea. Tirey are the green 
clothes, the pants and suit of a cuy employee.) Just put 
your clothes on over the ski p.j. 's I bought you. Ws 
Lbirty-eight degrees and I don't want you getting your 
pneumonia back-
AttTIE. (Holding up two eggs.) Eggs, baby. Eggs right 
here. 
BUNNY. (Holding out his jingling trousers.) Rinse your 
mouth out to freshen up and come on, let 1s go? 
ARTIE. (Seduclivd~.) You boil the eggs and pour 
lemon sauce over-
BuNNV. (Shaking tire trousers at J.jm,) Hollandaise. 1 
know HoUandaise. (Plopping down with the weiglit oj the 
temptation, glum.) It's really cold out so dress warm-
look, I stuffed the New York Post in my booties-plastic 
just ain't as warm as it used to be. 
Aua. And you pour the Hollandaise over the eggs on 
English muffins-and then you put the grilled ham on 
top- I 'm making a scrapbook of all the foods you tell 
me you know how to cook and then I go through the 
magazines and cut out pictures of what it must look like. 
(Gets the scrapbook.) Look-veal pannigeena~ggplant 
meringue. 
BUNNY. I cooked that for me last night. It was so good 
I almost died . 
ARTIE. (Sings a.r BUNNY takes tire book and looks 
through it with .rttch despair.) 
If you cooked my words 
Like they was veal 
I'd say I love you 
For every meal. 
Take my words, 
Garlic and oil them, 
Butter and broil them, 
Sautee and boil them. 
Bunny, let me eat youl 
(Speaks.) 
Cook for me? 
•.. 
\ 
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BUNNY. Not 'ti! after we're married. 
AnnE. You couldn't give me a little sample right now? 
BUNNY. I'm not that kind of girl. I'll sleep with you 
anytime you iwant. Anywhere. In two months I've known 
you, did I refuse you once? Not once! You want me to 
climb in lhe bag with you now? Unzip it-go on- unzip IJ I( it- Give your fingers a smack and I'm flat on my back. 
I'll sew thl)se words into a sampler for you in our new 
home in California. We'll hang il right by the front door. 
Because, Artie, I,m a rotten lay and I know it and you 
know it and everybody knows it-
ARTIE. What do you mean, everybody knows it? 
BUNNY. I'm not·good io bed. It's no insult. I took that 
sex lest in the Reader's D;gesl twv weeks ago and I 
scored twelve. Twelve, Artie! I ran out of that dentist 
office with tears gushing out of my face. But I face up to 
the truth about myself. So if I cooked for you now and 
said I won't sleep with you till we're married, you'd look 
forward to sleeping with me so much that by the time we 
did get to that motel near Hollywood, I'd be such a dis· 
appointment, you'd never forgive me. My cooking is tht 
only thing I got to lure you on with and hold you with. 
Artie, we got to keep some magic for the honeymoon. Il's 
my first honeymoon and l want it to be so good, I'm 
aiming for two million calories. I want to cook for you 
so bad I walk by the A&P, I get all hot jabs of chili 
powder inside my thighs ... but I can't till we get those 
tickets to California safe in my purse, t ill Billy knows 
we're coming, till I got that ring right on my cooking 
finger. . . . Don't tempt me, •• . I love you. . . . 
Aitn£. (Beaten.) Two eggs easy over? 
BuN NY. (Shakes her head No.) And I'm sorry last 
night went sour . .. 
AR.TIE. (Sits down, d,epressed.) They made me buy my 
own beers . . .. 
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ls it daytime already?" AnnE and BUNNY loolz al 
each othu.) 
"· 
o~ · ---.-· ........ ~,_~..,,_,,., , .. , '·"'~ ... ,.,,, ','l. ~-..~1·~··•••,.••-J_. __ .__ .___..,.,.,_...,.....,~-------------------
1. 0 BUNNY. !Ill pour you cornflakes. U;.,;  J Alt'IT£. (Nervous.) You better leave. 
BUN?flf. (Standing her ground.) A nice bowlful? 
A:RTJE. I don't want her to know yet. 7 f'.C' ( r.vf'r ,- ff BUNNY. lt' ll be like a coming attraction. 
ARTIE. You're a tease, Bunny, and that's the worst 
thing to be. (Pusltes her in the kitchen.) 
(BANANAS comes out of the bedroom. Sire's lfoed rn her 
nightgown for the Las{ six montl:s. She's in her early 
forties and has been crying for as long as she's ltad 
lter nightgown on. She walks uncertainly as if hidden 
Qarriets lay scattered in her path.) 
oe-._ ____ _ 
{ ( t'·, ;} I l 
·~ 
' 
'BANANAS. Is it morning? 
ARTIE. (Doesn't know /tow to cope with her.) Go back 
to bed. 
BANANAS. You're dressed and it's so dark. Did you get 
an emergency call? Did the lion have babies yet? 
ARTIE. (Checking the bars are locked.) The lioness 
hasn't dropped yet. The jaguar and the cheeta both still 
waiting. The birds still ou their eggs. 
BANANAS. Are you leaving to get away from me? Tell 
mer The truth? You hate me. You hate my looks-my 
face- my clothes-you hate me. You wish I was fatter 
so there'd be more of me to hate. You hate me. Don't say 
thatl You love me. I know you love me. You love me. 
Well, I don't love you. How does that grab r ou? (Is 
shaking uiolently. A.R·m: takes pills from the piano and 
holds her and forces the pills in her m.o-uth. He's accepted 
this as one af the natural facts of his life. The-re is no 
violence in the action. Her body shakes. The spamis stop. 
She's quiet for a long time. He walks over to the kitchen. 
B umnr kisses his hand's palm.) For once could you let 
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If I cry, you give me a pill • . . no more pills. I'm 
quiet now . .. . (ARTlE comes out of the kitchen and 
pours two frills into his hand. He doem' t like to do this . 
Smiles.) N o! N o more-look at me-l'm a peaceful 
forest, but I can feel all the animals have gone back into 
hiding and now I'm very quiet. All the wild animals have 
gone back into hiding. But once-once let me bave an 
emotion? Let the animals come out? I don't like being 
still, Artie. It makes me afraid . • .. (Brightly.) How are 
you this morning? Sleep well? You were out late last 
night. I heard you come in and moved over in the bed. 
Go back to bed and rest. .It's still early . . • come back 
to ~d .... 
AnTn:. fFinishing dressing.) The PopeiS coining today 
and I 'm going to go see him. 
BANANAS. The 1>ope is coming here? 
ARn:E. Yes, he's coming here. We're going to kick off 
our shoes and have a few beers and kick the piano 
around. (Gently, as if to a child:) The Pope is talking to 
the UN about Vietnam. He's coming over to stop the war 
so Ronnie won't have to go to Vietnam. 
BANANAS. T hree weeks he's been gqne. How can 
twenty-one days be a hundred years? 
AnnE. (To the audience.) This woman doesn't under-
stand. My kid is charmed. He gets greetings to go to basic 
training for Vietnam and the Pope does something never 
done before. He flies out of Italy for the first time ever 
to stop the war. Ronnie'll be home before you can say 
Jake Rabinowitz. Ronuie-what a kid-a charmed 
life ... . 
-DANANAS. I can't go out of the house . •. my tinge--
nails are all differe nt lengths. I couldn't leave the hous . 
• .. Look-I cut this one jl:st yesterday and look bow 
long it is already . . . hut this one . . . I cut it month~ 
ago right dovm to the quick and it hasn't moved tht 
much. I don't understand that .. .. I couldn't see tht' 
Pope. I'd embarrass J:iim. My nails are all different. I can 
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and heart and pulling my insides out my fingers. (Is 
getting hysterical..) 
AtiTrE. (Forces fjiltid.own her mouth. Size's quiet. Sire 
smiles at him. ARTIE'S exhausted, upset. Re pac~ up a11d 
down fa front of her, loathing her.) The Pope takes one 
look at you standing on Queens Boulevard, he'U make the 
biggest U-tum you.ever saw right back to Rome. (Angry.) 
I dreamed last hight Ronnie was the Pope and be came 
today and all· the streets were lined with everybody wait-
ing to meet him-and I felt like Joseph P. Kennedy, only 
bigger, because the Pope is a bigger draw than any Presi-
dent. And it was raining everywhere but on him and when 
he saw you and me on Queens Boulevard, be stopped his 
glass limo and I stepped into 'the bubble, but you didn't. 
He wouldn't take you. 
BANANAS. He would take mel 
AnTTE. (Triumplumt.) Your own son denied you. 
Slammed the door in your face and you had open-toe 
shoes on and the water ran in the heels and out the toes like 
two Rin Tin Tins taking a leak-and B.onnie and I drove 
off to the UN aud the war in Vietnam stopped and he 
took me back to Rome and canoniz.ed me-made me a 
saipt of the Church and in charge of writiog all the hymns 
for the Church. A hymn couldn't be played nnless it was 
roine and the whole congregation sang "Where is the 
Devil in Evelyn," but they made it sound like monks 
singing it- You weren't invited, Bananas. Ronnie Jo,•cd 
only me. ... (Finds him.self in front of tire kitchen. He 
smiles at DUNNY.) What a dream ... it's awful to have 
to wake up. For my dreams, I need a passport and shots. 
I travel the whole world. 
-· .. ·--- BUNNY. TW!ispering.) r dreamed once I met Abraham 
Lincoln. 
ARTm. Did you like him? 
B_UNNY. He was all right. (Of>ens a jar of pickles and 
begms eating tliem. BANANAS sees BUNNY'S fur coal by 
RoNNtE'S room. She opens tlze front door and throws the 
coat into Jlte hall. She cLases the door behirid her, then:) 
.. r.; 
• • • # 
. ~~ 
"· 
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B/\NANAS. You know what I dream? 1 dream I'm just 
wa!Ung up and I roam around the house all day crying 
because of the way my life lumed out. And then I do 
wake up and what do I do? Roam around the house all 
day crying about the way my life turned out. 
AttTn:. (An idea comes to ltim. He goes to the piano. 
Sings:) 
The day that the Pope came to New York, 
'l'he day that the J>ope came to New York 
It l'eally was comical. 
The Pope wore a yarmulke 
The day that the Pope came to New York. 
BANANAS. Don't be disres~ctfut (Gets up to go to the 
k1:tclfen. l'iRrrr'rttsltes in front of ILer a11d-blockr her way:- ------- -------
B uNNY pushes herself agai1ist the icebox, tryin,g to !tide. 
Site's etLting a bowl of cornflakes.) 
An1u. Stay out of the kitchen. I'll get your food-
BANANAS. Chop it up in small pieces ... . 
BUNNY. (A lou.d, fierce wlusper.) Miss Henshaw can-
not reserve our places indefinitely. Tantamount to theft 
is holding a place other people could use. Tantamount. 
Her nephew the cop could lock us right up. Make lier go 
back to bed. 
(A.ETIE ftt:es BANANAS' food on a plate. She sits up on 
her haunches and puts her hands, palms downwards, 
under her clzin.) 
BANANAS. HeUo, Artie! 
ARTIE. You're going to eat like a human being. 
BANANAS. Woof? Woo f? 
ARTIE. Work all day in a zoo. Come home to a zoo. 
(Tokes a deep breath. He tit.rows her the food. She 
catches it in her moutli. She rolls on her back.) 
BANANAS. I like being animals. You know why? I never 
heard ol a famous animal. Oh, a couple of Lassies-an 
occasional Trigger-but, by and large, animals weren't 
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(ABnx storms into tlse kitchen.) 
.·-
ACT I 
BUNNY. What a work of art is a dog. How noble in its 
thought- how gentle in its dignity-
(A.RITE buries his head against the icebox.) 
BANANAS. (Smiling out fro11t.) Hello. I ha\'en't bad n 
chance lo welcome you. This is my home and I'm your 
boslcss and I should welcome you. I wanted to say Hello 
and I'm glad you could come. I was very sick a few 
We lcoM<2 "._.ccc ~months ago. I tried to slash my wrists with spoons. But 
l - I'm better now and glad to see people. In the house. I 
couldn't go out. N ot yet. Hello. (Walks the le>igth of the 
stage, smiling at the a11ditmu, at us. Sht. has a beautiful 
Llt\ ; l .:10 
stnile.J _ _ 
BUNNY. (Conies ou.t of tlte kuchen down to the edge 
of the stage. To us.) You know what my wish is? The 
priest told us last Sunday to make a wish when the Pope 
rides by. When the Pope rides by, the wish in my heart 
is gonna knock the Pope'!= eye ouL It is braided in tall 
letters, all my veins and arteries and aortas are braided 
into the wish that she dies pretty soon. (Gou back to the 
k)tclten.) _ __ _ 
BANANAS. (Who has put a red mask on lier head.) I 
had a vision-a nightmare-I saw you talking to a 
terrible fat woman witb newspapers for feel-and she was 
talking about hunters op in the sky anu that she was a {( s Oe f e dream and you were a dream .... (Crosses to tltt. 
t) Cl YI IA"' Q ~ v Y1 J kite/ten, p1tts mask over her eyes and comes up behind. 
l3o.NNY.) Hahl I I 
BUNNY. (Screams in terror and runs into the living 
room.) l am not taking insults from a sick pel'son. A 
healthy person can calJ me anything they want. But in-
sults from a sickie- a sicksicksickie-- I don't like to be 
degraded. A sick person br:s fumes in their head- you 
release poison fumes and it makes me sick- dizzy-like 
riding the back of a bus. No wonder Negroes arc fightjng 
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years. I'm amazed they even got enough streo~th to stand 
up straight .... Where's my coat? Artie, where's my 
coat? My binox and rriy camera? (To BANANAS.) What 
did you do with my coat, Looney Tunes? (ARTlE has re-
trieved the coat from the hallway.) You soiled my coat! 
This coat is soiled! Arthur, are you dressed warm? Are 
you coming? 
ARTIE. (Embarrassed.) Bananas, I'd like to present-
I'd like you to meet- this is Bunny Flingus. 
BUNNY. You got the ski p.j.'s underneath ? You used 
to go around freezing till I met you. I'Li teach you bow to 
I r . I dress warm. I didn't work at ski lodges for nothing. I G i ( +< 1(.'"4 worked at Aspen. 
BANANAS. (Thinks it O'ller a m:nnenl.) I'm glad you're 
making friends, Artie. I'm no good for you . 
&<At\~ y 51(:\}.<f~ 
fie, Cl"~~,. 
BUNN1:. (Taking folders otll of lier purse.) I might as 
well give these to you now. Travel folders lo Juarci. Tt's 
a simple procedure- you fly down to Mexico-wetback 
lawyer meets you-sign a paper-jct back to li ttle old 
N.Y. 
ARTIE. Bunny's more than a frien.d, Bananas. 
BUNNY. Play a little music-"South of the Border-
Divorce Mebeeco Style"-
BANANAS. (Sings:) South of the Border. La la la la 
laaaaaa-
ARTCE. (Over 1'.fANANAS Jrnginf.~ Would you get out of 
here, Bunny. I'll t ake care of this. 
BUNNY. I didn't work in a- travel agency for nix, 
Arthur. 
ARTIE. Bunny! (BANANAS is quiet.) 
BUNNY. I know my way around. 
ARTIE. (Taking the folders from BUNNY.) She can't 
even go to I.he incinerator alone. You're talking about 
Mex:ico-
BuNNY. I know these sick wives. I've seen a dozen like 
you in movies. I wasn't an usher for nothing. You Jive in 
wheelchairs just to bold your husband and the minute 
your husband's out of lhe room, you're bopped out of 
your wheelchair doing the Charleston and making a gen-
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eral spectacle of yourself. I see right through you. Tell 
her, Artie. Tell her what we're going to do. 
AftTI:s. We're go1ng to C3.1i1om1a;-:Bananas. 
BUNNY. Bauanas! What a name! 
B ANANAS. A trip would be nice for you. 
BUNNY. What a banana-
BANANAS. You conld see Billy .... l couldn't see 
Bmy . . . . (Alnwst laughing.) I can't see anything. 
ARTIE. Not a trip. 
BUNNY. To li,·e. To live forever. 
BANANAS. Reme~ber the time we rode up in 'the 
elevator with Bob Hope? He's sncb a wonderful man. 
AltTrE. I didn't tell you this, Bunny. Last week, I rode 
out to Long Island. {To BANANAS, laking her hand.) 
You need help. We-/ found a nice hosp ... By the sea 
(Sings :) ... "by the beautiful sea" . : . it's an old estate 
and yon can walk from the train station and it was rainiug 
and tbe roads aren 't paved so it's muddy, but by the road 
where you turn into the estate, there was a tree with blue 
leaves in the rain-I walked under it to get out of the 
rain and also becanse I had never seen a tree with blue 
leaves and I walked under the tree and all the leaves flew 
away in one big rolllld bunch-just lifted up leaving a 
bare tree. Whoosh. . . . It was birds. Not blue leaves, 
but birds, waiting to go to F1orida or California . . . and 
all the hkds flew to another tree a couple of hundred feet 
off and that bare tree blossomed-snap! like that- with 
all these blue very quiet leaves ... You'll like the place, 
Bananas. I talked to the doctor. He had a mustache. You 
like mustaches. And the J3Jue Cross will handle a lot of 
it, so we won't have to worry about expense ... you'll 
like the place. . . . A lot of famous people have had 
crackdowns there, so you'll be running in good company. 
BANANAS. Shock treatments? 
ARTIE. No. No shock treatments. 
BAliANAS. You swear? 
BUNNY. I~ she needs them, she'll get them. 
A.um. I 'm handling this my way. 
-: ";. : 
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ACT I THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES 23 
BuNN'l. I'm sick of you kowtowing to hct. Those 
poison fumes that come out of her head make me dizzy-
suffering-look at her-what does sbe know about suf-
fering • , . ? 
BANANAS. Did you read in the paper: nbo11t the bull in 
Madrid who fought so well they didn't let him die? They 
healed him, let him rest before they put him back in the 
ring, again and again and again. r don't like the shock 
treatments, Artie. At least lhe concentration camps-I 
was reading about lhem, Arlie- they put the people in 
the ovens and never took them out- but tbe shock treat-
ments-they put you in the oven and then they take you 
out and then they put you in and then they take you 
out ... 
BUNNY. Djd you rcid Modern Screen two months ago? 
I am usually not a reader of film magazines, but the 
cover on it reached right up and seduced my eye in the 
health club. It was a picture like this (Clulchts her 
head.} and it was called "Sandra Dec's Night of Hell." 
Did you read that by any happenstance? Of course you 
wouldn't read it. You can't see anything. You're ignorant. 
Not you. Her. The story told of the night before Sandra 
Dee was to make hec first movie and her mother said, 
"San'dra, do you have everything you need?" and she said 
-snapped back, real frcsh-tik(}-"Leave me alone, 
Mother. I'm a big girl now and don't need any help from 
you." So her mother said, "All right, Sandra, but remem-
ber I 'm always here." Well, her mother closed tl1e door 
and Sandra could not find her hair curlers anywhere and 
she was too proud to go to her mom and ask her where 
they were--
ARTIE. Bunny, I don't understand. 
BuNNY. Shut up, I'm not finished yet- nnd she tore 
through the house having to look her best for the set 
tomorrow because it was her first picture and her hair 
curlers were nowhere! Finally at four in the A.M., her best 
friend, Annette Funicello, the former Mousekctcer, came 
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and gave them to Sandra. Thus ended her night of hell, 
but she had leanied .. a lesson. Suffering-you don't even 
know the meaning oi suffering. You're a nobody and you 
suffer like a nobody. I'm taking Artie out of this environ-
ment and bringing him to Cali fornia while Dilly can still 
do him some good. Gel Artie's songs- his music-into the 
movies. 
ARn£. I feCl I only got about this much lire left in me, 
:Bananas. I got to use it. These arc my peak years. I got 
to take this chance. You stay in your room. You're crying. 
AJl the time. Ronnie's gone now. This is not a creative 
atmosphere ... . Bananas, I'm too old to be a. young 
talent. 
B ANANAS. I never stopped you all these years .... 
BUNNY. Be p roud to admit it, Artie. You were afraid 
till I came on the scene. Admit it wilh pride. 
ARTIE. I was never afraid. What 're you talking about? 
Bmrnv. No man talces a job feeding animals in the 
Central Park Zoo unless he's afraid to deal with humans. 
Alina. I walk right into the cage! What do you mean? 
I got panthers licking out of my bands like goddam pussy-
cats ... 
Bumrr. Then why don't you ever call Billy? 
AATIE. I got family obligations. 
BANANAS. (A t the window.) You could take these bars 
down. I'm not going to jump. 
B uNNY. You're afraid to call Billy and tell him we're 
coming out. 
BANANAS. (Dreamy. ) I 'd like to jump out. right in 
front of the Pope's car. 
Aunt. Panthers lay right on their backg and I tickle 
t heir annpits. You call me afraid? Bahl 
BANANAS. He'd take me in his arms and bless me. 
BUNNY. Then caU Dilly now. 
ARTIE. It's the middle of the night I 
BuNNY. It's only two in the morning out there now. 
ARTn:. Two in the morning is the middle of the nigbll 
B UNNY. In Hollywood ! Come off it, he's probably not 
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even in yet-they're out there frigging and $rugging and 
swinging and eating and dancing. Since Georgina died, 
he's probably got a brace of nude slarlels splashing in the 
pool. 
A.llTm. I can't call him. He's probably not even In 
yet-
BuNNY. I do1;1' t even think yott know him. 
ARTm. Don't know biml 
DUNNY. You've been giving me a line--your best friend 
- big Hollywood big shot- you don't even know bim-
A1nrn. Best friends stay your best friends precisely 
because you don't go calling them in the middle of the 
night. 
BUNNY. You been using him-dangling him over my 
bead-big Hollywood big shot friend just to take advan-
tage of me-just · to get in bed with me- Casting 
cnuches! I heard about them-
ARTra. That's not true! 
BUNNY. And you want me to cook for youl 1 know 
the score, baby. I didn't work. in a theatrical furniture 
store for nothiog! (Tries lo pul Jsu coat 011 to leave. He 
pulls it off lter.) ff you can't call your best friends in the 
middle or the night, then who can you call- taking ad-
vanta~e of me in a steam bath-
llANANAS. (Picking up the pho11t..) You want me to get 
Billy on the phone? 
ARTTE. You stay out of this! 
DANANAS. He was a lwRys my much better friend than 
rours, Artie. 
ARTIE. Your friend! Billy and I only went to kin•'er· 
garten together, gram01ar school together, high school 
to~ether till his family moved away- Fnte always kept 
an eye out to keep us friend'!. (Sing1.) 11U you're ever 
in a ja.m, here l am." 
DANANAS. (Sings.) "Friendship." 
ARTrE. (Sings.) "IC you're ever \IP a tree, just phone 
me." ('Re got stationed making lrainin:; movies and off 
each reel, there's what they call leader- undeveloped film 
·. 
·. 
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- and he started snipping that leader off, so by the time 
we all got discharged , he had enough film spliced up t o 
film "Twenty Commandments." He made his movie right 
here on the slrcets of New York and Rossellini wa~ mak-
ing his movies in Italy, only Billy was making them here 
In America and better. He sold everything he had and lie 
made "Conduct of Life" and it's still playing in museums. 
I t's at the Museum of M odern Art next week- and 
Twentieth Century Fox ~gned bim and M GM signed h im 
- they bolh signed him lo full contracts-the first time 
anybody ever got signed by two stuclios at once . . .. You 
only knew him about six months' worth, Bananas, when 
he was making the picture. And everybody in that picture 
became a star and Billy is still making great pictures. 
BUNNY. In his latest one, will you ever forget that mo-
ment when Doris Diw comes down that flight of stairs in 
that bathrobe and thinks Rock Hudson is the plumber 
to fi..'t her bathtub and in reality he's an atomic scientist ? 
B ANANAS. I dicfn't see t hat. .. . 
ARnE. (M ocki.Jig.) .Bananas doesn 't go out of the 
house ... . 
BuNNY:-t tars in lier eyes.) Call him, Artie. 
Annt. He gets up early to be on the set. l don't waot 
to wake him up-
BuNNY . Within the next two years, you co\lld be ont 
~here in a black tie waiting for the lady-Greer Garson-
to open the enve!ope and say as the world bolds its 
brea th- "And tbe winner of the Oscar for this year's 
Dest Song is- " (Rips a travel folder 11ery sl owly.) 
A RTIE. (Leaning jorwnrd.) Who is it? Who wou ? 
B UNNY. And now .iVIiss Mitzi Gaynor and Mr. Franco 
Corell i of the Metropolit?.n Opera will sing the winning 
son,: for you from the pictme o f the same name made by 
his ~ood (riend and genh1s, Billy Einhorn. The winner is 
o f course Mr. Arthur M. Sh.:.n~hnessy. 
Att11E. (Goes lo T1intle-p71one. -TD""1ali--n~g~o-nce, then: ) 
Operator, I want to call in Bel Air, Los Angeles-
Bur-rNY. You got the number? 
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AlltfE. Tatooed, baby. Tatooed. Your heart and his 
telephone number right on my chesl like a sailor. Not 
you, operator. I want and fast l want in Los Ang-eles in 
Bel Air GR2-4 l Z9 and I will not dial it becimse I want 
to speak personally to my good friend and genius, Mr. 
Billy Einhorn .... E-I-N-don't you know how to spell 
it7 The uame of only Hollywood's leading director my 
friend and you better not give thi~ number to any of your 
friends and call him up and bother him asking for screen 
tests. 
BUNNll'. When I was an operator, they made tts take 
oaths. l had Marlon .Brando's number for years and 
pistols couldn't've dragged it out of my hea<l-lhey make 
you raise your right hand-
ARTn:. My number is RA 1-2276 and don't go giving 
that number away and I want a good connection. . . . 
Hang on, Bunny- (She takes his extu1ded hand.) you 
can hear tbe becpbeepbeeps-we're traveling across the 
country-bang on! Ring. It's ringing. Ring. 
BUNN'(. (His . palm and her palm form one praying 
hand.) Oh God, please--
ARTIE. (Pulls awa'1 from her.) Ring. It's up. Hello? 
Billy? Yes, operator, get off-that's 13illy. Will you get 
off- (To BUNNY.) I should've called station-to-station. 
He picked it right up and everything. Billy! This is 
Ramon Navarro! ... no, Billy, it's Artie Shaughnessy. 
Artie. No, New York! Did I wake you up! Can you hear 
me? Billy, hello! I got to tell you something-first of all, 
I got to tell you how bad I feel about Georgina dying-
the good die young-what can J say7~and second, since 
you, you old bum, never come back to your old stomping 
grounds-your happy hunting grounds, I'm thinking of 
coming out to see you. . . . I know you c<\n fi.x up a 
tour of tbe studios and that'd be great ... and you can 
get us hotel reservations-that's just fine .... But, Billy, 
I'm thinking I got to get away-not just a vacation--but 
make a change, get a break if you know what I'm getting 
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thinking about you- NO, IT'S NOT F INE. Dilly, this 
sounds cruel to say, but Dananas is as dead for me as 
Georgina. is for you. I'm in love with a remarkable, won-
derful girl-yeah, she's here too-who I sltould've married 
years ago-no, we didn't know her years ago- l only 
met her two months ago-yeM, (Secrelit>ely , pulling the 
phone off to else corner.) It's kind of funny, a chimpanzee 
knocked me in the back and kinked my back out of whack 
ancl I went to this health club to work it out and in the 
steam .seclion wilh all t)le steam I got lost and I went 
into this steam room and there was Bunny- yeah, just 
towf'ls-1 mean you could make a movie out of this, it 
was so romantic-she couldn't see me and she started 
talking about the weight she had to take off and the food 
she had to give up and she started talking about duckling 
with orange sa11ce and oysters baked with spinach and 
shrimps baked in th.: juice of melted stu1geon eyes which 
caviar comes from-well, you know me and food and I 
got so excited and the steam's getting thicker and thicker 
and I ripped off my towel a nd. kind of raped her .. . 
and she was quiet for a long lime and then she finally 
said one of the greatest lines or aJI time. . . . She 
said, ' 'There's a man in here. . . . " And she was in 
her sheet like a toga and I was all toga'd up and I swear, 
Ililly, we were gods and goddesses and the steam bubbled 
up and swirled and it was M ount Olympus. I 'm a new 
man, Billy-a new man-and I got to make a start be-
fore it's too late and I'm calling you, crawling on my 
hi!.nds and knees-- (BUNNY touches him.) no, not like that, 
I'm standing up straight and talking to my best buddy and 
saying, "Can I come see you and bring Bunny and talk 
over old times?" . . . l'tl pay my own way. I 'm not asking 
you for nothing. Just your friendship. I think about you 
so much and I read about you in the columns and "Con· 
duct of Life" is playing at the Museum of Modern Art 
next week and r get nervous calling you and that Doris 
Day pie-well, Bunny and I fell out of ·our loge seals--
no, Bananas couldn't see it-she don' t go out of the house 
... 
.. 
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ACT I THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES 29 
much ... . I get nervous aboul calling you because, well , 
you know, and I'm not asking for any Auld Lang Syne 
treatment, but it must be kind of lonely with Georgina 
gone and we sent five dollars in to the Damon Runyon 
Cancer Fund like Walter Winchell said to do and we're 
gonna send more and il must be kind of lonely and lhe 
three of us- Bunny and you and me--could htive S'Jme 
laughs. What do you say? You wrile me aud let me know 
your schedule and we can come anytime. But soon. Okay, 
·buddy? Okay? No, this is my call. I'm paying for this 
call, so you don't .have to worry- talking to you I get all 
opened up. You still drinking rye? Jack Daniels! Set out 
the glasses-open the bottle- No, I 'll bring the bottle-
we'll see you soon. Good nighl, Dilly. (The call is over.) 
Soon, Billy. Soon. Soon . (Hangs up.) 
lJUNNY. (Sings anil !lances. ) 
The day that the Pope came to New York, 
The day that the Pope came to New York 
It really was comical. 
The Pope wore a yarmulke 
The day that the Pope came to New York! 
ARTIE. (Stunned.) Did you hear me t 
BuNNY. You made me sound like the M oon Coming 
Over the Mountain! So fat! 
ARTlE. He said to say hello to you, Bananas. 
BANANAS. Hello. . . . 
(ARTIE and Bmmv ftop on the sofa. IlANANAS, in the 
kitchen behind them., throws rice at them.) 
BUNNY. Let's get out of here. She gives me the weep-
ing willies. 
DANANAS. Oh, no, I'm all right. I was just thinking how 
lucky we all are. You going off to California and me goi ng 
off to the loony bin-
ARTIE. (Correcting her.) It's a rest place--
BANANAS. With beautiful blue trees, huh? 
ARTIE. Birds-waiting to go to Florida or California-
, 
~. 
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BANANAS. Maybe it was a flock of insane bluebirds that 
tbnt got committed-
Au.ii.- (1'o :BuwNY.) I1m gonna take a shower. My 
.ihirt's all: clamp from the telephone call. 
BUNNY. (Putting her coat on.) Artie, l'll be: at the 
corner of 46th Street near the cemetery by the 'l:V' repair 
:store .. .. Hello, John the Baptist . 11mt's who you are. 
John the Baptist. You called Billy and prepared the way 
- the way for yoursclf.- Oh, Christ, the dinners I'm gon11a 
cook for you. (Sings.) 
It really was comical. 
The Pope wore a yarmulke 
The day that the Pope came to N.Y. 
(Blows a kiss and exits.) 
ARTTE. ( Yelps triumphantl:y. He comes D.) Hello, Billy. 
I'm here. I got all my music: 's;ngs.) 
I'rn here with bells on, 
Ringing out how I feel. 




I'm: here with bells oo. 
RiTri;l Ring I Ring! 
BANANAS. (Very depressed.) The people downstairs 
. . they'll be pumpiug broomsticks on the ceiling. . . . 
Ainu.:. (htbilant.) For once the people downstairs is 
Bunny I (Sings.) "FCir once the people downstairs is 
Bunny I" (He speaks now, jumpi11g up ond down on the 
floor. ) 'Whenever the conversation gets around to some-
thing you don't like, you start ringing bells of concern 
for the peQple downstairs. Eor once in my life, tbe pea~ 
ple downstairs is Bunuy and' I am a free man I (Bongs 
all over the keys of the piano.) And that's a symphony 
_for the people upstairs I M _ 
BANANAS. There's just the roof upstait-s. 
ARTtE. Yeah, and you know roofs well. I give up six 
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walc.e up and you 're gone and all you got on Is a njght· 
gown and yom bare feet-the corns of your bare feet for 
slippers. And it's snowing out, snowing a blizzard, and 
you're out in it. Twenty-four hours you're gone and the 
police are up here and Jong since gone and you're being 
broadcasted for in thirteen states all covered with ~mow­
and I look out that window and I see a gray smudge in 
a nightgown standing on the edge of the roof over there 
-in a snowbank and I'm prayfog to God and I run out 
of thls place, across the street. And l grab you down and 
you're so cold, your nightgown cuts into me like glass 
breaking and I carried you back here and you didn't even 
catch a cold- not.even a sniffle. U you bad just a sniffie, 
I could've forgiven you .... You just look at me with 
that dead look you got right now .... You stay out 
twenty-four hours in a blizzard, hopping from roof to 
roof without even a pair of drawers on-and I get the 
pneumonia. 
BANANAS. Can l have my song? 
ARTIE. You're tone-deaf. (Hits -two bad notes on the 
piano.) Like that. 
tlANANAS. So I won't sing it. ... My troubles all be-
gan a year ago-two years ago today- two days ago to-
day? Today. (ARTIE plays tile ''Anniversary Waltz.") We 
used to have a beautiful old green Buick. The Green 
Latrine! ... I 'm not allowed to drive it anymore .... 
Dut when I could drive it ... the last time I drove it, 
I drove into Manhattan. (ARTIE plays "In My Merry 
Oldsmobile.") And l drive down Broadway- to the Cross-
roads of the World. (ARTr:£ plays " Forty.Second Street." 
DAN'ANAS sits 011 the edge of the stage and talks to the 
audience.) I. see a scene that you wouldn't see in your 
wildest dreams. Forty-Second Street. Broadway. Four cor-
ners. FoUI people. One C'n each corner. All waving for taxis. 
Cardinal Spellman. Jackie Kennedy. :Oob Hope. Prc~d­
dent Johnson. All carrying suitcases. Taxi! Taxi I 1 stop 
in the middle of the street-the middle of Broadway and 
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THE liOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES ACT l 
gypsy. A Gypsy Cab. Get in. I'll take you where you 
wanl to go. Don't you all know each other? Get inl Get 
in I" They keep waving for cabs. I run over to President 
Johnson and grab him by the arm. "Get in I" And pu ll 
Jackie Kennedy into my car and JohnJohu who 1 didn't 
see stnrts crying and Jackie hils me nnd I hit her and 
I grab Bob Hope and push Cardinal Spellman into the 
back seat, crying anti laughing, ''I'll lake you where you 
want to. Get in! Give me your suitcases-" and the suit-
cases spill open and JaclUe Kennedy's wigs blow down 
Forty-Second Street and ·cardinal Spcllmnn bits me and 
Johnson screams and I hit him. I bit them all. And lhen 
the Green Latrine blew four flat tires and sinks and I run 
lo protect the car and four cabs appear and all my fri ends 
run into four different cabs. And cars arc honking at me 
to move. I push the car over the bridge back to Queens. 
You're asleep. I turn on Johnny Canon to get my mind 
off and there's Cardinal Spellman and Bob Hope whose 
nose is still bleeding and they tell the story of what hap-
pened to them and everybody laughs. Thirty million 
people watch Johnny Carson and they all laugh. At me. 
At me. I'm nobody. I knew all those people better than 
me. You. Ronnie. I know everything about them. Why 
can't they love me? And then it began lo snow and I 
went np on. Lbe ro_o.f. . . . 
ARTIE. (After a long -pause.) Come see the Pope. Pray. 
Miracles happen. He'll bless you. Reader's Digest has an 
cuticle this month on how prayer answers things. Pray? 
Kneel down in the street? The Pope can cure you. The 
Reader's Digest don't afford to crap around. 
BANANAS. My fingernails are all different lengths. 
Everybody'd laugh. . . . 
ARTll':. We used to have fun. Sometimes I miss you so 
much .... 
BANANAS. (Smiling neruously.) I1 I had gloves to put 
on my hands .. . 
Au~ The Pope must be landing now. I'm going to 
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turns on the ttle1Jision.) Here be is. He's getting off the 
plane. Bananas, look. Look at the screen. (Pulls her to 
the screen. He make.s her kneel in front oj it.) Oh God, 
help Bananas. Please, God? Say a prayer, Bananas. Say, 
" Make me better, God ... " 
B ANANAS. Make me better, God • . . 
ART!E. So Artie can go away in peace. . . . Herc's the 
'Pope. (Aum speaks to tlte screen.) Get out of the way! 
Let a sick woman see! There he isl Kiss himl Kiss llis 
hem, Bananas. He'll cure you! Kiss him. 
BANANAS. (Leans forward to k iss tlte screen. ShtJ looks 
up and laughs at l!er husband.) The screen is so cold ... 
ARTIE. (Leaping. ) Get out of the way, you goddam 
newsman! (Pushes BANANAS aside and he kisses the 
screen.) Help rite-help me-- Your Holiness . . .. 
--(While he hugs the set, IlA~ANAS leaves the room to go 
inl-0 her bedroom. The front door flies open. DuNl-4Y 
b11rsts ia, fturhed, bubbling. Sl1e has an enormous "I 
Love Paul" button on Iser coat.) 
BUNNY. He's landed! He's landed ! It's on everybody's 
transistors and you're still herel And tbe school kidsl-
The Pope drives by, he sees aU lhose school ltids, he's 
gonna come out for Birth Control today I I Churches will 
be selling Holy D iaphragms with pictures of St. Chris· 
topher and saints on them. You mark my words. (To us, 
indicating her brttton.) They ran out of Welcome Pope 
buttons so I ran downstairs and got my leftover from 
when the Beatles were here I I am famished I What a 
day I (Goes to the icebox. BANANl\S comes 011t of t ire bed-
room, a coat over har nightgown, a hat cocked on lier 
/tead, tiuo different shoes, one higher than tlte other. Sire 
is smiling. Size is pulling on gloves. DUNNY gn.pe.r. BAND 
M IJSIC plays joyously in tlie distance. ARl'JP.. goes to 
BA.NANAS and takes her arm.) Now wnit one minute. Miss 
Henshaw is going to be mighty pissed off. 
ARTIE. Just for today. 
BANANAS. Hold me tight ... • 
·. 
-· .. ..
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AllnE. (Grabbing his coat.) Over the threshold 
(They go out.) 
• r 
ACT l 
BUNNY. Artie, are you dressed warm? Are you dressed 
warm? Your music! You forgot your music! You gotta 
get it blessed by the Pope! ! 




--~ ·-------:--.-~~~~~~--~------~--~._. ..... ____ ~~~~._...~.--~-.. 
BANANAS. (Sings.) 
It really was comical. 
The Pope wore a yarmulke 
The day that the Pope came to New York. 
Bmmv. You witch! You'll be in Bellevue tonight with 
enough shock treatments they can plug Times Square into 
your ear. I didn't work for Con Edison for nothing! 
(Storms 011.t after them. Slams the door behind lrer.) 
(The bedroom door RoNNIE went into at the beginning 
of the act opens. RoNNrE comes out carrying a large 
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Cast List 
The first rehearsal for all cast members will be Monday, September 20, 2010 at 3:00pm in the 
Room 105. 
Artie: ...................................................................................... Josh McBride 
Bunny: ................................................ ............ ....................... Katie Garcia 
Bananas: ............................................................................... Shannon Angelo-Surber 
Ronnie: .................................... ............................................. Ryan Dufresne 
Bllly: _ .................................................................................... Nick Grayson 
Corrinna: ......................................................... ...... ............... Anna Carochi 
Little Nun: ............................................................................ Kendra Lords 
M iddle Nun: ............... ......................................................... Allison Mills 
Older Nun: ....................................... ................................. .. Friederike Haensch 
MP 1: ...... ............... ............ ..................... ........... ............. ..... D.J. Cochran 
MP 2: ................................................................................... Jeremy VanGelder 
White Man: ........................................................................ Barrett Robertson 
Understudy: (Artie, Billy, Ronnie) .................................. Richard Farrar 
Understudy: (Bunny, Older Nun, Little Nun) ............... Alex Bivens 
The t1()u~e ()f Elue Leave§: 1:2ehea.-~al §chedule 
(A)nOkb and questl()ns Sh()Uld be 'dlscuiied ltlth Mr-. Hsher-
()cwber-. :i:oo- <'.l:()()pm 
l'r1daY. 1st-~«> l?ehcanal 
M()ndaY. -4111- Line lllrnuah 
l;loom 1 ()ii 
Tuesday., .>th -A.ct 1 
4:00Pm 
Wednesday. '3111 - A.d '.l 
TIIUndaY., :1111 - A.ct 1 
M()ndaY. 11th - Llne1 l)ue. A.ct 1 
TueidaY,. 1'.lth-A.d ~ 
Wednesday., 1.Jth -A.d 1 
Thundcw., 14111-A.ct'.l 
h·ldaY., the 1.>th - A.ct 1 
TUesdil't'., 1 (}th - A.ct 1 
Wt.'tlnesdaY. '.lt>U1 - A.ct '.l 
l'rldaY., ~~nd -A.ct~ 
A.II Stale 
~e>nday., ~~th - ~v reheanal 
Tuesday., !l«Jth - Line tllrnmth w I kr1Pb 
Wedne1daY .. ~:1th -A.ct 1 
lllundaY .. ~SUI - A.ct l.l 
Vian A.head .. Madrlaals 
l"rldaY., '.2<lth - ~() f)eheanal 
,_.()~ember-
MvndaY., 1st - l'ull Sh()W 
TueSdaY. !lnd - rull Shc:>w 
Wednesday. Jnl - l'ull §h()W 
Thursday., 4th- rull Tech 
J:()(}--{JsOOPm 
f'r1daY • lJlll - hill Tech 
J:()t>---9:00Pm 
Sillul"daY., '3th -1\00P [)ate ()pen 
In case Cl( rnheanal 
MClndaY., SUI - l'ull 1)..-ess ~eheanals 
.J:~1():00Pm 
Tuesday., ~th - l'ull 1),-ess 11eheanals 
J:00-1():00Pm 
Wedne1daY. 1f>th -MaUnee f'und..-atser 
4:00Pm 
Thundil't'., 11th - ()penlna Nlaht 
:J:OOPm 
l"r1day. 1 '.llll - Jlel"f()rmanre 
:J:OOPm 
SalurdaY. 1.Jth - St.r1ke 
1():ooam 
Letter to Parents 
rrns ti11er theatre 
2010 Production 
Fisherl57 
Congratulations! You have been cast in the CCHS production of The House of Blue Leaves. 
You have been selected for a chance to be a part of a memory filled experience that will require 
hard work and dedication. As your director, 1 am excited to work with you to make this a 
profess1onal and top quality production. 
Rehearsals for this production will be scheduled Monday through Friday from 3:00-5:00 p.m. 
beginning September 20th until November 3rd. Beginning November 41b, we will begin 
schedul ing longer rehearsals. Rehearsals will be extended from 3:00-9:00 p.m. where kids can 
bring snacks or dinner. Also, the cast must keep Saturday November 6111 available fo r an 
extended rehearsal if needed. 
On Monday, November 8th, and Tuesday, November 9th, we will have full dress rehearsals 
with all of the costumes, sets, lights, sound and make-up coming into play. On these two days, 
rehearsals will also start at 3:00pm but may run as late as 10:00 if necessary. If that happens 
no cast or crew member will ever be penalized in any way for leaving at 9:30pm from any 
rehearsal. 
Performance Week: 
Wednesday, November 10•h - Matinee Fundraiser 4:00 p.m. Thursday, 
November ll 1h - Opening Night Performance 7:00 p.m. Friday, 
November 12th - Performance 7:00 p,m. Saturday, November 13th -
Strike at 10:00 am 
Obviously, not every actor will be working on stage at the same time. This provides a 
wonderful opportunity to get homework done. © !! I will make every effort to release 
students from rehearsals when they will not be needed on stage. A rehearsal schedule will be 
forth coming. 
If you are absent from school the day of rehearsal, you must leave a message for Mr. 
Fisher in the office informing us of the reason for your absence and when you expect to 
join us again. In an emergc~here you cannot reach the 
office leave a message on Mr. Fisher's phon~ 
Fisherl58 
Although being part of this production is in itself a wonderful educational opportunity, I also 
feel strongly that your daily class work must come first. Therefore, I will be monitoring 
your progress in your classes and continually assessing your eligibility to continue in our 
production. As this is the beginning of a new quarter of classes, we have established the 
following guidelines for determining eligibility now and throughout the production: 
• If you have just earned 3 credits at the end of 2 11 quarter then you are currently 
eligible for the production. 
• If not, you may still join our production, but you will be immediately put on 
probation. This will be explained as you read further. 
• Your names will be added to a weekly eligibility list where we will be able to monitor 
your progress. 
• If at any time it appears that you are not passing at least 3 of your classes you will 
also be put on probation step two. Again, this will be explained as you read further. 
Probation: 
1. You will return a weekly progress report to Mr. Fisher on Friday of each week. 
2. If you receive a report that says that you are not passing at least 3 of your classes, you 
will be given one week to raise the grades. 
3. If you receive two consecutive reports indicating you are not passing at least 3 of 
your classes you will be removed from the production. 
You must be responsible for your time. If you are at a rehearsal, and you are not needed on 
stage, ask yourself, "Is there some schoolwork that I can be doing during this time?" Students 
who utilize time well during rehearsals will have the best experience this program has to 
offer. 
Another note, all cast members will also be required to buy a stage makeup kit that will range 
from $20 to $50. It will be theirs to keep. Cast members may also be required to find their own 
shoes for this production. 
Parents: Please take the time to read this entire letter with your student. I want to eliminate any 
misunderstandings about the expectations during this production. I know that putting on this 
show can and will be a very rewarding experience for everybody involved. Please call at 
anytime with your concerns. I can be reached during the day at 276-5897. We want to work 
with you to provide a caring and nurturing environment for your student's artistic and 
academic growth and development. As always, thank you for sharing your kid! 
Sincerely, 




CCHS ii11er theatre 
2010 Production 
ParentJGuardians and Students: Please return this sheet with the requested information and 
signatures indicating that you have read all of the information. We will need easy access to 





Signature ____________ _ Cell: 
-------
ParentJGuardian Name Phone: 
------------
------
Signature ____________ _ Cell: 
-------
Parent/Guardian Name Phone: 
-----------~ ------
Signature _______ ~----- Cell: 
-------
Student Name (Please Print) ___________ _ 




Name: ________ _ 
Character Analysis 
1. Who are you? 
2. What is Your o.a±ionality? 
3. How old are you? 
4. Are you single,. married, or divorced? If married or divorced, how many children do you ha-ve? 
5. Do you dress neatly or carelessly? 
6. How do you walk? (Be Specific) 
7. How do you rise and sit1 (Be Specific) 
8. Do you use any characteristic voice tones or dialects.'? (Please Specify) 
9. A.re you in good health'? If not, what is the cause of your illness'? 
IO. Are you rich, pooc, or middle class'? 
11. What education have you had'? 
12. In what lcind of home do you live'? 
13. What do you do in your spare time? 
14. What is your i.titention in this scene'? 
15. 'What is your obstacle? 
16. What emotions are you experiencing? (List All) 
Fisherl61 
Music Not Provided in the Script 
lJ 
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Jeff Shane/Dally Record 
Canon City High School Tiger Theatre actors Anna Carochi, right. Katie Garcia and Josh McBride rehearse 






The Dally Record 
With a little something for ev-
eryone, the Cafton City High 
School Tiger Theatre is eager to 
present its fall production of 
"The House of Blue Leaves," by 
John Guare. Baby Boomers es-
pecially will be drawn to this pe-
riod play set in 1965, Queens, 
New York . Performances are 
' - . , ___ ~ 
"It is an Off-Broadway show 
that went to Broadway," said Di-
rector Andy Fisher. "It's about a 
struggling musician who's try-
ing to make it big, and he cannot 
find his way out of mediocrity." 
Audiences will enjoy the 
quirky characters and great 
comedic lines, Fisher said. . 
"We're trying to stay very peri-
od for this show," he said. "It is 
very specific to October 1965, 
when the Pope visited New York, 
and a lot of the plot centers 
around his visit to New York. It 
also has a very awe.-inspiring 
ending." 
Fisher does not want to give 
away too much of the ending, but 
he did say the students have bad 
• • .... • - --- £.&...-!-
Jeff Shane/Dally Record 
Canon City High School Tiger Thea1re 
actors Friederike Haensch, right, Kendra 




CONTINUED from page A 1 
I quirky characters. 
"The lead actor is a 
zookeeper trying to be-
come famous as a musi-
cian," he said. "And his 
best friend happens lo be a 
big shot movie director 
from Hollywood. His girl-
friend is trying to make 
her way through any 
means possible to be, 'Mrs. 
Famous,' and his wife, Ba-
nanas, pretty much fits the 
bill - she's pretty ba-
nanas." 
A peculiar subplot in-
volves the zookeeper's 
son, who has plans of mak-
ing a name for himself by 
more notorious and devi-
ous means. 
"The main gist of the 
play is that search for 
fame and fortune," Fisher 
said. "That desire to re-
ceive lame and fortune 
that all of us can relate 
to." 
Cast members and 
CCHS senior students 
Katie Garcia, Nick 
Grayson and Josh 
McBride have been 
putting in long hours get-
ting ready for the fall per-
formance. 
"It's been a lot ol fun 
and a learning experi-
ence," Garcia said. "We've 
learned a lot of deep char-
acter development. Every-
one has worked really 
bard to pull together and 
everyone is meshing really 
well making sw-e it all 
pulls together." 
Grayson said he appreci-
ates Mr. Fisher, who took 
up drama department du-
ties last year. 
"He's always making 
jokes and keeping it light-
hearted, so we have a lot of 
fun," Grayson said. "I real-
ly enjoy that; it's not com-
pletely serious work:." 
McBl'ide plays the 
zookeeper and lead char-
acter Artie Shaughnessy. 
"I've enjoyed working 
with au these guys and 
girls," McBride said. "It 
really is a great family 
and we've worked together 
really wen. We're really 
looking forward to per-
forming." 
Tickets are on sale now 
at the CCHS activities of-
fice. The matinee perfor-
mance is 4 p.m. Wednes-
day. All tickets for that 
production are $5. 
Evening performances 
are at 7p.m. Thursday and 
Friday. Students with an 
activity pass are free. Oth-
er students are $4 and 
adults are $5. 
There is some mature 
content. 
Jeff Sf!ane/Daity Record 
er lllea1r9 actors Anna Carvchl, right, Katie Garcia and Josh McBride rehearse 









With a little something for ev-
eryone, the Ca.f\on City High 
School Tiger Theatre is eager to 
present its fall production of 
"The House of Blue Leaves," by 
John Guare. Baby Boomers es-
- - -! _ ,, __ __ J tl L - _, __ __ _ '-- •'- =- --
•
11n is an Off-Broadway show 
that went to Broadway,'' said Di-
rector Andy Fisher. "It's about a 
struggling musician who's try-
ing to make il big, and he cannot 
find his way out or mediocrity." 
Audiences will enjoy the 
quirky characters and great 
comedic lines, Fisher said. 
"We're trying to stay v~ peri-
od for this show," he said. lt is 
very specific to October 1965, 
when the Pope visited New York, 
and a lot of the plot centers 
around his visit to New York. It 
also has a very awe-inspiring 
ending." 
Jeff Shane/Daily RflCOrrJ 
C8fton Cttv Hoh School Tiaer Thealra 
B IAJ .. _·g I lit --WV aJ.t. 
( 
he stove that is on the set is for , ,,_,,.~ _,,,.. ~ 
--sale. lt does werk an& nee&s a ·~ ~ · 
ood home, There is a bia sheet 
1 
that will be owt every nisht 
~nee the bid reaches $50; ~0% of 
the ·Sale will be aonateQ to the t: , .~ 
- ~ f-:-· •• \ 
.. .,._. 
-~ ... . ,
... ~ ....... ~ 
'12!r' 
,-
Canon City Tiser Theatre. Se RillBllilll 
please place yolif bias ·Seion an& 
often. 
.. 




. Directea by ............................. - .... _ ............... ~drew Fis-her 
~~~ ') 
'ssistant Di.ra;tcir ....... __ ........... ,, .. ._Charma Kra\lth 
~. 
·~~. ·1'":•-_ Heaa ef W arfirobe ...................... M • • , _ '\lexand.ra Bi vans · 
£case Mana§Sr ............ __ , ___ ....... - ....... _ .............. .KC Caimi 
Lishts .... - ..................... .Kameron Kin§, Katie Romano 
" 
Sow.nd. Crew ...................................... _ .............. -.Bra.a y Th els 
' ' 
Master Carpenter ...... - .............. .....,._ ........ .,Ryan Darrow 
Fw.blicity ........... ~ .............. - .Q·- -.. - ..... ljexan&ra Biven! 
Props: ............ Charm Krat1th, Tonya Fisher, Kayla 
· ........................... .Rov.selle, antl Kara ffaywor& 
. 
· · · Stasa Crew: _ ....... \lys-sa Bra&en, Kara Hayw6rd, 
• 
1 
......... K ...... ,.. .. Cina y Shoeman, Spencer Da llas1 
.. " .. Jayson Hwekaby, Devin R\d'f, Barrett 
............ Robertson, Tiffany Bran&!oy, .AleJfa 
......... Ashley, Kayla Ret1selle, The !Jrama !- · 9 
....... Class, Keilah Hernfle?L Christina Ne~ ' 
... - .Stsphanie Provost, ana Caitlyn Crai§ . . 
c 
•• 
. ~Ja McBrlje (Art.le i~J 
rm lhe ~n <>f .Mklwlla McSrld~ and am 'lt.iy 
.. ·o.lvt:d m tht: tl.::u, ! was Ir. C!nde.i~ta as a 
ia1nlrer ui lht ChtJ!11.!~ ! •••a! In M1unho Jwmho 
Fee Wee Smith. '1wys ar~d Dull! a! Lt. 
rannl~an. 4114. Tht lfult!i! of .Bll&e lea vet as 
rtleJ rm tu &XclU!d (0 be ln tbJs prod~on 
dam lootin8 fotward to l1Utht.i· ad.ventllre:S 
. t~ dramatic att!. l'vtJ beeti involved ln 
•"11,,·"...,.-.;·' '."'!." ~ $.ilicul for the tast t.h.rse y!Qt! .and have tAly 
eajuycd my tlme here, l am ext.t-e1ueiy Wll!!ed to have ~ch a 
!'l'!iilt <heatet facml y w w b~~ Lhe !v.ppurt ot .my hlc'1<it1ka1 
family 'Wtin!s ~cfl.ne Mt.hln8 a.ntl nWJfibe1~ ddlr..e nothltt~. 
• ir lH e and ai.tloM <Wfine w.hu \\•e ~.re .. aAythln' • Is a ph.ffwl atteimpr." 
~ ·.~· p ihAMollA.cetJttilrbt.r.1.Banau~ t~( -~ . .it1 I'th Sh.an.non,. and t'm cl Sen.tar hero at CCHS. I ha-n 
been in !lWw! ~~ aOOlit 5th. 8fab. l:iere ~!r.Jm.e 
.from the past yaac .Mll.Jtl.bo Jllfuho, a Cb.rl!tmas'CaroL 
\f"ys and Ootls, and WlJly W6lll.t : have a Jlil..4!!11ll 
Jfor at.tl.n! arid 1 hope w ma.ke Jt ruy l.!i.rter. ~.ni!d.a y 
• .;l>eccwse wb.ane-ve1: r perloon 1 !tJt a 11'.'!h of ' · 
'actcen.atlna a11d.j!>y that nOl.hJ.ii el!ea.n beQt. r hope 
·yu~ enpy th.I.$ shuw ca! rnlleh a! r .to pedarmln! ln Jt. 





:.J.litt Grayson (Billy Einho=n} 
, 
11.<y name i! Kid: illayson and.; ma !enior at 
,Canon City ffish Sdwoi Ive been an aLtive 
mem.be: of Thespian Troape 98t since 
F:"eShma.n yea: and have been in E.noor-~ sl.n~ 
J"nior year. 1 ve been in Clnde:eUa., ~hunbo 
, J~m..bo, and ~w.ys ~ Dolls.. ; a.l!o Ei.id d:-ama in 
m1ddJe 9.-hool 
-When vuw. !ive a mow.....iie a. cootia, it v.ill 11.!k 
for a !lff 8.S! of milk. .. 
........ - .. ' ndra Lbrd! Wtcia 14wnj 
y name l! Kendr~ Lo:W lil\tS l m a sen.for at 
on Clcy .til§h Schoot l re bean in 1'1~r 
dies for two years and am n~w partidpatins 
Em:ore. l w .been ln SeL~cal, Cind.e:-eHa.. 
\tmbo Jwm.bo, and ~ ~ Dolls as well a.s 
: va..iio\l.S middle !l.:hool pi.if!. Im ~uteci to 
finishin!IJ Ollt senior year in a p;od4l1..'tion. 
.&rrett Roberuon (White Manj 
~ · ·' l m a !Ophomore ir1 hi!h !t:hooi and wilt .lJe 
indllt:Ced inco T~ Trmtpe 981 th.is fN! 
, l ve neve: performad in a ~HS prod.\ll.tiun bw.t . 
,..,.; ...... .. l m nappy to partkfpare in Th~ l!oY!e uf Biv.a. -1, -'"\ Leave! I hope to oontin~e to perform w:ntil l -
.sradv.ate. 
.. The bert and mosc beaw.d..f\d thin!s ln the ~woriS. 
t:a.nnot be seen o~ even toache6.. They rn'L~ be 
f e!t with the heart. r \ " 
.Hellen Kellsr 
Fried.trite Haen (.Hea.e. ~~1 
Mv name is Prte<le:ike rlcaensi;h !l!ld I'm a 
o::-e>sn e:,1.ha.n4fa stW.a.ent from J.e:ni.anv 
Lase year l was i main ~harli1.cer in che pfay 
.~a: 10th ,rade:s in my ~~ow! In 3e:many 
Fea: uf .Fai!are m•n never be i :earo.n 11oc 
to t.ry !OmeUlln~,. 
~!"ade:ict Smith 
' _J~remy_ Vanae1ae_r (M.P. 1.) 
.. , Tfif!r ts my fir~ ~-ea:-111 drama w l :eally 
have no at\:<JmpJl!hment!I in aramli. Z have ~~ ... ~ §OU.ell .Dlvison 1 ratiri" in all Solo and 
Ensemble <.:0mpet)tiun~ l have tompctarl. in. 
- - -...1 have bean a dnun majo:; and a !!e<:clor. 
.!'ii'~:Z:i.:flt~~ iaad~r in band : have won che Mlilta..-y 
:; Order <Jf th.e Wo:-ld Wa:s aw-o.ra ln JROrC 
for ow.tsta.nd.infJ leadarmtp stilli, 'f!eat 
in.idatiw .. o.nd a.mazinq dedilo.don l have 
also beell a. s:facoon leade:- in JROTC • i1 
. . - ·rhe t:11t.h ts that mu ftnesc .momenu are ~ 
the mast ~lv to OU.'\l!" when we are feali11.~ deeply \lr.oornforcab~e .. I ~ 
lUlha.pFf .. or \mf\tlfilled Jo: it is only ln S\h. h moma.tu!. JL-opel!ed 
by o~ disoomf orc, t.liat we a:e likely to SU::J: ollt uf O\lr r11.ts and 
" .,! - -:.:· ;:_ !ta :t ~chin_~ fo: di.f re rent ways u: t11e::-
' • J ~ ilnS\\'eI'! 
l1l ~:'Ctt t l!..:k 
~­
, I 
Donalt Cochran Jr. (M.P. 2) · 
DJ Is a aenfo.:- in M~h ~h.oot l.n 8ch s:-ade ha 
Wo!f ln tha rnw.!!:kal The ureat J.hosc Cha~~ 
fie played .Dac~v-e fepperduy ii e'Was irl' ,r.~M Drama C!llb .his !oi:homore year in Mi!~mui 
~ ~ and l~ in d:ama t.:!\i.b prerendy . 
·t~ever SlC':-ende: rloP? 
,. 
... 
~a Caraclrl {Corrhma krel!&rj 
.. I am ln mv reu>nd ~of Ti~ La~ and 
· :-.. have wndnllOi.!lf pcL"tidpatad in !how c.:holr 
; prudw.l:dons lnc.:i11d.ins-J,w..~oib,: in whkh 
I was ii Hot Box Gti I w.ent on a week fon! 
mission trip to San .\ntonio that ·was truly 
amazi~ chis Silmmer. l was aJso .\Me 
Frank tn The Diary of Anne FIJiN;, 
1 Ailimn MiJm Sectmil No 
1 have been aufos Mt;e~ gade in va.tfo'it 
!l:bO'Jl and PCT plays. l.illl a.l!o in my second 
year of TI.tJerc LaEila!. l have ai.cro .been 
fn~olved in muica.l! .ln Per and in the Jrlsh 
.!l:h.oo!. 
When life ~h~ yoil a hmdred rea:sons to 




.. - ,,; 1 
r • Kayla Kc CairrJ (St.ige Mana~!", 
rrus year has been ii bl~ hlt to! me! l va 
• been in ~e, a.nfi G"la <l:ama t!"OW.F.a s 
ma<low wo:te: thro\l~n mv wtwlf: hl~n 
&:hoo! career lfo jul:e, there 'A'ii !! no ~ob 
l woa!dn t help ow.c on So. it tee!! ~:'e'OC tu 
be Sta9e Mana..t1er my senfo:- yea~ 
· ·°' t!'\Uh b noc a t:w.tr. if it is a Ue Th04§h 
a lie hi! aJ1 the power to be lne c!"w.th • 
.,,l\lgc; Thanks To: 
Mr. Bra&b\U'y ! Vislilln§ Class 
Merline! Belvedere 
Shephar& af the Hills L\ltheran Chwn;h 
Charm~ Kr'a\lth 
Trea!Y.res by Thereee 
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